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'Ihe Late Quaternary stratigrar;ily and seclimentation of a small, 
. 'roqtlologically smooth regioo on the Scotian Slq:e, knt:1.rm as the 
Verrill canyon area, has been investigated usin3 high-resolution 
seismic profiles ard piston cores . 
• . ' . . 
'!he aCXJUStic stratigralily in the area has been ~tablished 
with the use of high resolution seismic profiles. Most of the, 
study area is underlain by evenly stratified, c:OOerent reflectors 
whidl' thin c:lc1.Nnslcp:!. These reflectors are rooted in outer shelf/ 
~ slope tills arrl till-like ·to~es whidl exterrl over the shelf 
break aJ"d interfin;Jer \with uwer slcp:! sediments. ·Gullies cut the 
uwer slope an::l a few exterd ~lope as erosional valleys. 
Widespread ~iment failure has resulteQ in ~chment scarps, 
slurrps, ard acoustically-defined disturbed zones. 
, 
Piston a::>reS from un::listurbed ard erosional zones within the 
I 
study area provide a c:::attJOSite stratigralilic section over 20 m 
thick which exterrlS into the Mid-Wiscxmsinan (ar;prox. 32,ooo yBP). 
Five lithofacies are identified: (1) b_ioturbated, rrottled mud; (2) · 
l'larogeneals nud; (3) laminated nud; (4) thin-~ sam: arrl cs) 
poorly sorted m.xi. Hemipelagic, or "no-event" lithofac;:ies cor:rprise 
aboot 50% of total sediment cored. Mass-transported sediment, or 
"event" lithofacies, . i.nclooin:J fine-grained turt>idites ard debris 
fl..;.,~, <Xl'l'prise the rema.inirg cored naterial. Synsedimentary 
.,defamation features were d)served in co~ taken fra:n the 
acoostically identified di.sturDed zones. 
Wisconsinan sedimentation · on ~ ,SCotian Sle{)e has been 
largely affected by glaciaY events. related to ice 
~ins ard lower sea levels served to transport material ~the 
slepe·. High sedimentatiOn rates ard vigorous environmental 
~tians resulted in arurrlant sedunent failures, producinJ the 
. 
event lithofacies. tx~rirl3 non-active sedimentation periods, 
backgro.lrd depositional processes resulted in hemipelagic 
depositicn _with arurrlant biotmbatioo. 'lbe_ entire ·stOOY ··area is 
iii 
Y . 
cc:rv~ by a ooe to· two metre~ of fi.ne--gtained, .bioturbated, 
Holocene sediment. · · 
'!he acoostically-de'fined distl.ubed zenes record the oocurrence 
. . 
of a large scale. SE(tirre~ fhllure. SErliment defonnatioo in cores 
fran these failed ZCI'leS in:tica~ they -are rutposed of a o:::rtpl~ 
arrarqement of slide-blocks, 'WIU:~ - transfonn:.at the distai DlimJins 
. .. . . . 
of the disturbed zcnes irrt:o debrites. Erosional ~ downsl~ 
of the ~ZaleS~ that this secii.ment failure . developed 
into a large tumidity cup:-ent. '!his failure ~ent was ·likely 
seismically tri~. 
• 
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1.1 General 
D.lr~ the last dec:Me cxm.~ ~lq:JeS have reoeivErl 
irx::reasi.rg geological attenticn (see bibli~es of }:Alblications 
edited by Shepard, 1973:. 8Jrke and Drake, 1974; Bcurra, M;)ore, arrl 
Cbleman, 1976; [):)yle ard Pilkey, 1979; arrl S1:ari ard Piper, 1984) • 
. '!his t.rerd is in ~true to the recent develcpte1t of deep-tcMed 
inst.rumentaticn, pennittin] detailed surveys of cxritinental sl~, 
ani in part to the need to eJqJlore for natural resan:-ces. ~ 
l:1j both 3cadfwni c ani irdustrial oa'1111..riti.ties is ~~ to provide 
an 'UJ'rlerstarrli of the geological proossses that take place alorq 
passive margin . cx:ntinental slcpes. 
nli.s thesis examines the rate Qua~ sedimentology of an 
area oo the Scotian Sl~. 'nle loCality is a target of recent 
· hydrocartx::n exploratim, ani an area of demonstrable seabErl 
instability. A t.llorcu#l investigati~ of the site will lead to a 
greater urderst.arrlin: of geological processes oo the slcpe '· ard 
define possible ·hlUards that may be met while explorirq in this 
envircnnent. 
( i 
Heezen ~ §..L_ (1959) define the Slcp:! as ~~ t relatively 
steep (J~) porticn of the sea flCXlr which lies at the seaward · 
border of the oootinenta1 shelf." 1-k>-q;tx:>logically the slcpe 
begins at the shelf break an:i ~ at the CX11tinental rise, thcu;Jh 
this latter l:::loondal:y -is less well definied (&J.mla, 1979). It is 
thus a transi timal envita a1e at between the cx:nti.r-.:>ntal shelf arrl 
the cxm.inental rise - 'ooean basin floor. 
JotJqnologically the cxtrt:inental s lcpe is a diverse 
envinrment, in places ~ly SIIIX7th (8\.l'ift, 1985), arrl in 
others ru;R9d, unstable, ard Prooe to sl\lll1)6 ard other mass 
JIDY'EI'IIel'1t pac:X:t,i, 1976: Dlbley . am Jacxt>i' 1977) • 'nlese mass 
1 
~·-, 
movements (slunp, ~lides, debris flows, turblditY currentS) are 
~ now aclm:Mled;Jed as a'''" n ard illportant Jslqe prnoesses (Doyle ard 
Pil..key, 1979;. E)rbley ,· 1980; SteM am Piper, 1984) • 
With in::reasirq interest in exploitin:} offshore deep watar , 
(>200m) ~' a greater lcn:1wled;Je of sl~ 110q;hology ard 
prooesses will be require:i (Pal.mer,1979; Pereira, 1984). SUch an 
interest has develcped within the petroleum .irdustry for offshore 
Atlantic canada with the discovery of the hydrQca.rtlon potential in 
the area (Pereira, 1984). 
1.2 Purpose 
' It is the p.u:pose of this thesis to stOOy arrl interpret the 
· Late Q.laternacy geological 'history of a small area en the Scotian 
Slope. A priority in this study is to analyze sediment stabil.ity 
, 
based predan.inant.ly en geological infonnation. Dlta were collected 
., by stujyi.rg: ·.· ~ 
1) A.calstic characteristics of the bottan sedi.rrents usirq side-scan 
. scnll' i.mac}es, high-resolutioo seismic reflectioo profiles, and 
ba~tric profiles. 
2) Sediment lithologies arrl structures fran pistal cores. 
3) RlysiCal p:rt:pllties of the SEdiments in these cores. 
4) Radi~ dates, micrcpaleootological, ard oxygen isotqle 
data fran the cores. 
Acn.lstic informatioo helped to establish a geological 
framework within which to site oore positicns. It alsci facilitated 
' 
correlatioo of the stratigraphy fran cne core site to another. 
Pistcn oores provided the sediment fran \orhich to study the detailoo 
geOlCXJY. SUdl a stu::ty ·helpec:i refine interpret:atioo of the acn.tstic 
data. Ibysical property measurBDel1ts provided quantitative data oo 
·the stability of the ~.nts. ~ oore P1Y'Sical p~ 
measw:aueuts were used as a ;tool for st.ratigrzq:illc oorrelatioo am 
aided in the interpret:ati~ of the geology. Radioc::arl:lOO, oxygen 
i.sotc:t'e, an1 micrcpalecntologic (foraminifera) data provided a time 








1. 3 r.ocatial am Bathyt!Et:.l:y 
'Ihe ·sb.dy area, inf~ly refened to as. the. Verrill canyon 
·area, is a site of ~tely 60 Jon2 in size lyin;J between 
42o JO'N and 43° Oo'N latit:udes-, am 61° 1s•w an:1 62° oo•w 
la-qitudes (Fig. 1.1). 'Ihe ~ lies oo the ScDtian Sl~ fran 
about 200 to 2500 m water depth (Figs. 1.1 an:l1.2). ~petroleum 
exploratioo wells, the }Cadi a K-62 _arrl Shubenacadi.e H-100, are 
located in the area. 
'Ihe large scale bathymetry of the SCotian Sl~ (Fig. 1.1) 
shCJwB two distinct trorPx>logies: a highly dissected, or canyoned 
area to the ~ of the 61° 30 1 ~ la-gitl..rle "tine, an::l a SlroOtll., . 
relatively featureless area to the .west. Verrill canya,, which is 
located in the eastern put of .the rurvey arm (Fig. 1.2) mrks the 
.. begi.nnin:j of the c.anya1ed. sl~. '!his stuiy, hcJwie!ver, ~tes 
oo the western part of the stOOy area \olhidl is · characterised by a 
broad . scale siruosi ty of the isobaths. Sharp i..Mentaticns .of 'the 
isobaths in the west.emnx:JSt part of the area define the East ard 
. 
West Aatdia Valleys. In the~ sl~ regioo small inflexicns 
can· b8 seen in the CD'1talr lines. 'Ihese features represent small 
slcpe gullies .whidl in saoo cases .in3ent the shelf break. The 
\.IR)8r alope, defined by the steepest Part of the slcp9 
Cawraximately s0 ) , exterrls !"'ran the shelf break to the 700 m 
i.sd:lath. 'lhe gradient of the ranairrler of the slq:le averages 2. s0 • 
1. 4 Geological Sett:in;J ·. 
Heezen (1974) described the oc:ntinental slc::pe of eastern North 
America as part of a t:.ect.aU.cal.ly stable trail in} ~, 
(i.e. Atlantic type) llllmJin. 'lhe stratigrapuc f~k of the 
outer ScxJt.ian Shelf ard Slc.p! .is di~L9900 by Mciver (1972), Jansa 
am Wzde (1975), ~am Yc:urg (1977), am Piper~ AL (1987). 
'lha ~1 sediJne.ntMy ~of the slcpe cx:mprises a thick · 
'pxop:adatialal Tertiary MXX'PSSia'l, overlain both ~onnably arrl 
. . 






Figure 1 . 1 Locaticn of Sttrly Area (black box) arrl bathymetry of 












Figure 1. 2 Bathymetry of Bt:l.ny area show in:] core locaticns 
(mcx:tifioo fran Piper ~ ~' 1985). Iscbaths are in 
metres, solid lines representin:] areas of g<XXl oontrol 
am dashed lines of less CXI'ltrol. ~ circles 
represent piston core locations ard the two closed 











_assigned to the Ban:Juere.;tu Fonnatioo (Jansa an:i Wade, 1975) which 
<XnSists predc.minantly of shales that thicken seawards. 'lbe 
()lat.ernluy Sediments have accunulated oo the sl~ as a well 
stratified progradatimal. ~ (Piper _e:t AJ...., 198'7). 
Piper~ .M.... (1987) ~that JIIJd1 of the Pleistooene 
. . 
sedimentary~ the Scotian Slope was deposited rapidly in 
a preglacial env~. Rapi~ pepositia1 creates.high pore 
. - . 
pressures in the sediment (la,.r CCI'lSOlidatim an::l low shear 
~) (M:>rgenste.rn, 1967; l<eller rt ~, 1979; Prior arrl·-
Cl:>leman, 1984). o:nbined with the effects of rapid ard ext.rerre 
loadin:J, or steep sl~, these p~ies can result in traSS 
wastirq.-
Mass m::M:!!Inel'1ts ~- am have been, :irrportant processes on nost 
cart:inelital. sl2pes. Mass-wasti.n:} ~rcxe;ses were involved in the 
creatioo of both the dissected arrl stroOth Il¥)q:ilologic regioos on 
the Scotian Slope (Hlll; 19B3, 1984a; SWift, 1985), thus attesting 
to the cxtt'plexity of the sedimentary processes that have cx:x::'-lri"El 
there. • 
On a local scale even ~ ~Y srrooth regioo of the 
Scotian Slcp:! is actually ~, bei.n:} markEd by sl~ scars, · 
scarps, _ sl\Jill) blocks, debris flows, ani small i.n:ise:i dlannels and 
valleys (Hill, 1981, 1983). 'lbese small-scale irregularities were 
prcxllJCB:) by mass movements, · folc:tin;J an:::l faultitg, diapirism, arrl 
sl~ eroaim dur~ Ple.i.stooene and especially late Wiscx:nsinan 
events. EViden:::le . for diverse S(ldimentary processes durirq the 
Wiscx:l1sinan were seen by Hill (1981, 1983) fran his st:u:!y area on 
the Sootian Slc:pe (L:i.t. 42° 40' to 43° OO'N, arxi I.aY:J. 63° 20' to 
63o 30'W). He fcun:i it very difficult to cx:>rrelate Wiscx:nsinan 
sediments fran core to cx:>re because of the small scale facies 
In CXI'ltrast to WiSOCI'lSinan depositim, tM Holocene ream:! is 
ooe of uniform, hemipelagic depositia-1 (Hill, 1981, 1983--; stow, 
1977; SWift, 1985). Hill (1981, 1983) records ally a1e ~Y 
•. 
sl\.Jil'I)E.d bed in the Holocene sectioo of his stutied cx:Yn!S. 'Ihe 




Holocene section drapes the underly.fu;J sediments ard is everywhere 
less than 2 m thick (Hill, 1983) • 'll1e contact between this section 
an::1· the urderlyin-:J unit is reoogoj.zable throughout . the SCOtian 
Sl~. · 'Ibis OCX'ltact has been data:l at 17,000 to 20,000 yBP (Hill, 
. 1981, 1983) .. 
1.5 Reqional Geology and Envi~l Setting , 
'!here is . a close ooeancqrar;hic and sedimentolcqical 
~lationshil' betwee!) the scotian Sl('lpe an::l its adjacent shelf 
(Bouma; 1979; Hill, 1981, 1983, 1984a, 1984b; Hill and Bowen, 1983; 
Hili' fi M.:_, 1983; Swift, 1985). 'Ihe shelf geology affects the 
sl~ as it is the SOJ.rCe area for slope sediments. 'Ihe sea level 
over the shelf affects the sl~ by det..ermini..n:J the annmt arrl 
style of off-shelf transport of -sediment. Glaciation acts on the 
slq:>e because it affects the geolcxy of the shelf an::l determines 
the sea'-level ~story CNer the shelf an:l slcpe. To better 
urderstarrl ~ternary sedimentation on the Scotian Slq::e. it is 
first necessary to review the shelf geology am its sea-level am 
glacial histories . 
Scotian shelf: 
'Ihe Scotian Shelf is 125 km wide in the \oleSt and 250 .km wide 
in the east. It has been divided into three }:hysicqraJillc 
· provinces by Kin;J (1970): ·1) an inner shelf of rcogh tcpograp)y 
Whid\ borders maWarrl NOva Scxrt:ia; 2) a central ~one of isolated 
banks arrl inte.Iveni.rg basins; and 3) an ooter zone of wide, flat, 
· shallCM banks. 'Ihe Pleistocene sediments of the central ard cuter 
shel~ are urrlerlain b'f 'Nell stratified Tertiary am cretacecus 
sequences that dip gently to the southeast (Kl.nj ard Fader, 1986). 
The central shelf ranges fran 145 to 225 m in water depth. 
'Ihe isolated banks within the central shelf are erosional features 
resenbl~ mesas, ard are cx::rtp:JSOO of Tertiary strata. 'Ihe outer 
shelf i9 shallower, rargirq frcn 85 m water depth on the bmk.s to ) 
. I - • 







awrax.imately 50-65 )an ·wide. 'lhe o.rt:.er banks form a chain which is 
int:errUpted by the sack:lles. These banks are oatp:eed ·of ~iary 
strata \.JJ"rle.rlain by CretaoeoJS 'an::I Jurass~c sediments. Erosioo has 
transformed them into cuestas. I<irg (1970) ~that the 
shelf IOOq::ilology was largely determined by fluvial ptuoesses durirq 
· a mid-Tertiary low sea level. SUbsequeiit sedimentatia'l has, for 
, --
the I006t part, draped the urrle.rlyin:J ~. 
'1he litholCXJY ard sedimentology of~ surficial ~ts oo 
the shelf have beeli stu:tied by Kin} (1970), Kirq an:l JotLean (1976), 
Kirg ard Fader (1986), ard Arra; ani Krx>ll (in press). Kirg (1970) 
has identified five "map l..Dlits". (i.e. formations): 1) SCotian Shelf 
Dri~ft2) d Silt, 3) SaliDr<? ~· 4) I.aHave Clay, ard 5) 
sable Isl San::l ard Gravel. 'Ibese sediments are flat 1 y i..rq am 
rest: ontably a\ the pre-Pleistocene strat3. 'llley are 
( interpreted as variably rcworkod glacial debris fran varirus stages 
· ""'-~ of Wi.Socnsinan glaciatia'l. 
J<iiq (1970) grooped ~ U(:per sl~ sams with the relatively 
poorly sorted Sabl_e ·Island Sand and Gravel l..Dlit. Hill ~ AL. 
(1983), durirg a sutmersible dive, dJeerved large erratic bculders 
on the . ~ sl(:pe am ooter shelf. '!bey also nX.ioed that the 
surficial' sediment grades fran gravelly sarx1 at the shelf break, 
th.rcu;Jh sarrl to silty sam at about 400 m depth, ard finally to 
silty nul at depths greater than 400 m. Hill ani Bowen ( 1983) arrl 
. . Stanley~ ~_L (1972b) have ~rl.zed receut transport of SEdiment 
-over the shelf ~. (byle ~ iU..t_ (1979) ~ that Spillover of 
. ' ' 
material occurs alCJI'"q the entire eastern North American shelf-slqJe 
bam:lary. 
Glaciaticn: 
'Eh:>I'llnlS annmts of sediment can be ~rted leO} cli.star£les 
as a result of glacial actioo (Flint, 1971) • It is believed 'by 
Kin::J arrl oo-workera (J<i.n}, 1970; Kin:] ard MacJeen, 1976; Grant arrl · 
· Kinl, 1984; Kirg ard Fader, 1986) that the majority of ~texnary 
sedirre1t oo ·the scotian Shelf is glacial in origin ard that JOOEJt of . 









Older deposits were essentially t"S!!Ved by erosicn duri.rq the last 
major glacial advan::e (Kin;J ani Fader, 1986). 
'Ihe extent arrl ti.mi..rq of the last (Wisconsinan) ice sheet in 
eastern carooa arrl northeastern USA is a controversial topic 
(e.g. Ives, 1978; P.r'est, 1984), that consists of b.'o "errl-me:mber" 
theories advocati.rq max..in'urn arrl mini.num extent. As f<\I" as Atlantic 
c:anada i's . cax::emed, the ~ theory pi"qX)SeS that the ' 
Laurentide ice sheet exterrled seaward as far as the edge of the 
cxmti.nental shelf during the late Wisconsinan. 'Ihe rnini.nrum theory 
argues that only local ice caps · develCpect in the Atlantic region 
'\ . . 
dur1ng the late Wisconsinan, leaving ~ cx::lastal regions ice-free 
(Mayewski, ~ .§!L., 1978; Ives, ·1978; Prest, 1984) . 
. 'Ihe Wisconsinan Stage refers to the last major period of 
_glaciation. For reasons diSCUSS€d by Prest (1984) this stage 
begins at the erd ot oxygen isotcpe .stage 5, a:wroximately 75,000 
yBP. 'n1e WiS<XJn5inan is divided into Early, Middle, arrl late 
substages (~, 1984). Early Wisconsinan has be(>n referred to 
as a time of major glaCial advance, with many workers prcposing 
that WiS<XJnsinan ice-sheets reached their maximum extent in Eastern 
canada durlnJ this time. 'Ihe Middle Wisconsinan substage i s a tilre 
when ice retreated fran ITJ.ICh of western am southern canada, arrl 
there was probable thinning of ice in the Atlantic region. 'Ihe age 
of the base of this substage is defined as the bolmdary between 
oxygen isotbpe stages 3 arrl 4 (awroximately 64,000 yBP). The rrtte 
Wisconsinan rarges fran the base Qf the Holocene to approxootely 
32, 000 yBP. It corresporrls to the last time canada was cove red by 
major ice sheets. 
Glacial advar¥::les in the Early ai-d late Wisoc:nsinan are 
iooorporated by Kin:;J am Fader (1986) in their five-};hase m:x:lel for 
the Wiscx::nsi.nan glacial history ard SE!dbrentation on the scotian 
Shelf (Fig. 1.3). 'niis m:rlel is based on al:mrlant geological 
evidenc:e, ard rrume.roos radiocarbon dates. 
In rnase 1 of the rrw:rlel (70,000 to 50,000 · yBP) the Irturenti de 




-Figure 1. 3 5-~ rrode l of Wisconsinan glacial advance arrl 
retreat across the o.Jter Scotian Shelf (after Kirq arrl 
Fader, 1986). 'Ihe attr~tes of these phases are 
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iae sheet. '!his advance is ~ as the SCotian Shelf - Grarrl · 
Banks advan:::e. The ice sheet had presumably entrained al::JuOOant 
basa}. ard. ~lacial debris as it advanced across terrestrial arrl 
shall eM marine areas. 
Rafti.rq fran icebergs, as proposed by Piper an:i Slatt (1977), 
ani SteM (1977) , cxmnenci.n;J durirq this phase am en::lin:] at the erd 
' of t:Oase 5, cx::uld have provided a significant ano..mt of sediment to 
the SCotian Slope arrl Shelf. 
Rlase 2 (SO,OOD-45,000 yBP) represents an early recesfional 
phase (beginnirq of the Scotian Shelf - Grarrl BankS recession) . ·· As 
the ice melted arrl receded, lift-off rrorai.nes arrl early 
glacianarine sedi.Jrents were depositOO. Deposition beyom the shelf 
edge was probably nost act~Vt.: at th!s phase. The ice sheet becarre 
an ice shelf, estimated at 200-500 rn ~clc (King an:i Fader, 
1986). 
Rlase 3 exterxls fran 45,000 to 32,000 yBP. Recession rates of 
. the ice marg~ reached a m:lXirm.nn duri.rq the early part of this 
phase. nie great,er part of p.ase 3 involved minor surges arrl 
retreats of the ruoyancy line (line of seabed - ice shelf 
~ f 
) 
contact) . 'lhis oscillation of the buoyancy line is believed to be 
:reSponsible for the developrent of napped. till torY;JUes (Kirq and 
fader, 19Bq). Moraine develc:pnent and deposition of glacianarine 
sediloonts continued with increased rreltin::J of the ice shelf. The . 
larger banks rray have susta.inOO local ice dares with dry-base ice 
.• $ 
for perir:X:ls durin; this };ilase, acccrtpanied by local erosion on the 
banks · c~ am Fader, 1986). This situation would.·result in 
-/ . 
further contr.il::ution of sediroo.nt beyorrl ~Inental shelf edg~. 
In~ 4 (32,000-16,000 yBP) the ice shelf retreated to 
present lan:l areas. A surge of grcurrled ice to parts of the inner 
arrl ooter shelf tray have cx::o.lri'Erl for a short interval (King and 
Fader, 1986). BiolC9ical activity on the shelf increased dui-iJ~ 
this Jilase arrl sec:tinentation rates clecrea.sOO. 
The 1~ sea- level stard (115-120 m below present sea lev&l) 




stan:i left sane shelf sediments subaerially exposed. As the 
Holocene transgression progressaj, these shelf sediments were 
reworked, leavih;Jlarge areas of clean, well ·so~ arrl 
gravel~ that now urrlerlie the ScOtian Shelf. 
Sea Level: 
Fluctuations in sea level can be associated wi t.h epi s<rles of 
glaciation. Sea level, in turn, can control significantly the 
azramt an:J coarseness of sediment supplierl to the slope (~, 
1968; Balma, 1979; Piper g ~' 1987). ~es in t:he physical 
. . 
ocean:xJratilic setti.rq at the shel~ break brought about by sea-level 
~es cause the style of sedim:ntation at the margin to chan:je. 
Evideoce for the Late Wisc:xmsinan lCJW starxi of sea level is 
well.:... e>q>~ alcnJ the entire scotian Shelf (I<irq arrl Fader, 
1986). Based on the pre:sen:e of terraces arrl associated textural 
c:har¥Jes, such as sorted an:l rpuryjej san:l arrl gravels, on thf:! cuter 
Scotian Shelf, Ki.n:J (1970) an::i ~tin:] an:l Fader (1986) SUReSt that 
the lCMeSt staoo of sea level i.ri the Pleistoc:ene c:x:o..irred alxlut 
15,009 yBP at 110 to 120 m below present sea level (Fig. 1.4b). 
·These data oorresporrl well to the sea-level curve p~uc:Erl by 
MilliiMn arrl Er:oorY (1968) for the Atlantic Continental Shelf 
(Fig. 1.4~). 
Uslrq· a mfgrat.i.ng peri~ tUlge mathematical toodel, Quinlan 
an:l Bea1Jil0lrt: (1981) calo.llat.ed the naxbrum lower~ of sea level 
follor,.rirg the 1~ glaciation t6 be 50~70 rn. 'Itle difference 
betWeen this estimate arrl the previous one of ' Ki.n::J ( 1970) an:i Kinq 
arrl Fader (1986) is quite significant in terms of sedilrentological 
corrlitions. If the sea level were 120 m lawei than at present, 
. -
J!l.lCh of the ooter-shelf banks ~d be exposErl. If the level we:te 
' . 
_only .70' ni lower then only·' Sable Islam bank an::i Banquereau would be 
exposed. No iroependent geological evidence exists for the -70 m. 
1~ of sea level. · 
'Ihe last sea-level rise {Holc:bene transgression) began between 
15,000 ard 13,000 yBP (Mill~ ard Em:uy, 19~; Ki..rq arx:1 Fader, 
15 
Figure 1. 4 a) Sea level curve for the Atlantic continental shelf 
(Milli.mait an:l Elrery, 1968) .. b) cross-section of the 
·SCotian Shelf, showi.n:J sea levels at 15,000 yBP, 10,000 
yBP arrl present ( frcrn Kirg an::l Fader, 1986) . Note the 
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1986). Transgression CNer the Sootian Shelf is indicated by large 
areas of well Vc\Shed, well sorted sarrls arrl gravels (l<i.rvJ, 1910). 
'The ·shelf break 0011o1 rests in 10D-200 m of wa~ so that shelf 
infl\.lel'¥Je5 on slcpe sedimentation are significantly reduce:l. 
I , 
1. 6 Tennirolo:jy 
-'Ihe term disturbed zone is a descriptive term used by Piper ~ 
lli ( 1985) to define areas of characteristically rOugh sealxrl 
~a~ internal ~flectors on acoustic piof iles arrl interpreted as-
cohsistirq of either slump, slide or debris flow deposits. 
A slide as defined by Saxov (1982), arrl Cook gt g1.,_ (1981) is 
sediment displaced by any slcp:! failure. They define a~ as a 
slide in wnich the mass of material maves as a unit or as several 
sul::sidiary units''alorq one or several curved -slip surfaces, usually 
• 
with· backward rotation of the mass . Enlbley ard Jacobi (1977), arrl 
Jacobi {1984) further dist~ish sediment that is deforn~f arrl 
liquified duri.n:J transport -dOwTlSlope in a slide, resultinJ 
ultimately in a slurry or debris_ flo,.,r. In a slurnp, sediment is 
da..ll'rlrq:perl an::l rotated, but contortion of internal layerirq is 
mi.nina.l. 
'!he term debrite- is used for sediment interpreted to have been 
deposited by a debris flow. A debrite consists of mixed 
litholcx:1ies, rarxjin;J fran 1tWs containirq only a few sarrl- to 
boolder-sized clas1js to a b:Juldeiy mass c:ontainin:J little rm.rl 
(StoW, .1986, -p. 414). - 'Ihe use of the ter;Jn in this study is in 
ref~ to beds shc:7win:;J characteristics such as ~lasts suworted 
in a matrix (i.e. pebbly ~tone), erosional bases to beds~ arrl 
inverse. arrl oormal gradirq (cf. Walker, 1984, p. 177). 
. . 
'1\lrbidites are sediments (leposit.OO by a turbidity current. 
_ 'llle u5e of the term in this thesis is generally restricted' to the -
fine-gtained t::urbidite variety as described_ in Sto-r (1986, p. 415), 
' ~ 
Sto.i an:i Shai-m.x.Jani (1980), Piper (1978) I arrl ~ (1975): A 
- di~ized turbidite is a sa"ixrent package deposited by a cur:rent 





'Ihe term facies is used as defined by Micllleton (1978~: A unit 
distin]uished by lithological, structural, arrl on:.JCUUc aspects 
det.ec::table in the field. It is W'Xlerstcx:xi that facies will 
-ult.iiMtely be given an envirorunental interpretation. Facies 
associations are groops of facies that oc:x:ur together arrl are. 
consideied to be genetically or environmentally related (Readin}, 
19861 p. 5). For this study facies associations were created by 
ci:Jservatioo ally 1 not by any mthetatical or statistical 
calculations. 'Ihe association makes environmental i.Jrt:erpretation 
easier than treatirq eadl facies in isolation. 
other sedinentary geology tenrs .can be foon:i in sedimentology 
texts by Pettijohn (1975) 1 Blatt, Micill.eton, arrl Murray ( 1980), 
. . - · 
I..eeder (1982), Walker (1984), and Reading (1986). other tenns 
referr~ to gravity flc:J..~S are define:i by I..c:1w'e (1979, 1982) ard 
,Nardin~ i!L (1979) 1 
/ 
1.7 Methods '--. --- --/"' ~ I ------ --
Acoustiq data arrl piston cores were collect.a:l 'durirx.J e 
followin;} Atlantic Geoscience centre crui5es: c.s.s. rawson 8200 
and 83012, and C.S.S. Hudson 82014, 84029, and 85001. Ship 
navigation data were aCX)Uired with an integrated system of 
hyperbolic IDRAN-c and satellite navigation (BIONAV) . It is 
accurate to within ±100 m in the survey area. Figure 1. 5 shows the 
ship tracks for the vari~ cruises. Most laboratory analyses we:-e -
c::orrluct.ed at the ~tlantic Geosci~ Centre, Bedford Institute of 
~!YlY· 
Aca.lstics: 
Various aCXlUSt.ic systens were used to collect data in the 
Ven-ill Coanyoo area, the results o'f whi.dl have been reporta:l in 
Several rep:>rts (Pi~ rt AL_, 1983, 1~85; Piper ani Wilson, 1983) 
ard in this thesis. All calo.ll.ations ·of depth (in rretres), both to 
seabed and sut:bottan, were calculatai a..sstnni.rq an acoustic velocity 
of isoo IfVs. over 2000 line-Jon of bathymetric data have been 
,I 
-' 
Figure 1. 5 Ships tracks over stu:!y area arrl piston core positions. 









collect.Erl in the sttey area .with hull-IOClUrlted 12 kHz transducers. 
· AW:roxima~ly 790 l~Jon of J. 5 kHz high-resolution seismic 
profiles· were Collected usin:J hull-no.mted tra.i1sducers on the 
c.s;s. rawson; ard t.a.rirq an ORE polywc:q fran the c.s.s. ~· 
Usirq a V-fin sparker ~(see BicXJooci, 1974), 380 line-Jon of 
high-resolution seismic profiles were collected. '!his .system uses 
a 300-7000 Hz sparker sourd 50.li'Oe with a 250 joule outp.~t, firing 
at 250 or 500 ms. 'Ihe tow'fish, containin:3' sparker, hydrq:tlOne ard 
depth transducer is depth cx:rtpenSated. It_was t.a..oe:l at a depth of 
ar:proxilrately 100. m. A short (47 km) HUntec urs profile (broadbarrl 
. ....._ 
deep-towed bocmer source aro receiver; see Hutchins ~ lli, 1976) 
aro a 110 km 40 in3 air gun line were run through the area duri.r'G 
the Hudson 85001. crui~ . 
. The St:Wy Area (Fig. 1.2) ~ surveyed with ~ different 
<XIllbined-deep-ta../ sideso:in sonar arrl high-resolution seismic 
profili.nj systeJrs. D..lring Hudson cruise 82014, 315 1 ine-km of sea 
MARC t data were collected, providinj coverage of over 1500 km2 . 
. 
Sea MARC I is a neutrally buoyant vehicle towed about 300 m off the 
•· . 
sea floor (KoSalos ard Chayes, 1983). 1he system is equiJ;p:rl with 
27. am 30 kHz side look..ing sonars, producin:3' a maxinum swath width 
of 5 Jon, an::i a high-resolution sul:bottan profiling systerr. operating 
with a .4 .5 kH7. p.ll5e .len:ft.h. G 
The SEABED II 2000 m system utilizes sidescan SQnar 
transducers similar to thoSe on Sea MARC I, but with .a swath width 
of 1. 5 km, ard a prototype-pressure ccrrpensated deep-ocean l:xx:mer 
. . . . 
(sei'smic ~ - similar to the Huntec UI'S) (Hutchins ~ .al..., 
1985). About 190 li.ne-km of SEABED II high-resolution seismic 
reflection, ard 236 line-km of SEABED II sidescan data were 
collected durirq' ~n cruise S4029. · ''n:lis f!ruiVf!'J was corducted 
durin;J develc:pnent of the SEABED II system • . Inherent heave is 
present a1 the seismic records due to the notion of the tcw 
vehicle, thus ~erely limitirq the use of these profiles. 
Cori..r'q: 





830U, ani~cruise 85001. A gravity tri~ight core was 
used with p c:ori.rq atteupt. Q:mpari.scn of the trigger- . 
. . . 
weight oore with pi.st:a'l oore ~~~~that the~ metre 
or so of sediment was lost in pi..stal corin;l. '!he core positions 
are illustrated a'l. Fi~·1.2 an:l 1.5, an:l are given in Table 1.1. 
For the uaot part oorin:} was cazried out with a split-piston, 
3.5 in. (8.9. an) ~ diameter corer. O:::lfe barrel len:fths of 
20, JO, or 40 ft. wre used. Olres 85001-ol ani 85001-o2 were 
collected usirg a system klXlwn informally as the. giant piston 
· corer. It is similar to the above descril:led system except the 
~s Mv8 an 8 in. ( 20 an) i.nternal d.imneter. (h;:)e en bQard 
. . 
ship ' the cores were cut into 1.5 m 1~ .am sealed with en:i . ( . . 
caps. Cbres taken tor geotechnical analysis were carefully hardled 
am tl)e ems were sealed with beeswax to prevent desia:atioo. 
Core descriptioos:' 
~ . 
To split the c:x:tres, the pla.Bt::ic liners 1olei"e first cut 
len:fthwise at each side .ot the core. 'Ihe sediment was then cut 
lergthwise with a thin wire. cne half was saved as an archive 
sectia1, ·the other as a working seot!i.a'l. '1he core .halves were 
sealed, then stored at 4° c. Detailed descripticnJ, ~~ 
t.edmicpes of Piper (1980)', '\~~ere c:x:n:h.¥iad a'l ·each Oll'e. '!he cotes 
ware ex:cmrlned umer ~te nUoresam light am described in 
cxxljurct.ia'l with X-radi~ of the .half CXlre, or of core sJ.lms 
(lt::lsher ani Asprey 1986), ~with smear slides of the sediment. 
OescriptialS .in::l~ the' oot.irq of st.ruci:ures, iitholcqies arxl 
colours (usirq the folJnsell oolcur scale for soUs). Many .of the 
oores were ~ to keep a visual log of the mterial. 
GeOtechnical Analysis: 
Geatadlnical ta&ts ~ carried CA.It as scx:n as pc:lSSl!'le after 
oorin;J to avoid arrt ~ c1i..st:w::baoo to the coxes. Vane· 
. shear tests .determined the shear st:ren:;th Of the sedi rcent. · A 
.CCI!plter-integratad ~FattdJIOB miniature vane shear ~tus 
with a vane 0.5 x 0.5 1.nc::bea was &lployed. saupli.rr:J inte.rvals of 
23 
Table.rl. 1: Piston· core locations ani ler¥Jths 
Cruise Co~ 'Illes is latihrle Lorqitlrle I..en:Jth 'IWC Len:Jth 
number Core no. an an 
.. 
I::Jrw'82004-01 21 42g 56 . 73 1 '61g 40 ; 76 1 641 48 
It 
-02 22 42 56.75 1 61 38.86 1 850 53 
It 
-04 24 42° 55.98 1 61° 35.54 1 340 126 
II 
-05 25 42° 54.65 1 61° 38.72 1 740 150 
II 
-06 26 42° 58.83 1 61° 39.95 1 353 
II 
-07 27 42° 57.81 1 61° 37 . 90 1 267 
II 
-09 29 42° 52.89 1 61° 56.19 1 1020 125. 
I::Jrw'83012-02 32 42°44 . 63' 61° 34.89 1 877 26 
II 
-03 33 42° 44.28 1 61° 37.74 1 539 
II 
-04 34 42° 41.84 1 6lg 38.9:!' 700 75 
II 
-06. 36 42° 39.10' 61 40.02 1 471 75 
II 
-07 37 42° 47.22' 61° 43.85 1 ~t{· 60 II 
-10 31 42° 38.61' 61° 49.06' 25 
" 
Hu85001-01 51 42° 47.85' 61° 37.20 1 610 
II 
-02 52 42° 50.95 1 61° 35.02.1 725 
II 
-04 54 42° 44. 71' 61° 41.30 1 840 ~ 141 
II 
-05 55 42° 44.60' 61° 42.54' 1099 
It 




15 to ~5 a11 were generally a~., 'lhe result is the un:irained 
shear~ of the~ i.r. kiloPascals (k.Pa). In saoo cases 
the vane Was twisted several times in the sediment arrl the test was 
run again to give the remolde:i shear strerqth of the se:l.i.Irent. 
sanples for tW.k density ani water content ~ts were 
taken fran the cores at 15 to 25 an int.e:rvals. '!hey were. extracted 
with a thin walled, stainless steel piston sarrpler. 'Ihis 'Sanpler, 
.  " 
if used rorrectl~, . provided 11Pll.¥ls" of sedinent of a known volume. 
These plugs were ' ~ighed in' pretared bottles, oven dried at 40° C 
for 24 l'loot's, then weighed again. 'Ihe bulk density (BD) was 
calcUlated as the '\.oet weight of .the sediment plUl divided by its 
voiurre, whidl is the inteznal volume of the piston sarrpler. 'Ihe 
natural water content (~) is defined as the ratio, given as a 
peroen~, of the weight of. water to·' the ~Nei~t of sediment grains 
based on the oven-dri~ weight of the sediment (Holtz arrl Kovacs, 
1981). All water rontent values were corrected for salt content 
accort:lii'q to AS'lM procedure 02216-71 (Bowles, 1970; AS'IM, 1?81). 
sedbnent analysis: 
Grain size analyses were cxn:luct.ed on 139· sanples fran cposen 
·i.nteivals in the rores. 'Ihe }XU. Scale is used for grain size 
measures (Kr\mt)ein, 1934) • Ninety-three CXJll>lete grain size 
analyses (dOwn to 11 IiU at 0. 2 Fill intervals) were nm fit the 
Atlantic eeoc.cien:e Centre c.in ~ catpJter-driveri settli.rg ta..Jer 
. . . 
an::I se1igra);b 50000. Sanple preparation included dispersi.rq the 
• 
original sediment l;ly 45 minutes of rigoroos sh.ak.in;J in a :4 t · sodium 
hexan'ie~te (calgcn) soll.ltion, 5eparatin;J the sarrl arrl ~vel 
fraction fran the mns usi.n;J a 4 •. 25 p-U · (53 micr6n) mesh sieve, 
separatirg the gravel fran the sarxl using a -1 ~ . (2 mm) sieve, · 
and splittirw:] the san:i to a sanple size of aln.lt 1. 5 g for analysis 
in the settlirg t.a.oer. Size data were calallated fran ~ settli.nj 
velocity usilq Glli::s I equatiat (G.il:lOO ~ ilL, 1971) • 'Ihe . fine . 
fractioo was subsarrpled usiig. a pipette to obtain about 1.5 g of 
sazrple. · '!his fractioo was then insadtied in an eleCtrolyte 









Gravel, saro,· si:lt, am c~ay percentages 'only were det.ermi.ned 
fo~- 46 sant>les. The gravel ~ saro. fractions were separatEd fran 
the llJ.ld by sieve acx::ord.in;J to the methods explained above. 1he 
remainirq fine fraction was analysed in the sedigrafb 50000 
system. 
Grain size percentages are given arrl discussed throughout this 
thesis as weight percentages. · r::ata were output as · corrputer 
calculations of curm..llative arrl frequency curves, nanent measures on 
mean an:i median grain size, stan::lard d~viation, skewneSs, an:l 
' . . 
kurtosis values (see Hackett f.t £L,, 1986) . Statistical measures 
were c::arp..1ted usirg the methoo of mr:::l1lel1ts (Krumbein, 19:36; I<nimbein 
ard Pettijohnw 1938; Iranan, 1952). 'Ihe tenninology Used for 
referrirq to' grain size classifications is that prqx>sed t:ry 
Wentworth (1922)! as presented in Folk (1~)·. 
other Analysis·:. 
Organic carbon content was determined usirg the .loss-on-
ignition technique on a Leco Ca.rlx:an Analyser, model WR12. 
Approximately 1 ·g of sed.irra1t ~ oven dried am crushed for each 
analySis. 'lhe difference in weight beforv ard after incineration 
yields the weight of c.artXm in tbe sample. 
~ight percent. 
It is expT··. a ~-t'if 
':'1'. 
' . 
OVer 300 foraminifera per sarrple were harrl pickfrl fran the 
san:l fraction of select.e:i sanples for foraminiferal ab..1rrlance 
studies. Foraminifera were ideJ'ltified by Gus Vilks at the Atlantic 
Geoscieree Centre. 
Radiocarbon datirg was corrlucted by Beta Analytic 
laboratories . . 'lhese c;late,s were obtained by analyzin:J ~terial from 
mollusc shelllii foun:i within the cores. D..le·:to the small sarrple 
- . . 
size analysis required the rE!O:mtly develcp:ld Accelerator Mass 
· Spectanetty (1\MS) techniqUe for dating. 
· . ~· isotc.pe analyses~ OCJrWcted on the planktalic 
foraminif~,~lsix?guadrina g3dJ.yderma by A.. E. Aksu at Celhcusie 
University acx::ordin:] to the methcxis disolSSed by Aksu (1985). AU 
. . ....... 
sanples analysed contained m:>re than 0.5 rrq carlx>nate · (200 
specimens) • 'Ihe isotq)ic ratia; are ~ressed as per mil (0 I 00) 
dlfferen::e betweei1 the 1Bo;16o in the sanples am that in the 
.  
lal:.:x:>ratocy stan:Sard "Pee Dee Belemniten (PDB) (Aksu, 1985). 
1. 8 Statement of Work 
Piper arrl co-workerS have ron:hlcted extensive surveys in the 
. Verrill canyon area, arxi have p..lblished on the reSults arrl 
' . . 
interpretations of this ~rk. '!heir interpretations are based 
primarily on acoustic data am lack sedi.rrentologic groun:lt-..ruth~, 
'l1'ley also had no chronologie or climatic franevork on whim to base 
. 
interpretations. 'Ihese insufficiercies are especially· evident in 
their interpretation of the disturbed zones, in spite of little 
sedimentologic evideooe. 'Ihis thesis is aimed at examin.irq · 
. . 
sedi..meJ1ts of· the area in order to in~te acoustic and 
sedimento~ogic information. 'The results may serve to ~rt; 
refine, or dlallerqe the theories of Piper ard others on the 
Wisconsinan geolo:Jic history of the Verrill canyon · area. 
'!he author~ work on this project in January, 1984 . 
. AI:x.u'dant data had been collected prior to this date. cruises 
• 
82004, 82014, arrl 83012 had taken place arrl thus the majority of 
a~ic information atrl co::::-es had been col~~. 'Ibe cores fran 
· these cnli.ses were described preliminarily' (Piper and Wilson, 1983) 
am the acx:ustic infornation was interprete:l (Piper m; al., 1983). 
'Ihe author did not take part. in cruise 84029 but the data ·had not 
been used beyorrl inte!pretation of sm.illl sections of the seismic 
an:l sidescan records (Hutdtins ~ &, 1985). 'Ihe author did, 
hc.1..1ever, take part in cruise 85001 to the Verrill canyon area, airl 
cruise ~4003 an tbe St. Pierre Slcpe - LaUrentian Fan, as this area 
was initially to be part of the projeCt. 
As part of the researd'l for this thesis the author oorrlucted 
the !ollCJw'in;r 'WOrk: ~ 1) ~tailed descriptions o~ all cores 
. . .. .,, 
. ·.irc.hdin] t:.akinJ am pr:ooessirg x-radiogra{ils of the cores 
(.in::l~ all ~collected fran 84003): 2) ~ developtent of 
,the s).al:b.iig tec:hn.iC~-Je (lb;her am Asprey, 1986) for viewi.rq the 
27 
fine stniCt:ures of~ in X-radiognq:hlc prints. 3) the 
design ani OCI"lSttucti~ of licjlt l:laxBs to facilitate sim.ll~ 
X-radi.ogt"aiil viewfm arrl <Xlre descript.ioo; 4) grain size analysis 
at ~1 sediment saJ!Ples fran the sbrlied OX"eS; 5) 'l'aitirg of vane-
shear, water c:c.ntent, arxl bulk density meaSIJl Eildl rt:s (1'\ the asoo 1 
rores (ard 84003 <Xlres), ani subsaaplin:J of all cores for other 
. . , · 
geotedln.ical tests; 6) ·review of _previcu;ly collected am new 
(84029 ani 85001) accusti.c infornaticn, ani revisicn of 
interpretations based on this review; ard 7) .the e.xtensiaa of the . 
-. 
previaJSly established aoa..stic stratigrarny to acx:x:moc.date new 








Side-scan sonogra~ ard high-resolution seismic refledtion 
profiles have proven useful for the interpretation of se:i.ina1tation 
p!"C'X'PSSPS Five both at the present arrl duri..rq the Late ~ternary 
(Knott apr! Hersey, · ·1956; Egloff arrl Johnson, 1975; camut:J:, 1978, 
· 19SO; Flocxl, 1980; Ryan~ 1982: simn 4 Kidd, 1983: Hutchins ~ . 
.!!L_, 1985). As discussed in the precedlng chapter, the thesis area 
~ 
has been surveyed with various aCXJUStic systems. Data mllect.ed · 
duri..rq surveys prior to 1984 have been presented in two open file 
reports arrl one p.lblication: Piper arrl Wilson (l983), Piper~ ru._.. 
. "T"""'"- • - • ( 1983) , arrl J'lpe.r ~ ~. ( 1985) • Figure 2 .1 is a roq:bolcx:Ji c map 
resu1 t.in:3 fran these studies. This chapter shall integrate the 
findings of these reports with data mllected duri..DJ two subsequent 
cruises (Hu84029 arrl Hu85001) •. . 
2 . 2 Ac::x::l..lstic Olaracter istics 
Verrill Canyon: 
'Ihe 'steep slq)es of the canyon walls'yield poor ac::Oustic 
return signals, am the ~ar ro~lCxy of the ~ls am 'floor 
causes hyperbolic reflections, thus ff!W useful seismic data can be 
rollec:"t.Ed fran. Verrill canyon. Parts of the canyon walls an:i the 
. . . 
floor a~ to be overlain by 5 to 1,0 ms (7-15 m) of acoostically 
transparent sediments. which Piper an1 Wilson (1983) interpret as 
debris flCM deposits • 
. Scotian Shelf: 
•, ' . 
V-fin sparker profiles on the continental shdf north of the 
sb.rly area rev~ uP to 40 ms (ca. 30 m) of sed.iroont averlyirq a . 
. . . 
st:.rorq refl«:tor inferred· by Piper ard Wilson (1~83) to be Tertiary 
·, I 
ba:hoc:k. · 'lhe lc:Mer' 2o-25 ms (15-19 m) has the acnlStic 
29 







.Figure 2.1 Moqilologic features map of Verrill canyoo area with 
core lacations. Main fea~ of the map are two 
c:list:ul:bed Za'lE!S an::l ·two valleys. verrill .Canyori is in 
·the n:>rtheast of the map area (after Piper et al. 1 
I 
198) 1 1985) • 
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characteristics of till (cf. K.i.nJ ~ Fader, 1986). Overly~ this 
unit is 10 ms {ca. 7 rn) of evenly stratified sediment interpreted 
as either sard arrl gravel or till (Piper ani Wilson, 1983). The 
~ 2-7 ms (1-5 rn) of sectiment reSts unconfortl'ably on the 
un::lerly.in;J sequence • . It shows disa:mti..nuo.Js stratification, 1 
, incllrli.rg p~ c:narlnel fill. This configuration may have 
developed durirq progradation of a barrier beach system (Piper am 
' ~ilson, 1983). Figures' 2. 5 arrl. 2.6 ·(p. 40 arrl 42) .shaw the 
'• . . 
massive, inc:x:tlerent charaCter t6_ accm;tic records, interpreted to 
represent tlll 1 On the OJter shelf arrl l.l[:pe!'lOOSt Slope,_ 
Upper Slope: 
'Ihe shelf break arrl slope, to about 400 l,ll water depth, are 
characterised by a shaip initial bottom return with no or little 
subbottan penetration on the 3. 5 kHz arrl V-fin sparker systems {the 
SF.ABD) II system achieved sane penetration). 'Ihis type of record 
is created by acoustic reflections from a hard bottan. It 
originates fran a coarse sarrl arrl gravel lag, relict from the 
Wisconsin<in lC1.¥ sea-level st:.a.ro (liliq, 1970; SWift, 1985). A 
rough, erosional seafloor arx:1 da.mslope t.ren:iin:J gullieS have been 
ol::tserved in this area (<700 m) ·, (Fig. 2.2). 
S~descan images fran the SEABED. II system reveal relict 
iceberg ~ ard poc:klrarks (gas escape features, see Josenhans 
gt gl., 1978) on the seabed in this area ck:1.m to abo..lt 600 m water 
depth (Figs. 2. 3 arrl 2. 4) • Relict scnli"S arrl pcx::.krnarks have been 
noted On the scotian Shelf . (Kin:]. ani Ma~, 1970; Josenhans ~ 
gL, 1978; ~' 1980) rut rot this deep on the SCXJtian Slq>e prior 
to cruise J-h184029 with the SEABED II system. 
Acoustic penetration increases beyord about 400 m water depth 
to reveal ~ thick sequence of parallel reflectors representirl:1 well 
" 
s tratified sediments (Figs. 2.5, 2.6, 2.7). ~t nuch of .,the 
stu::ly area Q.Jaternary .. sediments are relatively evenly stratified. 
Irdividual reflectors can be correlated over tens of kilaneters ' 
' . . s 
(Piper ~ AL., 1985) I t:hcu3h sediment thicknesses terd to decrease 
ck:Mnsl~ arrl locally vary alCf'¥1 strike. MJst reflectors 
32 
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Figure 2.2 V-fin sparker profile of the~ slcp;!. ·· Note 
poor · aoc:ustic 'perietratia1 arxl erosimal. dlaracteristic 
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Figure 2. 3 =Nova Sootia Research FO.Jrrlatioo sidescan image of 
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FiC]\..lre 2 . 4 SEABED II sidescan image of uwerslcpe shaoii.n] 
. _...,.._ . 
pocJanarJ<:s, marginal escarpnent, ani hl.mmxky surface 
... ' 
characteristic of clisturt:led zcne (note that the 
~ caJtirue into the ~ porticn of the 
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Forty albic indl a.irc}w1 profile fran the~ slq1e 
shCJwirq cxXle.rent, parallel , reflecto~ whidl thin in. the 
dc:Mlslc:pt directiat. Note the two sec:liment tcn:;J(Jes 
'~which. shcM a till-like ech:ldlaracter ~ exte.rrl into. · 
the ~1~ st.ratigrcll:tly fran till deposits at the 
a.rt:.er shelf. .,. 
\ 
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Figui-e 2.6 SEABED" II bcxrner profile 'across the oote.r SOJtian Shelf 
' 
ani upper sl~. Note ~ O..U till-1 ike t:.agues which · 
are rooted in a.Iter-shel.f tills. Remaining slcp! 
reflecticns are parallel, stratified .in nature, am 
thin down slcp!. ~ oorizcms ·~ root:a:i in the 
a.rt:er-shelf tills an:1 till-:like t.an:JUes. Note the 
:interbedded, thin, acx:ustically · inc:x:tlerent. horizons, 
pa;&ibly representin;J debri.a flow events. Note also 
the strati~c depth 0~ traoed accl.lStic oorizons 
(Red an:t YellCM). '!he large-scale si.rnlaJsity of the 
profile was ca~ by heave in the t;a,.ed vehicle. 
. . ..a 
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Figure 2. 7 SFABEI)II lx'x'trer profile ck::wnsl~ of Figure 2.6. Note 
that the till-like torques pi.rrlt em., an1 are 
stratigrapti.cally equivalent to disturbed zones. '!he 
renainir¥.J horizals in the figure are evenly stratified, 
th.i.nn..1n:J downslcpe, glacial-narine sediments. 'Ihin, 
aocustically incoherent, rut b;aoeable reflections are 
---~· i.nt.ertxd:Sed with the stratified saiiments. Note the 
~tigrathlc pOsitioo of~ ROO and Yella.r 
reflecticrs. Sinuosity of the profile was caused by 


























































t:hrcoghcut. the study area can be traced upslqle to terminate in the 
. . . 
outer shelf till deposit . . 
On· the ur-per slope cln;i _i.Jrt:ert:ledjo with the sequence of 
parallel reflectors are wedged-shaped beds tt.hicb pin:::h out 
d0v.rnslcpe an:l s.how i.ncdlerent reflections_ within the bed (Figs. 2. 5 
arxi 2 • 6) • '!hey are best OOser\fed on HuntEc boc:lrer, airgun, o: 
V-fih sparker profiles. It is possible to see these beds at -two 
~ horizons.· '!hey are ref~ to as ~ because of 
their shape. ~ acaJStic dlaracteristic of these t.orgues 
rese.ni:>les that interpreted for till (i.e. the massive, in:x:tlerent, 
am::>1:}:ilous dlaracter - cf. Ki.rq an:i Fader, 1985), rut without 
sanpli..rg ~ cannot be identified as such. They are therefore . 
referred to as till-like torques. 
The ~ t;.on:JUe can be seen on the airgun records of t;he 
HUB~001 cruise (Fig. 2.5). '!his t.orgue occurs at al:x:ut 13 ms (ca. 
10m) sul:::ix>ttan on the "I.JWe.I' slcpe. It thins downslcpe, where at 
700 m water depth it is about 35 ms (ca. 25m) thick arrl cxx::urs 
within 6 ms (ca. 4 m) of the seabed surface. 'llle sarre torgue can 
be~ further east in the st:lrly area on SEABED II profiles fran 
cruise H\.184029 (Fig. 2.6). Here the tongue ocx:::urs at 5 ms (ca. 4 
m) S\..IJ::bottan an::l is 35 rrs (ca. 25 m~ thick at its uppe.nra:;t slope 
setti..rg. . It. continues dC1WnSlq::e for about 7 Jan (660 m water depth) 
·where it has th.inned to only 1 ms (ca. 1 rn) thick rut still oo:::urs 
at 5 ms (ca. _4 rn) subbottan. 
A secon:i, underlyin:J ~ is a~t on the Huntec boaner 
recoros of the SEABED II system (Fig. 2.6). 'Ihe surface of this 
~ can be seen at 90 ITS (68 m) Sl.lliJottan at its uwerna;t slope · 
positioo, where it is llbo.It 25 ms (19 m) thick. It gradually thins 
dcwnsl~ to aboJt 700 m water depth where it occurs at 52 ms (39 
'· 
m} sut:bottan an::l is 17 ms (13 m) thick. . It is stratigra{X"lically 
equivalent to the horizoo ....nich Piper~ gL (1985) termed a b.lried 
disturbed zone (Fig. 2. 7} .- 1he secorrl t6r-q.le on the_ H\.185001 airguri 
na>rd (Fig. 2.5) is at 120 ms (90 m) sul:i:X>ttcm an::J is 40 ms (30 m) 
· thick ~t 400 m water depth. It thins to 25 ms (19 m) thick arrl 110 
ns (82 m) sut::bottan py 500 m wat.eF depth. 
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It can be argued that these ~ are ~ till ta-gues· in 
their Strictest sense (Cf • I<irq anj Fader* 1986} I rut rather a 
CCITplex deposit of outwashed an::i sll.lllp:!d glacial se1.i.ment released 
. . . 
fran a ~ ice margin, prci:lably at the shelf-eck;Je. Witho.lt 
·cori.n;J into the units it .is i.np::lSsible to i.nteq>ret their origin 
with any da:Jree of certainty~ 'Ihe i.np:>rtant point to note abo..lt 
these a~tic packages is' that they are rooted in possible shelf-
. ' 
edge till (Figs. 2.5 ard 2.6) and hence the reterial within~ 
package is likely glacial sediment. 
Mid to ~ Slope: Slide Scarps 
Between awroximately 700 ani 2500 m water depth sidescan arrl 
seismic ·data show widespread cx:x::urrence of step-like escarpnents 
. . . 
(Fig. 2.8}. 'Ihese features are the scarps left fran berldi.n;J-plane 
slid~ detadmlent (Piper ~ 9.L_, 1985), resulti.n;J in a terraced 
. noq:tlology to the seabed arrl the abrupt termina1s.ion of reflectors 
at each scarp face. The scarps are relatively linear, face 
downslope, arrl are parallel or suJ::tlarallel to cqntours. The 
escarpnents provide evidence that sections of the stlrly area have 
had 5-20 m thickness of surface sediment rerroved (Piper gt al ~ , . 
1983}. Piper .et ~ (1985) estinate surface slidi.rq has I'eli'CJVed 
between . 4 ani 7 X 109m3 of sediment. 
Mid · to I..a.ver Slope: Disturbed Zones 
"The ITOSt notable features within, arrl c:cxrprisi.rq al.rrost half 
of the studied region are t.VJO large areas \olhere the seabed 
moq:tlology is highly irregular (Figs. 2.4, 2.9, arrl 2.10). The 
surface of these areas a~ hunvnocky, in many places yieldirg 
hyperbolic accustic returns on seismic profiles (Figs. 2.9 an:l 
2. 10) • Poc::mlarks can be seen on the up-slope erd of the surf a~ of 
the disturbed zones (Fig. 2'.4). SUl::bottan reflectors are lackirq 
in the ~ 5-15 ms (3-12 m) of sediment in these zones givin;J the 
. ac.o..lStic records a semi-transparent character (tenninolCXJY of 
DanJ..Ith, 1980) . '!he absence . of any structure suc;p:;JeSts that the zcoe 
· l acks any internal organization, or is ~rised of tilted bl~ 
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Figure 2. 8 Sea MARC I sidescan image am 4. 5 kHz profile show in} 
scarps resultln:j fran becld.in;J-plane slide detadunent, 
and streamlined eroeicnal ~ioos, interpreted as 
'· 
( 
· linear~ soc:ms (Piper ,rt AL., 1985). scarps an::l SCOJrS 
such as these pennit oorin;J to deeper stratigraphic 
depths than is otherwise possible by st.arx3ard pistal 
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lohich are small or have dips of nme than 15° (Piper~ AL., 
1985) • 'iha aediJDents urderl yin;J the di.st:urlJed zaleS are well 
stratified. 
'Ihe two anaualous areas are termed the eastern am western 
di..stuibed zaleS by Piper rt ~ ( 1985) (Fig. 2 .1) • . '!he easteJ:n 
zCI'18 is acme 5 km wide and exterds dawnslcpe towards Verrill 
canym. '1he western di.st::urbed zme is 15 km wide. '1he tw zones 
are separated by aJ:x:ut 5 Jan of evenly stratified sediment • . Further 
west fran the western zcne is another area of unllsturbed, 
stratified sedJment. 'Ihe d.ist:w:bed ZalE!S are ro.Jjlly lcbate in 
plan-view an:i in profile are thickest at their upslcpe errls. '!hey 
ar-pear to originate fran the \.lR)erSlqle ·gullies in abOOt aoo m 
water depth, and terminate at ~tely the 1500 m :isd:lath. 
· Upslcpe, the lateral margins of the di.st:w:bed zcnes are fault-
bcun:i. {Figs. 2.9 am 2.10). Prooee::linJ "WeSt en Figure 2.9 the 
hurmo::ky surface terminates at a scarp, show:i.rx] the start of an 
even bottan an:l parallel reflectors at the near-surface. Deeper in 
sutmt+...an, however, the pt'9file still aheM; a semi. -transparent zone 
of no reflectors. 'lhe profile is thus still within the d.istw:1:led . 
zc::ne. still further west, oc:nti.n.lcus intema.1 reflectors are 
~fied at all depths ·cx:awercinq at a recognizable fault. 'Ihi.s 
fault marl<s the beginnirg ot the urni.st:u:rbed za1e. D::Mnslope, the 
disturbed za'leS may either teminate at slide scarps or valleys, or 
thin m low gradients. Marginal esc:arpD9Tits at the ed]es of the 
distuib;d zcnes ~material has been rem:Ned fran the surface 
(Fig. 2.9 am A{::perd.ix A - Figs. A12 ard Al5). 
sets of lcn;J, sin.x:us, suJ::parallel ri~ are praninent 
features m the surface of these di.st::urbed zcmes. 'nley are 
typically 6-10 liB (3-5 m) high with a waveleri:ft.h of 50 m. 
Ga'lerally they are parallel to the c:xrrt:.a.trs (~to the 
infatnd directim ot flow), b.Jt tend to swing a.ro.Ird at the edges 
-of the dist:urbed Za'l9 . to beoaDe suqmallel to the ma.rqin. 'lhe 
llllBt distal parts of the cii.St:urbed zmes lade these surfaoe ric:X]es. 
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Figure 2. 9 V-fin sparker profile sha«in:J h\mm:x::ky nnq:tlology arrl 
semi -transparent internal ac::nlStic d1aracter of 
disturbed zones, fault-J::x:.url marginal slide block, arrl 
ur'rlisturbErl area between the b.o disturbed zones. Note 
also the key aoc::w;tic reflectors. 
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Figure 2.10 V-fin sparker profile CNer the 'WeStern disturbed zone 
arrl East Ac:::ad.ia Valley, ,stn.>in] the generally draped 
sediment Clalfiguratia1 arrl the distribution of surface 
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Ac.x:urdi.rg to Piper .e:t AL. (1985) the total volume of di.st:url:led 
SEdinvmt awraximates 5 x 109 nil. 'Ibis ~lume ocnsists l~r 
material derived fran sedinvmt slides that have sli~ downslope. 
'!he surface Jtmlilology of the ~ zooes is similar to that seen in 
. retrogressive rotaticnal. sll.lllpS, both of marine am terrestrial 
environments (Piper. ~~. 1983, 1985). 
V-fin sparker an:i ~profiles reveal a subsurface horizon 
with a similar a<n.JStic signature to the di.st:urbed zcnes at the 
surface (Figs. 2. 7 am 2 • 10) •. 'Ihi.s b..lried disturbed zooe is 
. . . 
awroX.imately 6 liS (ca. 4 m) thick an:! is dlaracterised by 
i.nr::xnerent reflect.ims ani a 1u.nmrcky surface. It is 
stratig:rapricall y equivalent, arrl. cx:ntira.nls with, the lowenrost. 
till-like ~' rut varies slightly in a<XUStic cnaracter fran 
the t.crque {Figs. 2.6 ani 2. 7). It may be i.nt.e.q>reted that this 
ZCI'le represents a thi~ acam1]aticn of debris flc:MJ originati.n:;J 
frau the till ~· Alternatively it can be interpreted as an 
older ecpi.valent to -the surficial disturt:)ed zcnes (i.e. zone of 
surficial sediment failure) (Pi~ ~ ~, 1985) • It can also be 
interpreted as a zooe of internal deformatioo ~ a.S descr ibrl by 
o' leary ( 1986) oo the New En:Jlarrl oart:inental sl~, or Hill ~ g.L. 
(1982b) in the canadian Beaufort Sea. 
lhe sediments above ani be.lCN the cli.sturbed za'leS CXI"lSist of 
c:oherent, cx:nfonnable, drap:irq reflectioos, thco;Jh the SFABED It· 
profiles 'of Figures 2.6. arrl 2. 7 sl'lcM ra.uneroos thin horizcrs ~ 
the two ~, whidt dem:nst.rate a similar acn.JStic d'laract.er to 
the di.st:urbEd zooes. 'Ihe5e horizoos Can be traced fran the a.rt:..er-
shelf till for many kilanetres downslcp!. 'Ihey may represent thin, 
awarenU y n:n-erosive, debris flows whitn travelled · dr:::M¥Jlc::p! fran 
the ~f till. · 'Dley may also represent thin za1eS of 
i.ntemal deformatioo, t.hou;Jh it S9E.'!I6 unlikely as they cari l:le 
traced CNer great~ at the same st.ratignq:nic ·horizcn, no 
faul t.iN} is al:seJ:ved associated with them, ard they are rooted in 
the ~f till. 
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Mid to Lower Slope:· streamlined Ero&i~ DE!PressiCXlS 
. . ' 
. 
Sidescan iDW:J~¥~ downslqm frcm the western di.st:urbErl zone shcJ...r 
the seafloor .is marked by a field of down-slope~. 
stresinii.ned, linear depressia'\9 that are int;el:}:lreted as scqurs 
(Piper, ~ AL., 1985} (Fig. 2.8). 'lhese depl:essiCl'lS var:y quite 
~iderably in pl.aJl.;.yiew size (S<r-2000 m lag, ·ard 1C>-700 m wide) 
· an:~ llhape, but evecywhere they have ~lat floors ard Cli'e ally a few 
materia. deep. 'lheir ltlarl!!ins, both up ani down slqJe, are cjenera.lly 
pointed, though saie are ~ to OCI!Plekly in:iented. 
'Ihe JIICJl:l:hology 6ni CJrtllp associatioo of the depressioos 
a.qJeSt they -were eroded by downslope travellin:j rurrents whiCh 
selectively socured easily erodible material (Piper~ AL,, 1985). 
'1he currents ~ch create:i these features were possibly initiated 
by the slu:~pirx} eVent \oltiich prcxJuoed the disturbed zcnes. 'lbese 
features have been seen by sidescan scn:n- (Sea MARC) on other 
<XI1tinental. SlqleS, yet ~origin is still wx:ertain (W.B.R. 
Ryan, perscral OCIIIIIll'licatioo; 1986). 
Mid to Lower Slope: Valleys an:l ~ 
East am West Acadia valleys trend sooth - southeast 
(Fig. 2.1) $XI are asymoetric in cross-sectia1 with steep walls. 
.. . 
'lbese walls can ~ as llldl. as 7Q-200 n:s (~}50 m) al:xwa the 
valley flOor (Fig. 2.10, ~A- Fig. A4). '!be levees are 
higher an:i steeper in the ~ope reaches of the ~leys. several 
small valleys an::l channels (!So-100 m wide and 2-5 DS (1-4 m) deep) 
lie west of the West Acadia Vall~ and between the t:t..u valle%· 
(~ A - Fig. AlO) • 1bey parallel the main valleys rather 
than feed . into them. 
'lbe floor of the West Acadia Valley arPY'TS hani _fraD ao;:::.lStic 
profU~; possibly~ sardy material CAwerxlix A-
Fig. M). In <XIILtast the floor of the EaSt Acadia Vall~ is 
fllle::l with approximately 10 m (ca. 7 m) of ac:oJStically 





(Piper ani Wilscn, 1983). 'lhese valleys are presently inactive, . 
. I 
ani are oovera:i by a Holocene drape. '!hey probably acted as · 
ccn:luits for the daJnslcpe transport of sediment in the late · 
~ 
Pl.~ (Piper ~ ~, 1985) • 
Mid to Lower .Slope: I.a.rge Sltmp Features 
Iat:ge slunp scars are CCiiliOClt in the stu:Jy area, often with 
marginal escarptS1ts 7Q-130 m (5o-10o m) high (Fig. 2.11). The · 
majority of slunpin] ~rs to be into the Verrill canya,, or 
associated with the East or West Acidia Valleys. Many s1Uitp scars 
. - ---- . - . 
are, ~, noted downslope fran the eastern dist:ui1Jed zcne. The 
sluup; into the canycns ani valleys may be attributed to failure 
~ to overs1:eepenirq. 'lbe slunps that have O<::X'-.lrred on gentle 
sl~ gradients 1IIJSt have been caused by static or cyclic loadi.n::J, 
either fran earthquake aooeleratioos or fran the displaced mass of 
the clist:w:b:d zcne. 
" \ 
2. 3 .Acx::ustic stratigrap-ty 
'nle aowstic stratigr<qily of the Verrill canycn area was first 
established by Piper aix:l Wilsat (19i3) am is also reported ·in 
Piper~ ~ (1983). '!hey identifiEd arrl traced several pn;Jninent 
aowstic reflectors ~ the stlxly area. Tabl~ 2.1 
\ 
Sl.mllarizes their sejsmic type sectioo with the ad:Utia1 of ooe new 
. ·' 
reflector (Brown) ~ined in this stlrly. By traci.n:J these 
reflectors throogh the seismic records (Fig. 2 • 12 ani Table 2. 2) it 
\ 
is pcesible tq de~ the aocustic strat}_~Y at each core 
· site 'INhere a seismic pz\;>tile passes~ or nearly 1:hrco;Jh that 
site. 
c.ansiderable c::k:M'lsl~ thinn.irq of the strata between 
" reflectors is awarent (Table 2.2 1 ani Table 2.3). For ~le, at 
~ slcpa crossov~ (Table 2. 2) BrcMl is a strcn:J reflector at 
abrut 6 ms (4.5 m) suhbotta1l_ arxi ~ is a st:.rcn:] reflector a~ al:x:m 
35 ms (26 m) sul:iJottan. At lower. slqJe Crossovers BrUwn is BO 
shallow-that it is not dist..i.rr:Ju,.le ani~ ocx:urs at abwt 15 
ms (10 .• m) sut:bottan. 
• ' I 
' - ' ., ..
.. 
Figure 2 .11 SFASI:D II txxJner profile showi.nj a 70 m mass-rxvenert: 
scarp. 'Ihis featUre i.s the :result of mass failure, not 
faultin:.J, as reflectors \..Jl'rlerlyin:J the scarp .are 
c:xnti..n.nls ani cxilerent. Note the good depth of· 
sutbottan penetration (10Q-150 m) with this system .. 
. ... 
Note also the jag;}Eld ~of refl~rs is oot · .. 
real rut rather is a prc:blem in the CCITp.Iter p:rOoessi_nJ 
program • 
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Figure 2 .12 Tracks of data used to cxrrpile arrl trace the aCXJ..lStic 
strati~ through the core sites (see Tables 2.1, 
2. 2 arrl 2. 3) • c. represents eros:; -overs. Crossovers 
·provide the ch.aJ'x)e to dleck the strati~y fran one 
record type to ·ai"m.her am to ~in that the 
.varia.JS horizcns have been traced correCtly. 
. ' 
s2• oo' 61° 50' 61° 30' 
r-----~--------------~--------------P-~--------------~----~ 43" 00' 
4 2"40' 
,,.,....-------· OW82004 (V- FIN) 
___......._,. HU 82014 (SEAMARC) 
.···-···-·---····-··· HU 83012 (V- FIN) 
___ .. -.......... 
HU8!5001 (HUNTEC • . 3 . 5 kHz) 
Table 2.1 · SUlixJttcJn depths of key refle::tors (:in metres, V=1.5 
knVs) (f'ran t>iper ~ ~. 1983). 
l.otatial A B c D 
Day 157 157 157 .152 
• Tim 1530 1845 1950 1950 
RF.:FI..a:-ItR 
SUrface 0 0 0 0 
*Brc:Ml 4.5 
OranJe 7 
Green. 9 23 
YellQi u 28 11 
Red 18 19 37 18 
Pink 25 . 26 ? 25 
* the Bro.im ·reflector is an aaliticm o! this stwy. \ ; 
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Table 2.2A ~c~ti~y in m ard {m) points { g. 2. ) .. at line cross~ 
Crossa.Jer Brown orarqe Graen Yellow Red Pink 





C2 7 9 12 25 33 17 
C3 12 19 5 26 
C4 6 8) 11 15 16 
C5 . .. 11 15 22 
C6 sn 5 ~~ Cl 9 (12~ 12 IU! 
19 . 28 g~~ C8 ~8<Ito) 10 f1 ~ 14 19 25 24 C9 t ~(6) 11 15 19 28 37 ClO 8 ( 0) . 21 29 39 ')7 (49} -- -
Cl1 22 29 
C12 6 g~~ 16 21 20 !IU 
Cl3 ?4.5 '6) 9 u~~ 13 21 30 29 Cl4 4.5 ~6) 8 (11) 16 22 46 35 32 Cl5 14 19 19 
Cl6 10 u~~ 19 25 23 Cl7 6 (8) 11 {15) 20 28 37 Cl8 
Cl9 
C20 5 {7) 10 (13) 12 (16) 22 (29) 
Table 2.2B cross-aver <Sata oollectioo: system types and ship times 
cross cruise Time system Cruise Time System 
oo.·er {Qfi') (Gfl') 
Cl 82-D14 157/15:30 seaMarc 8s-o<n 80/04:25 Huntec 
153/23:04 SeaMarc 
C2 82-D14 153/22:20 . SeaMarc 85-D01 7~17:00 3.5 kHz 
C3 82-Q14 15~20:10 SeaMarc 83-Q12 12~11:25 3.5 kHz 
C4 82-Q14 15 /13:20 SeaMarc 83-DU 12~U:05 3.5 kHz 
C5 . 82-D14 152/15:10 Se.~ 83-oU U /11:30 3.5 kHz 
C6 82-D14 15~18:20 SeaMarc 83-QU US/.20: 27 V- FlJ1 
C1 82-D14 15 /16:00 SeaMarc 83-DU 12.8/.19: 10 V-F.}n 
C8 85-oo1 80/03:55 Hun tee 83-DU 128/,19:20 V-F~ 
C9 82-D14 152/19: 30 . Seal fare 82-<>04 69/23: 30 V-'f ·. 
ClO 82--<>04 7~00:09 V-Ftn 85-001 80/.02: 54 R.Jntec: Cll ~ 7'!';00:30 v-F n 85-001 79/22: 36 3.5 kHz Cl2 15 /18:30 Sea! -tare 82-D04 7~01:05 V-F~ Cl3 152/20:00 ,';eaMarc __ 82-D04 7 VOl: so V-F · 
Cl4 70/03:21 V-F~ 85-001 80/02 : 37 .Huntec· Cl5 82--<>04 70/02: 50 V-F 85-001 7~22:50 3.5 :kHz 
Cl6 82-D04 7~02:10 V-F~ . 82-Q14 15 /18: 50 seaMarc 
Cl7 82-D04 7 /11:11 V-F~ 82-Q14 152/.20: 30 seaMarc Cl8 82-D04 70/11:17 v~f 85-001 80/02:20 Huntec 
Cl9 82--()()4 70/11:54 V-Fln '85-001 7~23:05 3.5 kHZ 
C20 82-D14 152/21:10 SeaMarc 85-001 8 V02 : 13 Huntec -
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Table 2.3 Dep:th fri:m ~floor to reflector in metres (ani ms) at 
eaCh oore s~ te. 
Cbre SUrface Brown Orarge Green Yellow Red Pink 
no. 
26 0 
21 0 4.5 (6) 11 (15) 18- {~gJ 24 U~l *22 0 ~5 24 25 0 
- 4~5fU) 9 (12) 19 22 28 371 *29 ' (}_ _ 26 35 51 0 6 (8) 8 (11) 11 (15) 19 25 26 (35) 
52 0 ?20 27 
56 0 4.5 (6} 9 lm 13 18 23 n *32 0 4 (5) 9 15 20 23 31 34 0 3 3J 7.5 £1 ) 14 19 310 0 2.5 (3) 6 14 ( 9) 20 27 
36 0 3.5 (5 
*27 0 15 20 
2,4 ' 0 12 16 ?~~ ~~gl 37 0 1L<Jt6! 10 13 *54 0 16 21 24 32 55 0 10 13 15 20 22 29 
33 0 ?5 ( ) 10 13 
* ~c- straticmsmv determined bv ~j~ stra~igra!=hy of a prof~le that pesses Cl.O&e to core site, bUt r¥Jt CNer ~t. 
r 
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Several,. factors limit the reliability of aa::ustic oorrelatim with 
ex>re lithostratigralily: 1) ~ acx:uracy of the ship's 
navigaticn system (i.e. ±16o m) ; 2) the proximity of the seismic 
line to the oore site; 3) the reli.a)::>ility of the traced acoJStic 
stratigraphy (i.e. error due to d1.annel crossinJs ~ subbottan 
horizcn; ~ lost, error in crossovers between aooostic systems 
with different sam:l scm:oes (different wave-len;Jths)): and 
4) differelD!S between asslD'OOd arrl actual aooostic velocities in 
the sediment (assumed = 1500 ny's). 
Figure 2. 1 shows the location of the oores with respect to the 
mor}Xlological features of the area. Table 2.3 shows the ~ to 
the various reflectors at each core site. .A{::perriix A cxntains 
acx::ustic profiles t.hro..¥:jl each of the ex>re sites. CX>res 21, 22, 
am 26 are fran the urrlist:uJ:bed area· betlolleen the two di.st:urbed 
ZaleS in the uppermost Slqle sett.in;J. COre site 26 is located 
above the slq~e break in 300 m water depth. No acxust.ic profiler 
lines were run CNer the core site; however, high-resoluticn seismic 
profiles in prox.imi.ty to the core site sholol a sharp bottan return 
ani a . prolcn:JE'rl sul::tlottan echo (t:.enniiX>logy of Dmuth, 1980) (Fig. 
2 • 2) 0 nus dlaracteristic echo-type is typical of many areas ori 
the scotian Shelf (Kin;J am Fader, 1986; lW:lS ard Kr¥:>11, in prep). 
A sea MARC line runs 900 in west of axe- site 22 (Fig. Al). '!he 
bottan moq:b:)logy at this positicn is lu.Drllx:lclc.y and aOoostic 
resoluticn is lXXli' t:ut reflectors are d.isoernable. A similar 
recx:>:rd type is achieved by the amtec ors system aver core site 21 
r 
(Fig. ·A2). 
High-resolutim profiles t:hrc:u;Jh ~lc.pe ex>re sites 25 ard 
29 displ~y up tO 50 II& (ca. 35m) of sut::bJttcD ~ticn. 'lhe 
records show a cx:tTplete, lD'rli..st:urhe seq.Jenee -of ocnti..ruous, 
parallel reflectors at these sites (Figs. AJ and M). Cbre site 29 
is located m the eastern levee of the West Acadia Valley. It is 
.brpa;sible to trace ~c reflectors identitied in the sw:vey 
area, ac:rOss the East Acadia Valley, to the eastAm1 levee of the · 
West Acadia Valley. Partial strat.i.graply, however, · is determined 
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bued m the similarity in aooostic character am su}:i)ottan dePth 
of Brown ani Red reflectors a1 the west.am aide of the valley With 
BreAm ar\1 Red reflectors in the main part of ·~ survey area at a 
aimi Jar water depth. , 
Olre sites 5~, ·52, 32, ani 56 progress, in order, downslope 
fran core site zS"~ r&Dain in the un:list::urtled zcne. Profiles 
aver core site 52~ that ' the core was~ fran a depression at 
the base of a scarp face arrl ~that the oored material is - · 
disturbed (Fig. A6). Seq.lenoes of parallel, OCI'1tirllcuS reflectors 
are ~ at the other core sites (Figs. AS, A7, and AS) • 
D:lres 34, 36, and 310 were taken in the area of era:;icnal 
steps ard linear depressims, c;mside of the. clist:urbed zooes. '1l1e 
erosia1 of sedinwmt. that has taken place at these sites allows 
I 
ooring to greater stratigrapuc depths than 'WO.ll.d ot:henlise be 
possible •. Core site 34 represents an ~Y cxmplete 
st.rat~c sequerr:Je with m &rlbnent h:av:in:J been ercrled, rut 
since it is located midslope the reflectors have thinned an:l are 
located closer to the seabed surface (Fig. A9). Sane surficial 
aaiiment ercisia1 has c:x:n1ri'Eld at core site 310 as Green is the 
first reoognizab"'le reflector at 3 ms (ca. 2.5 m) sul:bottan 
(Fig. AlO). Core site 36 is located at ·the base of an ercsiooal. 
scarp. nw suti:x:Jttaa stratigraJily at this site is still parallel 
ard CCI'1tin.lous, bJt the Pink reflector ocx::urs at 5 ms (ca. 3 . 5 m) 
subbott.aa (Fig. All) • 
Several cores were collected within the h«> d.ist:urbed zc:res. 
core site 27 is located at the upslope ~in of the eastern . 
d.isturlled · ZQ'le in less than 500 m of water depth. 'lhe hard 
seafloor at this depth limits the amoont of aooostic penetraticn 
and makes aooostic i,ntel:pret.atioo difficult. A Sea MAOC I line 
pasa~ 1100 • to the east of ~ core site, l"lc'M!ver, sl'X)WS 
~tely 20 lD!i (ca. ~ m) of· d.isturba;l material o.~erlyirg the · 
Rsd harizat .(Fig. Al). '!he thickness of di..st:urbed sediment 
CJ~oW:lyilq the Yellow reflector su:.JgeSts that there has been little 
rEIIOVal of material fran· the area. 
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Core site 24 is within the uwer sl~ area of the eastern 
cli.st:urbed Z91'l8· It -u~ just to the east of a failure scarp, 
tenn8d a marginal escarpnent.#- -.here the unii.st:urbed &.--ea begins. 
'lhe scarp is 20 ms (ca. 15 m) high, thus it ~rs that this 
thickness of sed j ment has been reucved fran the site. 'Ihe 
dist:rlrbed Zen! is 12 ms (ca. 9 m) thick at the core site arrl 
overlies the Red reflector (Fig. Al2). 
Core sib! 37 is located near the centre of the westexn 
cl.iSturbed za-.e. 'llla &Mbed surface at this locatial is relatively 
szoooth (Fig. Al4). '!he di..st:urbed zcne is 13 DIS (iO m) thick at the 
core site and overlies the Red reflector. '1he Yellow horizcn may 
lie w~thin the ctist:urbed Zale at awroximately 5 DIS (4 m). Given 
the thickness of ~ c1i.sturDed zcne overlyin:J the Red reflector, 
and the possible Yellow oorizoo wit:.h.in the zone, it is cxn:::eivable 
that there has been little net I'el'I¥:JVal. of Sediment fran this site. 
Core sites 54 an:l 55 an! located towards the da..nslcpe erd 
of, rut still well within, the western disturbed Zen!. 'Ihe 
disturbed sediment is 16 ms (ca. 12 m) thick at mre site 54 and 13 
ms (ca. 10 m) thick at core site, 55 (Fig. Al5). At both locations 
these thicknesses of dist::urbed material overlie the Yellow 
reflector, in::ticatin;J very little, if arrj, net ~ of tnaterial 
fran the site. Beneath the disturbed zcne are parallel, c:x:rrti.rlua.ls 
reflectors. 
Core 33 was taken near the sa.ithea.st margin of the western 
- di.st:url:led zone. 'Ihe surface in this area ~ l'l1.mloocky en a _ 
large scale (Fig. Al6). '!be thickness of the cli.stw:tled zooe near 
this site is highly variable rut ~tes 13 ms (ca. 10 rn) 
overlyin;J the Rsd reflector. A possible Yellow reflector is 
apparent at 7 ms (ca. 5 m) _. FraD ~ thicknesses it seem:o 
probable that sane material has been rem:JVEd frcm·this site, thcu:Jh , 
it may be displaced ally a very short di.stance. 'lbe oore site is 
- . 





2. 4 SUnlnaiy . 
rue to the peroei~Eid significarce of the urperslcpe ti!l-like 
ton:Jues on SEdimentation in the Verrill canyon area it is inportant 
to note where they fit into the defined ac:::aJStic stratigralilY· 
Figure 2 .13 is , a SUil11'lai)' sketch of the significant acalStic 
features with ·the stratig;raitly labelled an:i the relative positic:>ns 
of a l'llJI1t)er of oores ~icated. 'll'le yellow reflector correlates 
with the base of the .uwenoost ton:]ue on the high resolution system 
of SEABED II (Figs. 2.6_arrl 2.7). 'll'le red reflector correlates 
~' with the base of the ~ Cl'l the airgun reci:>rd, rut the 
resolution in this system is not fine erx:u;Jh to differentiate 
between the yellow am red horizc:ns. ·.· 'Ihe lowenoost torq.J.e probably 
urx:!erlies arTf of the sediment collected in this study. 
Figure 2.13 ~tes oore stratigrapric positions based on 
the interpreted acalStic stratigra{ily. Fran this figure it is 
~t that the stu:tied co~ ·can be carpiled to produce a 
c::x:llp)Site stratigrapric .sectior1. The interpretation of this 
section will be based en the litholog icjsedimentologic 
·characteristics of the material in the cores CXJnbined with the 
kna.m acoostic characteristics. 
./ 







Figure 2. lJ SLmm;uy diagram of a do.mslope profile t:hrcu;Jh the 
stl.rly area, dem:lnstratin::J the aco.lStic stratigraP'ly an:1 
. stratigrapuc relatia'lShips of the varioos feahrres. 
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3 . 1 Int.rc:rluctiai 
'!his chapter presents the fin:tin:Js of detailed ·lithologic 
descripticn· am grain size analysis of 18 pi.stal cores am . 
~~ trigger weight cores f:ran the Verrill canycn ~· 
- Ba.sed oo this. research the sediments are categorized into 
litholcXJ'ic facies, am tacies associatioos. '1lle sediments are . 
subsequently interpreted as to their IOOde or modes of depositicn. 
3 . 2 Facies Descripticn; ' · · 
'!he sed:inerrt:s are separated into 5 lithOfaCies based cri. 
SEdimentary st.J:uc_tures, visual. est:illlates of grain size, . the nature 
of bed" j n; cx:rrt:.acts, am colour. 'lhe:se are: 
Facies 1: Biob.n:bate:i DOttled ll'lXi 
Facies 2: Hcm:qeneo.Js nud 
Facies 3: ~ted nud 
Facies 4 :. 'Ihi.n-beaied san:l 
FaCies 5: PoOrly sorted JDJd 
Facies 1: Biot:urhat.ed JOOtt.led nu1 
'1his ll'ldly facies is characterized by the ~ of 
biot:urbaticn st.ru:tures c.::l nottlin;J (Fig. 3. 1) • Lithologically it 
varies in texture fran clay to sardy-mld and is ei~ olive, olive 
grey I 'or dark brown in oolo.Jr. Planktonic foraminiferal tests are 
at:undant in many parts of this facies. a:ntacts with IOOSt adjacent 
facies are g:radatiCilal. Facies 1 CD~prises the majority of 
sed i xrent within the top 2 m of roost oore s.equerDeS, ~ tluls is 
likely beirgdeposited m the So::Jtian Sl~ at present. It also 
ooc::urs at several hori.zals withili the f:Rlbsurface as thick (~-5 m), 
mas.Sive bOOs. '1his facies <X.~Iprises ~tely 4o-50% of the 
total thic:.Jaless of oared S«JiDFnt. · 
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Figure 3 .1 X-radiClCJialil slab of an exanple· of Facies 1 sediment. · 
Note. ZooOO.ytw b4rrcws with backfill structures. Bl.ack 
llrJttliro can be seen in the cores. 
' I 















. .. ~ . . 
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In olive ooloored S8iiments bioturbation traces are cxmoccl.y 
parallel-sided, stlt:horizOOtal b.lrrows, often with crescent--shaped 
backfill stiuctures (Fig. 3.1). 'Ihese traces are interpreted to ~ 
Zocdly!;xl6 trails ( cf. Cllanberlain, 1978) , arrl are roost easily seen 
, in X-radiogralilS, t:ut. can be seen faintly in the split core face. 
Bioturbation in dark brom sediroont:s is typically seen as 
ab.Jn:Sant rottles (black, grey or ~), arrl rare large unfilled 
i::Jurr'cM;. 'lbese structures are associated with ab.lrdant black -
a~genic pyrite, ~ black oolrur in::ticatirq the preseoc:e of 
IIOlOSUlpude ('lhc:ltEen am Vorren, 1984). 'nlansen an::l Vorren (1984) 
ascribe the pyritization of :t::urrc:Jws am traces to the deoarposition 
... an:1 decay of organic matter, associated with oold tenperatureS, an:i 
rEduced salinity ani oxygen content. 
Facies 2: Haoogenecus ITlld 
Sediments of Facies 2 are daninated by nud wt may contain as 
nuch as 30 t dispersed fine san::l. Foraminiferal tests are c:x::rt'm5nly 
al:J..lrrlant. 'Ihe facies is characterized· by either the absence of 
p~ seciimEmtary structures (Figs. 3. 2, 3 : 3, an:i 3. 4) or, 
l~ly, the p;-e:serre of very faint parallel laminations, or 
'':«ispy'' lamlnatia'lS {cf. Hill, 1981) (Fig~ 3.5). 'Ihese structures 
are visible in x-radiogra{tls . 
.. . 
Facies 2 occurs as bErls between 5 arrl 20 ern thick, ani bedd~ 
contacts can be sharp or gradational. '1hese beds are generally 
olive qre"J or red bt"CM'l in colrur, rut can also be grey brown or 
brown. 'Ihis facies cnrprises approxilnai.:.ely 5 \ of the total cored 
SE!dilrent. 
Facies 3: Laminated JIUi 
Facies 3 is ~eo_ by distirx:t, generally horizontal, 
millimatre-___tbiA...lPunae (~. 3'. 3, am 3. 5) • 'lbe laminae are 
,--- ·, 
defina(by oolalr am grain siZe differences,· formi.n:J graded 
saro;silt - no:i oo.Jplets. Repet;f.tion of ca.JPlets may prc:xt.::e beds 




Figure 3. 2 X-radi.ograph slab of Facies 2 sediment, shov.ri..rq 
structurel.ess IDtu='e of this facies. Specks a\ the 
image are 1 ikel y scattere::i fine sarrl. I.ag, linear, 
an:i predani.nately vertical structures in the x-







































Figure 3. J X-radiograph slab showin:j exanples of Facies · 2, Facies 
3, ard Facies 4 sediuvmt. In Facies £_note the lack of 
sediinentary st.n.ctures. Fine structures such as wispy 
laminatioos may be present in Facies 2 • In Facies 3 
rote the ffue scale, yet distirct.ivenesa of 
. laminatioos. Facies 3 passes gradatiaially up.r.rards 
•into Facies 2 • Q:larse sam arrl pel:i)les seen within 
these ~ facies are believa::l to be ice rafted debris. 
Facies 4 is seen as a thin bed (1 on) of fine salii. It 
UJ'rlerlies Facies 3. Facies appearin} in this plate are 
- grwpect into Facies Associatic::n B. 
.. 

























typically dark brown in colcur arx:i clay laminae are light brown to 
red:lish brown. Irdividual laminae awear sorted ard in sane 
~ cross-laminations are ~- Clay laminae may be 
slightly l:::lurrowal. .Graded bed:ti..r*:J occurs locally, evidera:rl. by 
thinner an:i less frequent laminae ta.lards the tq:> of the bed (cf. 
graded laminated bed of Piper (1973)). Lower be.ddin::] contacts at"e 
Sharp, \Yhile ~contacts rrey be sharp or gradational. larger 
pel:lbles or clasts inay o.Jt t:hrcugh arrl dCM"''Waa'p laminae of -this 
facies (Fig. 3.5), or they rrey be present an:i yet conform with 
finer grained laminae. '!his facies cx:.:trprises approxi.m.itely is \ of 
total sediment volume of all the cores. 
Facies 4 : 'Ihin-bedded sard 
'!his facies is easily recognizable in the core as 1-10 em 
thick, sorted fine sam- coarse silt beds (Fig. 3.3). 'lhese beds 
ocx:::ur i.Rfrequently ~the cores, sanetbres at the base or 
within Facies 3 beds, or sometimes within Facies 2 or 5. '!hey are 
oli ve-qrey in colour at the tq> of the cqres an:i dark brown iJi 
lower parts of the cores. 1JI:per arrl lower· contacts are sharp arrl 
horizontal, except where .the bed has been post-dep:lSitionally 
deformed. Urdisturbe:i beds rrey be parallel-sided or lenticular 
shaped. Rare, faint parallel arrl cross laminae rrey be seen in x-
radiogratns of the Facies. '!his faci~ c::arprises only 1 \ of the 
total cored sediment. 
Facies 5: Poorly sorted mud 
Relatively structureless lTllds with varyi.ri; am:::unts of sarrl arrl 
gravel are designated as Facies 5. '!his sedilrent type thus 
includes a rarge of litholOgies fran nu::ls with cxx::asional scattered 
sarrl ard gravel (Fig. 3.5) to lTllds with aooroant (30 \) sand and. 
gravel - (Fig. 3.4). In sane instances the coarser sarxl arx3. gravel 
occurs in poorly sorted horizcnt.al laminae. Both normal arrl 
, inverse grading are devel~ locally. 'Ihe facies is dark brown, 
,~ red brown, or grey b:rt:Ml in cola..ll'. Rei-b:rt:Ml an:1 grey colOOf 
Irottlirq an:i mart>lirg ocx::urs within sane of the dark broom beds. 
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-Figure 3. 4 X-radiograP1 slab of an exanple of Facies 2 an:i Facies 
5 sediment. Note the shcup cxrrt:.act ~ the two 
facies, the rare occurrenoe of coarse sediment in 
Facies 2, ani the abuidanoe of coarse saiiment in 
Facies 5. 'lbere is a hint of structure in Facies 5 in 
that peli>les seem to be a1 igned in a steep! y d.iwin:;r 
fashial. 
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Figure 3.5 X-radiograP1 slab of an exarrple qf what ~to be 
an ice-rafted clast downwarpiig laminae of Facies 3. 
Also in the X-radi.~ is an exanple · of Facies 5 1 
urxierly.irq Facies 3, am a thin bed of Facies 4 within 
Facies 5 sediment. A sharp Cxxrt:act exists bE:!tween 
Facies 5 an::l Facies 3. Note 1 in this instancJe, t;he 
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Grain size OCiltrasts betwleen the 11Dttle am ~matrix were n:Jted. 
Bedd i n:J c:::art:acts are sharp an::l often .i.rregular. Facies 5 is medium 
to thick~ (10 - 100 an). 'lhis facies represents about 40% 
of the total of all oored sediment. 
. . 
3. 3 Deformed Beds· 
Defcn:med bEds are seen only in cores fran the aCXJUStically 
defined c1.i.sturbEd zcnes (Chapter 2), rut not all coJ::es fran these 
zones shcM deformed beck:lin:1· Oefarmatiat overprints original 
depositicna.l features rut rarely ·oolite.rates facies dlaracteristics 
sUc:h that the original facies cannot be l'eoogni.zed. Sediment fran 
cores of the ~lc:pe portia'lS of the di.st:urbed ZaleS is defonned 
ally in several thin .{10 em) oorizons (oore 37). In cores fran the 
mid-sl~ area of the cliSturbErl zcnes (54, 55) defonnatioo is 
extensive. Deformatioo features are rot:cbserved in cores fran the 
extreue down-slqle portialS of thP. ~ zmes. 
I • 
'1he types of deformatia'l structures within the cored sediment 
deperrl upcn the facies ard the c::Je::lxee of defo:rmatia'l. Tilted 
- . 
iami..riae -ani beaiirg surfaces, irregular lam,inae, convoluted 
. - ·' -
laminae, overturned 'folds, stretcho:i ~es, eyelet (lensoid-
shapedf st.ructtires, rolled balls, arrl microfaults are recxX:Jnized in 
the sediments an:i oo X-radiogrctiils (Fig. 3. 6a-c) • 
3. 4 Grain Size Analysis 
.,. 
Grain size is the basis of cla.ssificatioo for clastic 
sediments arrl a prin::ipal critericn for the ~tioo of past 
am present depositiooal PJ::ooesses (:Kran::Jc am Milligan, 1985). 
'lbe grain s~ze characteristics of , clastic sedimentary dep:lsi ts 
deperrl upon foor general factors: (1) grain. size distrirutia1 at 
the san-oe; (2) transport history (transport medium, current 
velocity, ~ fran source, settlirg distance) ; (3) ptysical 
c::han:Jes in size (i.e. flocx:ulatioo an:l deflcx:x:ulatia1 due to 
mechanical, fbYsicxx:hemical~ or biological int:.eract~cn;): and (4) 
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Figure 3.6 X-radi.ogi"i!lil slabs of defonned sediments (disturbance 
\. 
recognized by varioos defonnatia1 f~tures): a) tilted 
lmninae, b) tilted lmn.inae an::l microfaults, · . 
c) ·overturned folds arrl ~letely ~zed sediment 
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It is diffiout, in:Seed often hrpnssible, to determine t:.he 
mde of depositlcn for f~ seciiments fran the grain size 
(a_ • .- ' • 
· distrib.Jtia'l · (Kranck an:i Milligan, 1985). Grain size spectra of 
, fi.n&-grainad sediments are OC'IIplicated ·l7:i their depeudence upc:l'l 
both method ani duraticn of sauple pretreatment am analysis 
(Nelsen, l!AJJ; Andersen §t. AL., 1984). It is difficult, therefore, 
to relAte' grain size paraiueters of fine-grained sediments ~ 
. . 
speci~ic criteria axn as paleocl,1ITE!rlt velcx::ity (Si.n;Jer an:i ' 
Aniersa1, 1984 ; An:ler9cll ani IaJrtz, 1985) • It is possible, 
OOWevez', to use g:ra.U1 size data to differentiate between sediment 
_ types (e.-g. facies), to highlight gross tren:ls (e.g. fi.n.in;J 
downslcp), ani to reoognize arxm.Uies (e.g. ioe-raft:.q:l debriS). 
. . 
Ultimately graii1 size informatioo can St.JRX)rt an inte:t'pretation for 
. 
the IOOde and envhament of depositia1· of a _particular bed or 
facies, rut it cannot be 'used tO dete.nnine processeS _wit.lla,It. . other _____ .. _. 
---- ---~~idence:-·· -- - ·------- --· ------·-----· 
. . 
'Ibis stu:!y irxxltporates data fran 156 grain siZe analyses in 
. 
order to: (1) ~ize am classify litholcqic -facies, (2) 
curpare grain sue distrih.rt:ia'lS m~agst' facies to aid in 
aedimantological htt.mpretatia'lS, and (3 > recXlgnize ~tial am 
ta•1oral t.J::euls within ard bebieen oores. 'Ihe DEt:hcdS of analysis 
have been· ~isamsed in Chapter 1. Besides gravel/san:Vsiltjclay 
ratios, ather measures CD'lSidered inportant in describin;J the grain 
. I -
size c:listi-i.butioo of a fine-grained saDple are the meen, median, 
G ~!Die, am starxSard deViat;tc.n. ~ B irx:lu:les a -table of these 
measures far each scmple. Table 3.1 c:x:ntains the averages of these 
measUres for each facies ani fQr each analyzed ~- A di soJSSion 
of the gravel, sam, silti'"an::i clay CCITpCI'lellts, and the 
distril:Jutia1 measures of the various facies am cores follows f' 
" . ' . 
Representative grain size _distr.ib.tt.ia'l c;urves for each facies are 
pr as euted in Figures 3. 7a-e. 
88 . 
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Table 3 .1 Av~~ ~in size parameters. Percentages of crravel, 
sard, s1lt..{ arrl clay only were con::iucted on S<mple:s fran 
. cores 36, .J7, 54 aro 55. - . 
% % % % mean median m::lde Starrl. 
Facies Gravel sard Silt Clay IX"li IX"li ~i Dev. 
- - - -- ··- · ·· - ... 
1 · 0.03 8.33 40.19 51.42 8.03 7.95 
·e 2.69 2' 0 . 10· 10.39 37.94 51.56 7.80 7.'68 2.95 3 0.18 7.22 41.06 51.49 7.56 7.23 2.72 
4 0.10 32.91 36.78 30.20 6.33 5.65 :3.71 2.98 
5 0.59 14.61 . 35.22 49.56 7.69 7. 71 6.33 3. 16 
Core noz 
29 0.2v19.20 44.32 36.24 6.98 6.58 4.03 2.96 
37 0.2 5. 63 37 .• 49 56.55 
54 0.19 8.30 39.80 5~.70 NO DA.TA . 
55 0.21 . 6.03 41.29 52.47 
34 0.36 14.78 35.94 48.90 '7,'52 7.68 5.68 3.03 
36 0.81 12.17 33.82 53.88 NO DA.TA 





Figure 3.7 ~lea of grain size distrililticn cw:ves for the five 
lithofacies (note the dip in the distrib..rtial a.IrVe 
within silt sizes - abaJt 4 pu - is rm real rut is a 
• f'Urd:ioo of the cut-off used for size analysis between 
th3 settlin] tower am the-sedigrcqn (53 micrcns)): 
a) Facies 1: oote the facies is CXIIprised of a mixture 
of sediment si.zes fran san1 to .clay, with clay arxl silt 
-beiD} predaninant. Vecy little gravel has been· 
dJservecl in this facies. 'lbe )Jars in the hi.stcxJram 
represent relative f:z:;equency percentages at 0.2 t:hi 
· intervals, spikes ~ logarithmic relative 
frequency percentages, the .lower curve represents the. 
Clllllll.ative relative frequen::.y ~, am the 
~ au:ve represents the amulative prc:bability 
frequercy percentages. 
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Figure 3. 7 b) . FacieS 2: ~ alJJrJst equal portial& of sam, 
silt, and clay in this fcicies, brt: the san:1 portion is 
very fine arxi ..J.n fact arpears to have a sharp cutt-off 
at about 2 pu. Very little gravel has beeri rtt.ed ~ 
within this facies. Bars of the histogram repres,ent 
logarithmic relative f:requerq percentages at 0.2 pu 
i.ntel:val.s, am the cw:ve represents cuitul.ati ve 
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Figure 3. T ·- ·c) Facies 3: note the percentages of san:i, __ ..§Ut, arrl 
clay are simila;- to t00se of Facies 2 tut. the san:i 
partial E!Xt.en:1s into the coarser grain sizes ( abart: o 
pu) an:l..ftss a DDre normal distri.l:ut.i.oo ( i. e. is 
negatively skewed). 'Ihese analyses are not fran 
in:lividual lamina tut. fran l:WJc sanples. Distrib.rt:ions 
fran s~le lamina are expected to be nud1 better · 
sorted. Bars of the histogram represent logarithmic 
relative. ~ percentages at 0. 2 pri. intervals, 
am the curve represents cunul.ative probability 
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Figure 3. 7 d) Facies 4: shc:Mi..n] the well sorted nature, am high 
fine am Vf!XY fine sand cart:ent ~peaki.nJ a.J.::nJt 3. 5 rru.) 
.. 
of the facies. The tq> diagram is a distr.ih.Ition fran 
a sanple carefully ex>llected within the bed itself, 
shc:Mi.rq the sorted nature of the facies. -The lower 
a.u.ve is fran a l:ulJc sanple whidl incl\xles sed i rrent 
~ the bed, thus the distributioo is m:Jre 
poorly sorted am positively skerwed. 'Ihe bars in~· 
hist.oJram represent relative frequency percentages at 
0.2 pu intervals, spikss represent logaritluni.c 
relative frequency percentages, ooe curve represeM.s 
the a.mulati ve relative frequen::y pe.roentages, am the 
other an:ve represents the a.mul.ative prcbability 
frequerx.y percentages. 
. ,. 
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Figure 3. 7 e) Facies 5: shows the }X)Orly sorted nature of the 
facies, . incluii.rg a relatively high gravel peroent.age. 
Bars of the histogram rep~ lcqaritlmric relative 
frequercy percentages at 0. 2 IiU :inte.Ivals, arrl the 
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It was att.enpted to classify the defined lithofacies acoordi.ng 
to Folk (1954) ard Dean ~ M... (1985), based en san::l:silt:clay 
ratios (there is nat enough qravel ~ to affect 
classificatic:n) (Fig. 3. 8) . Facies 1 ard 2 , sediments plot 
predaninately in the nu::l field, with vecy little scatter into th~ 
sarrly nul rai'"KJe. Facies J sed.immts (Fig. 3 • 8) plot in the mud and 
sarrly nul fi~lds. sanples fran this facies generally incll.rle 
- . 
several laminae. If i..h:iividual la:m.:incie were sarrplErl it is_ expected 
they ...u.lld plot into Jri.Jd, silt, arrl JTUddy sarrl fields because of 
the gradOO cx:uplet nature of the laminae am the high degree of 
' . 
sortl.nj wi.thin each lamina, as described in smear sl.ides. Facies 4 
. sediments plot in t.he sarrly m..rl to JTUddy sam fields c Fig. 3. 8 > • 
Slmplirg intervals generally in:ltrled 11'Ud surrc:mrli.ng the thin 
Facies 4 beds. A sairple ~fully taken within the bedwas 
catpose:l of 84 ' sanl an:1 14 \ silt, thus plOtti.m in the silty 
sarrl field. Facies 5 sedi..nents plot in two fields : mud arrl sandy 
nu::l (Fig. 3. 8) • 
'Ihe ternary diagrams of Figure 3 . 8 show ~e 1 i tho logic 
similarity of JOOSt ot the sediments wi~in the cores·~- Grain s ize 
differer.ct;>s · arnon:)St f acies are g~lly subtle, ani are perhaps 
better sham by distribution cmves aJrl stati stica l rneaSUI"'?s (Fig. 
3. 7, Table 3.1, an:l .Appen:lix B) . 
Gravel 
Thrugh the gtavel f racti on of sediment frcrn the Scotian siope 
represents a very small, perhaps insd.gnificant, percentage (0-5 %) 
of~ total size spectra, its presence is consi~ s i gnificant. 
'nle gravel pcp.tlation is poorly ~rtoo, and consists of n1..1ll"erCUS 
lithologies. Gravel locally clowr'JWarps laminae (Fig. 3. 5), arrl can 
occur either ~t~· thrc:uJha.it the corEd. SErlirnent, or in 
ocn::aatrated beds or l enses. Gravel is interpreted to be ice-raf ted 
' . 







Flgure 3. 8 Te.rnal:y diagram for classificatim of sedinents 
·~ a<XQrd.i..rg to their sard,. silt, ard clay ratio (after 
Folk (1954), ard Dean rt ~ (1985), ard ternary 
diagram plots for each of the facies. Note the 































S, sand; s, sandy 
Z, silt; Z, silty 
M, f"!lUd; m, muddy 


















fotJst sanpl~ of Facfes 5 CXI'ltain gravel, 1sanetimes reac:h.irg 
' . 
4. 5 ' ot the scmple (Fig. 3. 7e) • Numerals smrplea frail Facies 3 
cart:ain a small percentage of gravel (~ B) • cnl.y three 
sanples of Facie& 1, ·four of Facies 2, and cne of Facies 4 cxntain 
aey gravel (ARJencllx B) • 
Sarrl 
San::i OCI'ltent varies fran 0 \ to a maxinum of 84 \ (Table 
3.1). If the san! is treated artif.icially, as a separate. 
pcp.llaticn, then thi!:! fraction is c:x::rsistently very well sorted 
(s.d.= 0.80) arrl possesces a similar mean size (-3.2 .prl) 
~ali the facies. The sarrl fractioo 1s predaninantly 
quartz, sane of wh.idl is stained red. • It is treet ahmdant in 
Facies 4, ani least ~ in Facies 1. 
Silt ani Clay: 
n"le silt fraction ~ between 20 ani 60 %, ~lly 
cxrrprisi..rg a1::a.tt Jo-40 \ of the san"ple. 'Ihe clay fractioo 
CCI!pri.ses between 13-77 %, rut averages between 5o-60 \ of the 
sanple. Analyses in:licate that silts ani clays of the stuii.ed 
sed.imentS are typically very JiPX"lY sorted. · Silt to clay ratios in 
the cores shaw a downslcp:! fi.nin:j tren:i, rargi.rq fran 1. 2 in the 
~ slq:e ~ to 0. 62 in the lowenoost slC4)e (X) res. 
Mean, Median, arrl M:xle: 
Only three (X)res have full qr:ain size analysis I!Vailable, 
. pennittin} calculatioo of statistical meaSures. Average mean, 
median, ~url11'CJdal sizes are given in Table 3.1. statistically 
· ( ooe-way analysis of variim:e) the mans of each facies are not 
significantly. different. Averaqes fran each oore · shcY mean, 
median, arrl JOOdal. sizes dec:::reasirg cb.mslcp!. 
st.arrlard ~iatioo: 
starrlard deviatioo (s.d. >' or sortirq is a measure of variation 
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in the grain size pcpJl.atioo (Folk, 1980). AI:X:x)rtli.rg t.JJ the 
clasaificatial of fOlk~ ward (1957) the sediments of the stlrlied 
cores are all very poorly sort.e:l. Mean st:.amard deviatiOI"'S' of the 
facies irdicate that Facies 5 is the nnst p::lOrly sorted, fell~ 
~ . 
by_ FaCies 4, 2, 3, ani 1 in order of in:reased sortinJ (decreasin;J 
s). statistical stu:Jent's T-tests define only the staroard 
deviatialS of Facies 5, arrl 1 as significantly different. 
3. 5 Facies Intetpret.ations 
Depositioo of f~irled sed.il!ents in deep ocean 
envil:aane1ts .can ocx:::ur by a variety. of pn:x:~sses, inch.rling 
settling fran suspen:1ed sErliment plumes (~oid layers) 
ccaoch.i~ am Drake, ·1986), bottan current rer..>OrJd.m' (SteM aro 
I..ove.ll, 1979; CllcuJh an::l Hesse, 1985) , Ice rafti..r¥3' (Piper arrl 
Slatt, 1977; ~t am Ki.Qj, 1984), arxi mass JOCJVement (sllmps, 
slides, debris flows; t:J.¢licti ty an-rents) (stow arrl Piper, 1~84 ; 
stow, 1985) • . {igure 3. 9 derronst.rates ~ <X:IlCeptual overlap of 
these p~.-
Dist~ hemipelagites fran cont.curites fran fine-
.. grained tul.'bidites is a JOOSt difficult prd::>lan (Hesse, 1975; St.or...r 
1979, 1985; Hill, 1984b; Shor ~ ~, l984). No general set of 
guidelines exist for suc:h <iis1::ld:rct.ia1 rut rumerous wor~· have 
-~the prdJlem am have e.st.ablished criteria f~ ~ific 
. CllSE!S (Hesse, 1975; KUrtz ard Arrlerscr1, 1979;_ stow, 1979, 1985; 
sta.f and I.Dvell, 1979; o'Brien ~ !\L_, 1980; sta.t ard SharJnur<un, 
1980; Hill .e.t Al...., 1982a; ·Hili, 1984b; Shor ~ S\L,, .t\384; St:.ON arrl 
PiPer, 1984; Chcugh and Hesse, 1985). 
Facies 1: ~oturbated ~tied m.rl 
. . 
Atuldanoe ot biob.n'batia'l st.Iuct:ures ani ab..u'rlant bi<:XJenic 
mterial in the fOim of fanmUniferal tests in this facies is 
~ve of slew S«timBntaticn rataJ. Hesse (1975) t'Eqards 
int:awe bioturbltia1 as aw critaria1 for i.dentifica~CI'l of 
hfmJpelagitefJ in arcl.ent sl~ ~• stow (1985) 1 anj Clb.lgh. 
an::l ........ (1985) ma.intain that biot.urbfttial Can be i.nt:alsive 
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Figure 3. 9 Terna1:y diagram daoonstrati.rq "the ~ptual overlap 
arrl cx:Jtl)lexity of sedirrentary processes affecti.rq the 
continental sl~. nus process overlap nakes it 
difficult to recognize the JI¥Jde of deposition for 
• certain sediments arrl d.P.monstrab;s the short~ in 
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t:hrc.ujla.rt: c:art:.c:urites as. wel.l as hemipel2'9ites. 'Ihey also infer 
that both depooits may have ·high biogenic~· Both 
pl'C)a>SSeS typically involve low secllinent:M.i~ rates (<10 atVlOOO 
yr) (sta.f 1 19791 1985) • 
O:::ntacts between .beds of this facies arrl with other facies are 
gradaticnal arrl often bioturbated beycn::l _reoogruticn. 'lhis feature 
is ubiquitoos in ~pelagites rut cxx:urs in cnlto.lrit.es as well 
(Stow, 1985). 
- '!he lack of coarse sedi..Irent. within these facies inplies that 
sediment transport ptooesseS ~ unable to carry coarse sarrl arrl 
' gravel, ice raftin} was minimal, an.:3,/or there was no scuroe of 
coarse material. Facies 1 eediments are presently be.irq depoei ted 
oo the. cx::ntinental slc:p:!, · arrl hence similar deposits in the 
stratigra{ilic rocxm:l likely reflect similar oceanogralilic -
sedimentolc:x;Jic ccn::titicns as today. -
In corclusi?", bioturbate1, trottled nu::l may represent either 
hemipelagic depositicn or depositioo fran weak, slowly deposit.irq, 
bot"\an currents. 
Facies 2: Hanogenea.ls nui 
4 •. General lack of primary sedi.Irentary structures in most 
ocx:::urrences of Facies 2 arrl grain size distrit:uticns of Facies 2 
sarrpl~ (i.e. dc:minarre of fines an:l art: -off at 2 pti.) ilrpl y 
suspel)Sicn depooitim fran a rq:tl.eloid layer or fran weak currents. 
Lick of ~ biot:urbaticn, ~' ~ that deposit'ioo of 
this fac!ies is D¥Ze rapid than that of Facies 1. ~lete 
biot:Umatioo rray result in thol"CU]h mix.irg, am hatJ:)genizatioo of a 
sediment, rut it is believed that if the hatrqeJ ~ei ty were due to 
biot:urbatioo, sane trace of the presen:::e of biota \ICUld be, ' 
~' as it is in Facies L 
I.ocal wispy laminae within Facies .2 beds may Iepl as mat cross-
- -l~tic:ns, irdicative of tractioo transport by bottan currents. 
'Ihese currents may be cxnti..ra.n.Jsly flowi.rg, sud\ llS c:x:r1ta..Ir 
. . 
currents, ani hem! the _ deposit is a CCI'ltourite; they JMY represent 
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~ qeuexated within a mass fla.r event ani hence the deposit 
may be part of a turbidite; ar they may be the result of a storm 
event ~c:h resuspen:Jed sedi:mef'tt, sud1 as a surtaoe storm dur~ 
rernx:w' -.a l8Y8l.a, ar a •Jbsurfaoe storm as d c:ribed by Gardner 
am SUllivan (1981) am Hollister and M::Cave (1984) at tlle HERBIE 
J . : 
site Cl'1 the Scotian Rise. Wispy beds typically have a higher sam 
cxxrt:.ent than other beds of this facies. '1he preservatia1 of these 
st.J:uctures prcilably reflecta a high rate of sediment· suwly (Hill, 
1984a) ani rapid rurial. 
IJ:l Slmlt\2llY, hcm:lgeneoos nu:i was deposited either by 
hemipelagiC pl'0Cef'S8S 1 or by bottan currents generated by ocean 
circulaticn patterns (oc.rrt:.oor currents), storms, or mass-wastirq 
' avart:s. fbiD}el aecus 1II.XI may aiso be generated by thorcu)h m.i.xin;J 
of a sedimentary_~ in the shear zooe of a slide or slurrp. 
In any &me depoeiticn is assumed to be rapid ~ to avoid 
significant amounts of post~iticnal bioturbaticn. 
FaciM 3 : laminated JllXi 
I.aminiited 1lJ.Xjs · can be generated by a variety of processes 
(stow and Bowen, 1978, 1980; MacJdewicz, ~ A,L., 1984; carey and 
Poj, 1985; Hasse, 1985; Read.i.m, 1986). In the Scotian Slcp:! 
enviza aneut it is possible that beds of this facies were deposited 
by c:x:nt:aJr an-rents ( cf. <llcAql arrl HeSse, 1985) , storms { cf. 
Gardner am SUllivan, 1981; Hollister and K::cave, 1984)' or by 
t::l.D:bidi ty currents ( cf • Piper f 1978 ; stow 1 1979 ; stow and 
ShaJ'm.qam, 1980; Hesse am Onqt, 1980; Mackiewicz rt ~, 1984). 
Very little evideroe of bioturbaticn and a small biogenic · 
\Xii\XtJel It in-~ sediments of Facies 3 SUJJE?St rapid 
sed.imentaticn. Hemipelagites and CU'ltmrites are typically 
~ited' slowly (hence, biQt:urt)atial is prolific), l~While turbid-
ita. IWIUit frcn relatively n~pid deposi tioo (heroe, little 
biot:w:batial) (Piper, 1978; stew arrl Shanru]ani, 1980; stai, 1985; 
Cllcu#l am Hesse, 1985 > • 
. 
Faci• 3 seaas to oc:x:ur at all water &!pths oo the srotian 
•· 
Slqle, incluctirq water depths in excess of 1500 m. It i!} tmlikely / ' 
· that it was deposited at these deep.:.wate.r locations directly by 
ice-margin :rrelt out (cf. Mackif'!Wicz, g.t ru.._._ 1984), thcogh this 
.,_. process may have had a role in generatirq a da..mslqJe-flowirq 
turbidity o.rrrent. ~ 
Internal ~ arrl sequerc.es (,Parallel ·laminations, , 
cross-laminations, gradirq) and bedtirq contacts are similar td 
those of fine-grained turbidites as describErl in the literature 
(Heese, 1975; Piper, 1978; Hesse and Chough, 1980; Stow and 
Shanmug~, 1~80; Stow and Piper, 1984). 
Fine gravel and coarse sarrl, presumably ice-rafted in origin, 
is seen scattered throughoot the sedimen!-S. There is no evidence 
that this coarse debris has been w-innowa:l by bottan currents, 
tho.X]h in sane eiiSPS this SPdiment a~ars t o have bef">_n tral1!Jported 
and sedi:rrentm with. surroordirg finer sediment. 
F\.uthenrore there is al::urrlant acoustic evidence fo r Irdss 
wasting processes in the stlrly area (chapter 2). 1\lrbidity 
currents are one fonn of IrdSS-wastirq, arrl are often asscx:iated 
with other 'types. It is, therefore,. highly lik~ly that they occur 
in the area. '1\Jrbidity currents are dennnstrably the principal 
mechanism f or transporting sedi:rrent to deep continental marg~ 
(Hesse, 1975; Piper, 1978), and are expected to hc.we widespread 
occurrence on the Scotian Slope. 
In conclusion, it is bel~eved that Facies 3 n;>_c;ults fran 
.turb~dity currents transportirg arrl depositirg fine-grainerl 
sediments. The [.l1ysics of these turbidity currents arrl their 
mechanisms of deposition are discussed by Hesse (1975), Piper 
(1978)_, Stow arrl Sharatu::J~ (1980), arrl Sto.l arrl Ea./en (1984). 
' 
Faci~ 4: 'Ihin-bedded sarrl 
Sorted sarrl, the lentiq.Uar, riwle sh.:lpe of sane bOOs, arrl 
th~fdre p~.nc8 of internal structurE>s such as cros..c;-laminations 
in Facies 4 su:nests that sediment within these beds was deposited 
by a current, wi.th sc:rM of the sediment possibly having been 
. ' 
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transported as bedload. Fran the data available it is inpossible 
to sPe6ity whether this ·current flcweci Parallel to the ca1ta.lrs 
(calt.out current) or downslope (t\Irt>ictity current). Hill (i9~4) 
considers beds of similar descriptioh as turbidites because of 
their coarse grain size, water depths they are f~ in, arrl bed 
thicknesses. 
Facies 5: . Poorly sorta:l JDJd 
'lhe peti>l~ texture of Facies 5 is dlaracteristic of cx::tlesive 
· debris flows (Pettijdm, 1975; Sharmugam ani Benedict, 1978; Hill 
~ ~. 1982a, 'visse.r, 1983), but also of ice-rafted deposits 
(Arrlerson ~ ~' 1979; Kurtz an::l Alderson, 1979). Hugget and Kidd 
· (1984) hav~ fCA.U'rl ice-rafted debris in sediroonts at abyssal ·~pth 
in the oceans. The caarsest grains obselved within Fades 5 are 
nonnally fine gravel. I.o.Ye (1982) notes that many cohesive debris 
flow deposits Show ari uwer size limit to the SllfPOrted particles . . 
'Ih1s ch>ervation 6U:39ests that larger grains, if original!~ 
present, were able to settle thrc.u;Jh the natrix dur~ flow. If 
the gravel in FaCies 5 were in situ. ioe-rafte:i debris, then a 
broader spec:trum of sizes WCAlld be expected. Grain sizes at outer 
. 
shelf ard ~ slope &m:ee areas show a conti.nucus spectnnn of 
sizes fran clay tO boulders (Kirq, 1970; Hill _it lli, 1983). 
Bed:iJJ~ contacts are almost always sharp, often irregular, am 
sanet.iJres steeply diwirq. ~ features irrli.c:ate that each bed 
is ··a ctistin:;t dep:lsitional event arrl c:Cmoclnly erosional in nature, 
thus suwortih:;J a lMSS flOW origin, Kurtz anj An::lerson {1979) 1 
Aksu (~980) 1 a00 Hill . ~ AL. (19823) use these characteristiCS 3S 
criteria for ctisti.rguishin:] debris flows fran paratills (ice-rafted 
~is). A clast that was ioe-mfted can be seen in Figure 3. 5. 
'Iha.¥1h the basal CXIltact is shaip it is not erosicnal, rut rather 
it dowrlwaip:; the laminae, possibly fran the force of inpact when it 
fell to the bottan, or possibly fran sutsequent cx::!Tpa.ction. 
. ~ ~ 
Sediment fabric in Facies 5 is generally isot.l."q>ic, with the 
sam am gravel OCD.lrrlrYJ raroanl.y ~ a nud matrix. . 'Ihis 







cphesi ve matrix; 2) 1 i ft due to flow 1:urtllience ; 3) intergranular 
dispersive pressure; 4) any catbination of the above pt'OO":sses 
(Lowe, 1979, 1982); arrl 5) slow aca.mulation of ice-rafted debris. 
I • • 
Local faint horizontal laminae of coarse grains in Facies 5 
can be created by shear sort~, or by laminar flow in a CXlhesive 
del;>ris flow (En:s, 1977; I.J::IWe, 1979, Nardin ~ 2L_, 1979). 1llese 
laminae can oc:cur at any level within the debris flow. coarse -
laminae cc.uld also result frcm w~i.rq lx>tt.l;:n currents, or they 
IMY represent lenses of ice-rafte:l debris. 
Poorly develqxd, no:t1Ml arrl inverse gradi..rxJ has been noted 
locally in Facies 5. 'Ihese diaracteristics are often associated 
with mass flow deposits (Hanpton, '1975; l..J::1we, 1979; 1982; Nardin et 
~. 1979; Aksu, 1980, 198~). The type of-grad~ that develop:; 
deperds on 'the· clay mineral03}', grain size·distriWtion, arrl the 
nature of the flow (density, water content, rheolcqic behaviour) 
(Enos, 1977; Harrpton, 1972; ra.re, 1979, 1982;, Nard0 ~ £L., 1979). 
Nonnal grad~ can be the re:.ult of settlirl:J of coarser particles 
. into a less-dense \lJ"Xier.+yim natrix. If de}X)Sition of the mass 
flow is rapid (i;e. as in a freezing plug; Enos, 1977; I.c:1«e, 1~, 
1982) trum the flow itself nust be graded. Settlin;J of Ice-rafted 
debris may alSo pro:fuce no:t1Ml gradi.rq. Inverse grading can oocur 
as a result of intergranular dispersive pressure, or t.hrcll.qh 
turtulenc:e ·(Lowe, 1979). DepoSition must be rapid for this 
characteristic to remain in the rock record. 
In summary, a wide rarqe of sediment textures arrl structures 
dlaracterize Facies ~t is not always }XlSSible to differentiate 
the roochanism ~itian for these sediments because of the 
! . 
similar dlaracteristics expectEd for a variety of proCes,ses. 'Il1ese 
types of sediment cccld result fran hemipelagic deposition corrbined 
with an ice-rafted cx::rrponent, or they CXJUld result fran mass 
JOOVerrent processes, sudl as debris fla8". It ~ suspected ~t the 
majority of Facies · 5 beds were deposited as a result of a . 
cx::Jtt>inatioo of these processes, whereby acx::unulation of ice-rafted 
arrl ice-nm-gin meltcut debris was follOolled .by instability resultirq 
. . 
in l'lUIIlel:"'OS th.in-bed::Jeci debris flows. 
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3 • 6 Faciee Associatims: descriptia1S arrl distributioos 
In order to ~ the OCI1text of . the studied lithofacies 
it is nec:w;sary to d:lserve lateral ard stratigrapuc relaticnships 
betweal facies. To this en:i facies are grcuped into facies 
a.ssociatioos. Facies associaticns _for this stmy_ were created by 
gra.Jp.i.ng facies that were cb3erved to ~ together am arpea.r to 
be gt'llStically related. 
Facies Associaticn A: .Facies 1, 2, arrl 4 
Facies 1 cxx:urs in associaticn with minor mrnmts of Facies 2, 
. -
arrl 4. Facies 1 bedli rq cart.acts with Facies 2 are everywhere 
gradaticnal., \olhile with Facies' 4 ~ are usually sharp bJt 
di..sntpted 't7y bioturbatim. 'Ihis associatiat foms thick (>1 m}, 
oorTelatable sequences at the tc:po of all . oores an::l at varicus 
- . 
stratigraprlc horizats wi.thi:i'l the oores. 
Facies Associatiat B: Facies 2, 3, ard 4 
Facies Associaticn B typically cx:nsists of thin in:li.vidual 
Facies 4 beds separated by lC>-'30 an-thick beds of Facies 3, or 2 . 
. . . 
Facies 4 may be missim fran the sequen:Je, leavin:.; th,ick ~ 
of Facies J an::i 2 beds. 'nle associatiCI'l is thickest (>2 m} in 
mid-slope cores ard is QOrrelatable fran core to core in this 
area. Elsewhere the associati.Cil is seen as thin ( <1 m) sequerres 
often irrt:el:'beci1e with Facies Associatiat c; 
Faci• Associatiat c: Facies 5 an:i 4 
Facies ~.i.atim C ~ly occurs as thick n-2 m)· 
.~of irdivicbU ~ies 5 beds, cxx:asialally int:.errbedded 
with thin (an) beds of Facies 4. Associaticn C c:x:o.n:s within JOOSt 
cores IUii is uj!lll •aly either stratigraprlcally or. laterally . 
aoc::JC:IIPUlied by . Facies AssociatiCil B. 'Ibgether the two associations 
cxx::ur tllra.ghcut the .stu:1y are.t at VariQJS oor:relatable 
. . ( 




3. 6 Facies Associatims: . interpretaticrs 
Facies Associatioo A: 
As preViCAJSly disotssed it is ctiffiOJlt to distin]uJ.sh between 
" ~, . 
c:art:a.u:"ite arxl hemipelagic sed.iments • . Facies 1 is the ~t 
facies type in Asscciatioo A an:i its dlaracterisi~ JD~aet criteria 
for hemipelagic· _ani oc:nt.oJr OJrreJ"1t depa;itioo. 'llle fact that, at 
present, cart;.our am:ents are not documentErl oo this part of the 
Smtian Slc:.pe inplies that the tq"' tit c:xx:urrerr.es of Facies 1 were 
not deposited 't!i CXI1t.a.lrit.es; ~~ it has been ~ted by 
I 
Hill ani ~ (1983) that present-day stonrs can generate currents 
whim flow parallel to <XI'lt.alrs. Prolific biotuiDaticn in this 
facies reflects sla.~ ~tioo. 
Facies 2 in Facies Associ.ltioo A resulted frail slightly higher 
sedimentaticn rates than Facies .. l, givilq little time for bic::qerl~c 
rework..in]~ 'llle local presence of cbscure st.ructures .within this 
facies and the presero:l of fine sam ~ depositicn by weak 
bottall o.xrrents. 
'!he rare ~of Facies 4 within._tbis llSSOCiatioo is 
believefl to result fran ~ses within these bott..aft currents that 
cause tarporacy ~ ~ airrent velocity. 'lbese pulses 
irx:rease the~ of the current ani its. ab_ility to ~rk 
bottaD .sed iDPnt •. 
5edilrent colrur ~ rei?ect ·either a chai-qe in the 
sediment sruroe ani CCI!positioo, or a charge in c:lep:)sitional 
envircnuent (e.g. rec:b::irq to axictizin;J), In .. this study there i~ a 
dist.irct colcur differero! beb.leen Facies Asscx:iatioo A (olive-· 
• 1 ' I 
greys ani dark browns) and the ~ associatims (red-bro~mS ani 
· browns). '!his colour difference does not SlqJeSt. a ctepositic:nal 
medlan.ism, tut in t:hiS ~ it can be \JS81 as an aid to readily 
~ Facie:J ·Associatial A frau other a&sociations. · Organic 
carlx:l'l analysis .oo · sediments o! different oolOJrB sb:1w slight 
' • 
diffe:rerJOeS in. pera!!'lt . orgzmic cartx:n OCI"'tent of facies 1 tran 





oolrur c::harqe is rot knr:Ml. Sediment colour has been used to 
cllirtir9rlsh hemipelagic sediments frail_ tw:bidites in~ rOcks 
(Hesse, 1975) and ~ sediDants (P~, 197~; ~' 1979, 1981; 
Hill, 1981). 'lhis chai-acteristic, therefore, has potential as an 
aid for easy reooguitim am ~tiat of sediment types. 
Facies Associatioo A is interpreted to reflect sediment 
'- clepositiat am ~ durin:] periods of <Jrlet oceanic oorxlltions 
. ~am law aedimeintatia'l rate&. SUch criteria may be met duri:h:J high 
sea levels ( SLdl as at the present) , dur.in;J l.aq periods of ice 
cx:Ne.r, or c:turin:] static cx:n:titic:ns at the shelf break. 
\ . 
\ 
Facies ~iatia1 B: , 
'Ihe ~istics of Facies Associatia'l B cx:mpare with data 
. . . 
a00 criteria presented by Hesse (1975) I Piper (1978) I stow an::l 
. . 
B:::lwen (1978~ 1980), stow (1979), stow and Sharm.qml (1980), O'Brien 
n AL (19ao}, Hesse aoo Chcu;Jh (1980), and Hill (1981, 1984b) to 




FBcies 4 beds roincic:Se with stow and Sharllu;Jam's (1980) To am 
Bouma's (1962) A, B, or c divisiatS. '1hese ·are thin to thick beds 
of ·sam, of'ten lenticiU.ar ilhaped, with internal ~-lmninatims. 
'lhese beds, . 'llobere they Oco.n:-1 oarprise the ~ of a turl:lldi te 
unit. 
-t 
Facies 3 lllds are equivalent to stew am Sl'lanlu}am's (1980) 
T11 T2 , am T3 divisiCI'IS (Piper's (1978) E1 divisioo). 'lbese are 
laminated. III.DI that form a gr8ded sequence. fran thin silt _laminae 
to law uplibxle cl.i.JibiJ'¥1 rfwles (rarely di.stirguishable in a 
· pista'l c:::me sm~ple) ·, to thin regUlar laminae, to thin i.rxli.st.ird: 
: . . . 
lai~LiJvia. '.Ihis facies is tha most cx:mocn sEdiment type in this 
aseociaticn. Partial aoo tl'urr::3ted secpences are the rilrmal JOOde 




Table 3 . 2 organic cartlcn Analysis ., 
Cbre Depth (en) %OC Facies c.ament:s 
f) 51 324 . 0. 77 3 ~t bl"CMl la!Jllna 325 0.94 3 bro.m l anuna 
363 0.90 3 · lici"lt bl"CMl lalp.ina 365 0.93. 3 da:fk brown l MUna ~0 0.53 5 recW.sh brain 
21 495 0.34 1 olive grey 
-550; 0 . 42 1 ~ bro.m 610 0.33 1 ol+ve grey 





. . , 
Facies 2 na.ds in Facies Association B COI Iespol rl to sL run 
Shamu:Jam's (1980) T4 , T5, T6, arrl T7 divisions, arrl to Piper's 
_ (1978) E~ arrl E3 divisions. 'Ihese are irrlistinctly laminated, 
graded, an:i ~, relatively haTDgeneous nu::lsl 
'!he T8 division of Sta..r arrl ~am (1980) . (F of Piper 
(1978)) is bioturbated li'lld that cap:; the turbidite sequen::e. 
Biot::urbatioo is seen in thin (5-10 an) intervals int:erbecXied with 
sediments of this facies associatioo. It is also noted in the 
caw~ nul 1aminae of sane sard/silt - nu:1 <Xq)lets. 
It is inpo:rbmt to note that in · the sttrlied cores whole 
sequences, such as T0-T8 , or IrF, are never cx::xrpletely preserved. 
Typically only one or several of these divisions is present in any · 
one tumidite seqUence (Hill, 1981~ CllCU3h, 1984; 'Ihomton, 1984). 
, I I 
Figure 3.3 is an X-radioC;Jr-alil of a· section fran~ of the 
studied cores shi::Uirq Facies AssOciation B. 'nlis sect.. ion ~is 
believed to. represent a1e turbidite ~ent, arrl is the nost 
sequerre that could be fo..Jrd. At the :base of the ktion a 
bed less than 1 an thick (Facies 4) (To). OVerlyi.n] this 
numerous well defined, silt and clay laminae (Facies 3) (T3). 
'1llese laminae beoane less well defined and thinner up-sequerx::e 
(T4). Aboot 10 on above the basal bed of ~ the sequence becorres 
structureless (Facies 2) (T~7'). 'Ihe origin of pel:bles seen 
scattered throughout this turbidite sequence is \.ll"lkrx:wn, rut it is 
a m11ta 1 dlaracteristic. 'Ihey tray represent ice-rafted debris 
chq:ps:l into the sediment as the turbidite wa.S bei.n:J deposited. · 
Salle o! this gravel, ~er, seen5 to confonn with the fabric of 
the )Jeds, ·~irq that it was transported and de(nsited by the 
turbidity current. 
Facies Association c: 
An aU-erx:x::rrpassin] interpretation for this association 
rE!!!Mins elusive. In sane instances Facies 5 sectimentl fit cited 
descr,iptia'lS of debrites (Walker, 1984; Stlcu, 1986), but in nost 
I . . 




cx::lip:lllellt, or mass flc:M deposits at varioUs stages of developoont. 
Facies 4 sediments intel:i:>e.&jed with Facies 5, though they are 
equally interpreted as nass-flow dep::lSits, are be.lieved to have a 
separate genesis fran Facies 5 for several r;easons: 1) if theY 
represent bedload deposition it is likely they were deposited fran 
. . 
a high density turb~dity current. Interpretations do not ~rt 
the presenc:e of mature, high-density turbidity currents in the 
formation of Facies Association C; 2) if. they resu1un fran 
deposition by a turbidity current that evolved fran the mass' flONS 
which deposited Facies 5 one wn.Ud expect to see a sequential 
relationship of sediment textures with Facies 5. No intermediate 
textures between Facies 5 an:i Facies 4 have been observed; and 3) 
they are thinly bedded, 'Nhich is rut of scale with the thicker beds 
" . 
of Facies 5. 'Ihe cooclusion is that Facies 4 beds represent 
turbidity currents initiated from a dif!erent sediment source than 
Facies 5, an:f probably generated by different tooehanisms than the 
mass-m::rvenent events responsible for Facies 5 beds • 
./( 
3 . 7 Deformed Beds: interpretation 
SOft sedirrent defonnation features can be generated by a 
•. 
J"lUllt)er of mechanism;, i.rcl\.'k:lin;1 flCM shear, loadirq, ccrrpaction, 
creep, sll.JI!l)i.n:J, am slidirq. Deformation features fran the 
studied cores are considered to have resulted fran iarge scal·e 
sediment sll.II'r'pirq ard sli~ for the folla.vin;J reasons: 
1) Effects of defonnation cross-cut facies bam:iaries am bedding 
contacts arrl oco.rr thrc:u,;hart: thick sequences (>10 rn) . Features 
t 
are not facies or bed specific as ~d likely be the .case for 
convolute intrafotmaticnal laminations, ball am pillow structures, 
or load casts arrl flame structures. 
2) 'lbe cores conta~ defonnational features are fran the 
ao::JUStically defined clist:urbed zones. Aco.lstic data fran these 
zones reveals no evideoce of sediment creep (cf. Hill ~ .a,L, 
1982b; Si.l va ard Booth, 1984) , b.it rather that the disturbed zones 
are similar in ro:qilology aoo structure to large scale, carplex 
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~ive rotatia'lal sl\111)8 (Piper tit~, 1985). QU.y oores 
• 
trc:m within t:lv!JI/t ciist:urbed zcnes stool defOrmatimal features. 
3) cores show i.n1:.el:tledde bloc:ks or pl~ of urni.st:urtJed or 
nearly~ ~ta within d.ist::urherl SEIC}Uen'.'eS. If creep 
were the dcminant Cause of defarmtim it is expected that the 
entire ~ 'WOUld be di.sturlJed. I.J..ke.r.ri.se structures do rxJt 
OCilp8l"8 to those produced by creep as identified by Sennett ~ al. 
(1977). 
4) <l::serJed deformatialal features fran the stu;lied oores 
(Fig. 3.6a-c) CXIIp!Z'8 with features resultirq fran sltmpirq ani 
alidi.rg (Pettljoon, 1975; Eni>ley arxl Jaoci>i, 1977; Hill, 1981, 
1983, 1984a; Pickering, 1982, ' 1984; Jacobi, 1976, 1984; Ocniglio, 
1986) • '1hese features· lam SlJR)Ort to the ·Piper ~ AL. ( 1985) 
-.; intel:pretatim of the cllsturl:leli zaleS result.i.ng fran rotatiooal 
Sltllpi.rq. 
3.8 
Facies relatimships ani saiiment c:::tWacteristics have led · to 
the follc:JWl.n; i.ntezpJ:etatims (Table 3. 3 is a syn::psis of facies 
c:haracteristics am interprataticn;): 1) Facies .1 was dep:tsited by 
a OCI!tlinatim of he'n1 pelagic ard cx:ntour current ptt a!Sses ani 
might be teimed a biab.Irt:lated henipelagite or niJajy oart:o..U:-ite. 
, 2) Facies 2 was deposited by either: a) ocmtlinaticn;; of hemipelagic 
and oart:.c:ur current p:I'OC'8Sses, -in ~en case beds wruld be termerl 
' 
hanipelaqites or lllD:!y ccnt:.oorites, or b). by lQt-density, slc:N-
JIDVi.rq fi..ne-qrained tm:bi.dity currents, in which case an irdi.vldual 
. ( ~ 
be1 'tOlld be tenuBd a f~ turt>idite . . 3) .Facies 3 was \ • 
deposited 1:¥ l~ity, slOtMSCN.in:] t:uzbi.dity cm:rents, praiuc:inJ . 
lmllinat.ed fine-9rained tumidites. 4) Facies 4 was deposited 
either as: a) bedload fran fast flowing tm:bidity rurrents (san:ly 
.t:umidite), or b) by bottaD curn111t pllaes (OCI'Italrite). 5) Facies 
5, depen:U.rq upcm the sediment dlarcK:ter~, was deposited by 
thin debris flaws (f.f.ne-9rained debrites), or by dense, imnature 
tmbidity QJlTa1ts (d.isOiganiz.ed turbidites). 6) Deformed beds 
. / . 
~ted rraD ~ ecal.e a&dhnent failure, such as sl~in} or 
Table 3.3 Synopsis of facies 
Facies Colou.r 
1 
·r Oljva, ~live-~rey, an ar brow 
/ 2 Ran~e of co1ours i~ ~din~ o ive to 
r - row . 
3 ~ark brow~, 11ght 




10 4 Oaf~ brown or 
o 1ve grey. 
5 ~ark brown, red 






descriptions and interpfetations: 
Description 
Thick bedded fl-5 m), biQturbated, 
mottled clay -to sandy mud. Common 
· bvrrow, tr~1l, and trace struc~ures 
w1th assoc1ated authigenic pyr1te~ 
Thin to medium bedded ( 05-.2 m) mud 
to ~andy ~ud. Structure1~ss to faint hor1zonta1 and wtspy 1am1nae. 
T~ia to thick ~~ds (.1-~ ml ~omposed 
o isti,ct1 t 1n, para le am1nae and sand si t - mud coup ets . 
t~in bed~ed ~·~-10 a~), well.sorted, 1ne san . h rp ~e 1ng contacts. No obvious interna structures. 
• 
H~dium to ~hict bedded 1·1-1. ~}-111~d 
w1th occastona ·scatter d san an 
. ' 
pebbly to ~ud with a~undfnt ~~~d and grave . S arp, eros1ona be 1ng . · 
con~,cts. loy~l inverse aad no~al • gra lng1. mQtt 1ng, and cru e san and pebb e am1nae. · 
D~fo~d bedding: feafur~s inclvde 
rlcro aults, di ping ymlnae, dlftorted 
amlnae, overturned fo ds, convo ute 
aminae, eY,e et structures, and homo -
genized seaiment. . 
Interpretation 
HemiP4i!lagic or bottom current de -posltlon .. . -
- ~~~~~~~~9~~ 0f~;~0~}01i~~~~~~fn~a-
turbHltte. z and E3 <llVlslons (Ptper, 1978 , and T4- T7 , . div1~ions (S ow and Shanmugam, 1980). 
Devo~itiQn from low-densitY., slow-
_fJowlng fin~-gra1ned ~urb191§7 ~ur-~~3tti-f! ~l~l~~g~s{~~~~~·a~d 81 
Shanmugam, 1980). 
O~position from fast-flowing turb-l<llty 'urrentl posstb y tra~sport~d 
ts bedload. 8 divtsisn cs~ow and hanmugamA 19 ) and C div1sions Bouma, 1:162). 1 . 
oego~ited by thin~ . fine-grained de r1s flows and olsorgantze<l · 
turbidites. 
Synsedi~entarY,.defo1a~jon caused by masslve sealm~nt allure. 
. ·.t 
sli..c1.1nJ, involvin;J dawnsl.qle displacement arxi creatioo 
~ deformatioo features. 
-..---· 
) 
Facies Asaociatial A · is interpreted as swHment deposited arrl 
rewor1ced duri.rg periods of q.rlet ooeanic cxn:Utioos ani low 
. . 
ll8d.iJialtatim rates .(hallipelagitea ani cx:ntc:urites). SUCh criteria 
• • • 
may be met <i.arin:J high sea levels (such as at. the pxesent.), durirq 
lcnq periods of ice cr::Ner, dr durin:] static cx:ntiticns at the sheH 
brealt. 
--.::-- -- · -- -
'lhe characteristics of Facies Associatia1 B SJ..q,JeSt <:iep:lsition 
traB uma'1fi.ned, low density, slow JOCJVirq turbidity OJITEints. A . 
sin:jle turbidite &vent may. take frc:m weeks to m:nths to fully 
dep:)eit its load (Piper, 1978; stew arxl Sharmu:}am, 1980). 'Ihese • 
events WIBI'e likely initiated 'tlf sediment failure in material oo the 
uwer alcpe or shelf break. 
• Facies Associatic.n c was deposited 'tlf thin-bedded, fine-
grained debris flows (Aksu, 1984; Hill -~ AL., 1982a) ani 
. disoi:"ganized tumidites, with rare influences of fast fl~ 
tumidity CUln!nts depositUg beds of FacifjS 4. ~ OCIIprisin:] 
Facies Associatim c 1o11ere 8J.so likely initiated by s.OO!•nt failure 




This chapter ~i.bes the stratigrat:hy of the Verrill canyon 
area based on the stu:ly of piston cores arx:l acoustic data. Using 
lithologic, micropaleontologic, oxygeri isotope, cl'lrcm::llogic, arrl 
!ilysibl p~ infornation, canbined with the ac:o..lStic ·data of 
<llapter 2, correlations between cores are atterpted. 
4 • 2 Li thostratigrap-ty 
1tle sequence of facies associations in each of the cores is 
presented in Figures 4.1, 4.2, ,4.3, an:l 4.4. COrrelations of 
facies associations between cores, based on the acoustic 
stratigraftly, have been at~ in Figures 4. 2, 4. 3, arrl 4. 4. No · 
correlation lines are drawn in Figure 4.1 because acoustic 
resolution is poor at these core sites. Figure 4. 2 shows . the 
c:la,.msl~ correlation of cores fran the urrlisturbed area between 
the two disturbed zones. Figure 4. 3 deroonstrates a cross-slope 
correlation of cores, fo~ an east...o,.,rest transect of the area. 
Figure 4. 4 is a catpilatioo of five cores that have been, accordirq 
to accustic infotination, taken fran different stratigra{X1ic 
horizons. 'lhese five cores ih Figure 4.4 produce a ccrrrposite 
stratigraftlic sequence about 20 m in tooaSUred thickness, but may 
represent a thiak.er SEq.Ience if dC1NnSlope finirq tren::ts are taken 
into cons.iclerati.on. 
4.3 Biostratigraphy 
·· Foraminifera \ 
Foraminiferal types and al::mx1anoes were stu:tied fran 35 an3 
sarrples taken fl:"CIIl four cores (21, 24, 34, arrl 310). 
Identificaticns were made by G.' Vilks_ (in PiPer~il&al, 1983 , 
arrl personal carm..uti.cation, 1985). !rrlividual ot 
certain key species can be used to interpret envitotarert ot 
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Figure 4.1 Lithostratigraphy of~ oores (27, 24, arrl 52) 
stratigrapucally positiooed al depth to the red 
~flector. No correlation is · attenpted because poor 
a~lc resolution at each of the core sites does not 
pe.rmi t accurate Statigra}:hlc posi tionin]. Note that 
the legen:i of gra{:hi.c symbols representin:J facies 
associations ag>lies to all other figures with oore 
representations in them. Also note that a diagonal 
·line across a core colum represents a missi.n;J or void 
section, a,rrl a dashed vertical line at the ecXje of the 
core .ool\.U'l11'1 designates the separation of a piston core 
fran its tri~ weight core when no overlap can be 
correlated. between the 0«> · oores. Core locations are 
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Figlire 4.2 Lit:ht::<s,tratigralily ani oorre.laticn of facies 
associatialS of seven '?Ores (26, 21, 22, 25, 51, 32, 
and 56) resu).ti.rg in a downslc:pe profile (oolours 
'inticate aOCAlStic reflectors established in <llapt.er 2) • 
Cl'Xa!. are stratigrapucally positioned assumi.rq, the 
t::.q:ls of the cores represent the seabed surface.· '!his 
po6iti~ .eqilasises the fact that these oores were 
CX>llected f~ strati~cally Cctiplete (i.e . 
. un.idist:w:bed) sedimentary ~. Note downslcp:! 
shal.~CMin:] of acnJStic reflectors arrl ~ of beds. 







































Figure 4.3 IJ.thostratlgrcqily am oorrelatioo of facies 
associati<ns of six cores (29, 37, 55, 54, 33, and 32) 
resultirq in a cross-slq:e profile (colcurs in:licate 
() 
·' ~i9 reflectors established in Olapter 2 . Cores 
are stz:atigrapucally p:l&itlcnd at the red .reflector · 
llthlch ~~ that saoo of the ex>re sites have had 
materlal t'EIIXWE!d. core lccatioos are plotted on 









Figure 4. 4 O:llp:lsite lithostrati<Jral:.hy an::l facieS assoc:iatioo 
oorrelatioos of oores basEd en aCOJStic ·data frcm 
01apter 2 (ooloors indicate a<nJStic refl~rs). 
OJres are stratigralil.ically positialed at the yellow 
reflector, except for mre 36 Tt.h.idl is alignEd oo the 
pink reflector. Cbre locatiCl"lS are plotted oo Figures 







depositicn of the AM1ment in \oilhidl they are fc:urd, aSEPmj~ they 
. . . 
hava nat baeit di.Jiplaoed, or hl!rve been displaced all.y minimally (Be 
~ .aJ...., 1971; Feyiirg-Hansen ~ Al.r.r 1971; Lif.ps ~ .a.,L, 1979; 
Miller an::Lld'DDal'l'l, 1982). Figure 4.5a~ snn•narizes the data 
(X)llected in cbmoore plots of relative~ anves for 
certain key foraminifera. 
Villcs (persmal ·CX1'111'11Jlicaticn, 1985) has fc:urd that the 
stutied. ares she~.' three formni.niferal asseri>lage zooes: zone A 
OCI'1tains subarotic pl.anktarlc species _ (GJ.OOigerina quiooueld:la an:l 
G· b.llloides makin;J up 15-20 \ of the total planktmic 
f0I11Dli.nifera), lew abl.1rrlarres of Necx.Jld:xxugjna pachyderma 
(sinist::ral) am lew benthic pe.ra!ll'ltages. It is i.nterpret:ed as 
bein;J post~lacial. Za'le B cx:ntain; high J'J..1IIiJers of & oachyderma 
(sinistral), high benthic percentages, an:l the dC:minanoe of 
O'HHid!'l ina laeyigata in the benthic pcpllatiat • . 'Ihe zone is 
interpreted as ice distal. In zooe c, 65 to 90 t of the 
H. J)QC'hydenna are s~, benthic percentages drq> off, am ~. 
loevigato ranaiM puaesrt blt may drq> in relative~. '!he 
za1e C a.s.senblage ~the presence of a prax.imal ioe nargin 
(M.xtie, in press) •. 
• I 
V.i.lls (pe.rsc::l'la]. <XDWmicatim, 1985) has also detenni.ned that 
the VcU"iaticn; in b?nt:hic foraminifera are less~ than 
those of tha plankt.aU.cs. . 'lbe daninant species in zoos A are 
IslmUell_a beleoae, Q:wsidulim laevigata, Otidorsalis Ullt!cmtus, 
Gldxpll1m1M oydmlota, am NarlCD!J.la lMrOOpriCa. In zcne B 
Qmaid!ll ina laeyigata pr8xminates, with sane Elt:bi.dium excavatum 
fotlllil clmta, IslarxUella helenae, Ncnime],la laJmrjorica, am ji • 
. 
tmgido. In zcne C species diversity is lower and .Q... laevigata an:l 
~ exgwatym f. cJ.avdta are oo-daninant with lesser l:L. labradorica·, 
lh turgicia, am L helenae: 
A glacial envhawrt intmpreted fl"CCD foraminifera! · 
nSSEIIblages in zaBI 8 am c is inlicated by the cold water species 
pxeseut am ey the ten-fold dec:rease in total faunas; · A deCrease 
' . , l 
in lUibml of farma:inifera is ~ oo the o:::ntinenta1 slc:p 
<klrin;J periodS ot 91aclatim baartiM of drastically in::::reased 
130 
1.., •  
Figure 4.5 Relative ~of key foraminifera pl~ 
dc::M'rore arrl showirq A, B, arrl C a.ssatblage zones: a) 
core 24, b)'core 21, c) core 29, e) oore Jtf~~f) core 
310. \ benthics cala.Uat.ed fran total n.mi:er of 
i.rx:lividUals, % l:f. oachydern\a (sinistral) calrulated . 
fran total l"lllTi:ler of pl~cs, ard % ~. la¢Vigata 
cala.Uated fran total T'lliitler of benthi&. Q:lta is fran 
Vilks (1n: Piper arrl. Wilscn,_ 1983; and l.ll'lplbl.). 
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Several mllusc. shells w<ere rect:rvered fran the cores, thcogh 
for the~ part nacrofossils are rare. 'll1ese sheil~~ve been 
identified (Table 4.1) by F.J. Wagner (in: Piper arrl Wil~, 1983), 
am F. cOle (~ CCIII!IJnication, 1985). Except for Hamra 
breyifraJS all species are well. within tl)eir nornal geograptic · 
ICmJeS (the ideritification of M.a. breyifrons is sarewhat doul:Jtful), 
rut four of the spec~es are not t:hcuJht to ~it ~ great a water 
depth as~ the sanples were taken. 'Ihese species alorq with 
tbeir cited depth rarqes are: ~ spitzbergensis (1-548 rn), 
Maoana breyj,frciins (9-24 · m), Astarte urt;lata (9-190 m), arrl ·Maro!a 
¢alcarea (l-360m) • . !he fact that ~ sanples are c::Crtt>lete valves 
an:i ale sanple is a set of both valves to:}ether suggests that 
reworkinJ, if irrt, has been minimal. 'Ibis argument is st.ren:]thened 
by the fact that radiocartx:ln dates .fran these sheils sl"lc1« 
i.ocreasirq ages with -deptll (Tabl~ 4. 3). 
4. 4 Oxygen Isotope Stratigri3.t:ily 
,oxygen ·~ c!nalyses were corrlucted by A.E. Aksu on the 
foraminifera cOllected fran oores 32, 310, arrl 36. Table 4.2 
presents the data ani Figure 4.6 is a plot of this data against. 
depth in the cores. Peaks to the r.ight in the anve reflect 
.Q. 
i.nterqlacial or i..nterstadial pericrls, or tnoos of najor freshwater 
disdlarge. Peaks . to the left intica~ glacials. 'Ihe i.sot:q:le curve 
Can thus irdirectly show fluctuations in climate. '!he c:Urves sha.l 
oxygen i_sotq)e stages 1 am 2, ani poSsibly the errl. of. stage 3 (see 




Table 4 ~ 1 Mollusca spec;:imens collected fran stu::iied cores 
, (Identifications by F .J .E. Wagner). 






A5Podant pelecypod-irdet 6 f~gments 
Iii~~· 1 fragment . \.ll'Xiata (GcW.d) . · 2 valves ? sp. 1 fraqment occidenta!is {Bech) 
• 22 84 Prg?ebela ·turricu1a (l'b1tagu) 1 CXJTPlete 
221 
- specl..me!l 
Macgna cf. M. brevifm (Say) 1 C91JPlete 
. shell ' 
320 
659 ~ ~Chp.d) 1 carplete shell ? soit~~ 1 fragment 
·24 67-74 
93 __ ) 
Nautica claUSS3 (Brode!vs & ~) • 
1 cx:rrplete spec11re11 
Macx:rra calcarea (Gmelin) 1 si.J:.qle valve 
Bathyarca sp. 1 fragroont 
" 31 several fragrrents . Barnacles. 
Co~ fragrrents 
27 
45 Yoldia MecJayoldia t.hracineformis (Storer) 
. 1 fra~t 
Gast.rqxrl-in::let. · 1 fra~t 
29 
( . .. 
135 
II"" 
.~ .. "' 
! "1:. 
J 
Table 4.2 r~~l.leSI 
core no. Sanple ~ (em) 





· n 235-240 
" 345-350 
" 476-481 
" 595-600 ·n 677--685 
" 717-725 
310 186-191 
" 289-294 ''7 ___ 



































Figure 4 . 6 OXygen i.sotqle values plotte:l for cores 3 2, 310 1 am 
36, showin::J i.sot.q:>ic stages 1, 2 1 ani 3 • Isotq:>ic 
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4 • 5 carbon-14 IBti.n:] 
Seven accelerator mass spect.ra:ooter (AMS) radicx:Jrt:xm. dates 
have been detennined on Sanples of nnllusc -shells (Table 4. 3) . 'Ille 
fact the dates ·are stratigrapucally cOnsistent within ard between 
CQres based on lithologic con-elations~ the argti!OOl'lt that 
the shells were either ~ resedirnented, or that downslq~e 
displacement was oont..errp:>raneoos -with the _ shells. In either case 
the dates represent a legitimate tirre framework for the 
' stratigra~y represented in- the studie:l. cores. 'lhese dates rarqe 
fran 18,320 - 13,140 yBP. 
4. 6 Fhysical Property Stratigraf(ly 
Fhysical property measui'elrellts, includin:J W'ldrained shear 
st.ren:Jth, water content, ani bJlk density were corrlucted on 10 of 
the st:lxlied oores. 'Ihese data are illustrated in downcore plots in 
Figures 4. 7a-j , arx:l are presente:i in tables in AWenctix c. 
!hysical prcperties are depenlent upon the depositional environment 
ard ~ent rurial history.of the se::liment, arrl on 
characteristics of the sediment itself (e.g. grain size, sedi.mmt 
mineralCXJY). 
At the top of cores ('Where data exists) the shear stre!¥Jth 
profile dec;reases anc::JM.lously with depth . .;'!his decrease correlates 
-
with .decreasirg water oontent. Marine sediments generally sha..t ., 
i.ncreasirq shear st.rerYJths with depth arrl decreasirq water 
·, cxmtents, representi.n:J the noi"'''\:ll process of consolidation. 
Below· the ancmalous topuost sectioo of the (::hysical property 
on:ves; oorrelation between ex>res is l!Clre difficult. The shape 6f 
the varioos curves seers to be depenient on factors of two orders 
of flrlx>rtarx::e. 'Ihe first order control is the grain size of the 
sedilrent at the sanple level. Good exanples of this control can be 
~ in Figures 4. 7e arrl g 'Where the Jitysical prq>erties have 
conesp:nti.rg downoore grain size curves. In these exanples 
dlan:Jes in grain size can be seen to CXlrrelate with ~es in 





'!'able 4.3 Olronologic data fran rac;liociarbon dates of nollusc 
shell sant>les (AMS techruque). · 
Core ro • . ~ Beta lab 14c />qe no. 
21 145 Bet.a-10988 14,900 + 310 
... 308 Beta-10989 16, 100 :r 310 
22 84 Bet.a-15242 13,140 ± 195 
" 221 Bet.a-15243 14,150 + 250 
" 320 Beta-15244 14,410 :r 205 
" 659 Bet.a-15245 18,320 ± 440 
24 75 Beta-10987 15,100 ± 310 
140 
Figure 4. 7 I:Owncx>re ~es of J;ilysical property measurements: 
a) core 51, b) oore 56, c) core 33, d) oore 54, e) oore 
34, f) core 55, g) core 310, h) core 37, i) core 36, j) 
core 52. Note the scatter of plotted values, arrl 
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aeem to be especially affectecl. '!his order of cxrrtrol causes the 
. . 
-=: ---=-------'ACni:ILOI:u.tt.~o.~e~r seen in all of the c:mves of downa:lre J;ilysical prq:lert.ies. 
'!he seocn1 order cx:tib:ol Cl'1 the shape of the }'ilysical prcperty 
curves is saJJPle depth (i.e. b.Jrial history). General tren::1s in 
the CUIVes shai ilic::reasin;J shear~ an:i decreasi.rg water 
. 1 . . , · 
oc::rrt:ents with depth. In sane cases, sud'l_ as m cores 33 arrl ·55 
(Figs. 4. 7c an:i f) the profiles are relatively flat. '1hese cores 
are, however, fran the di.sturt:ied zooes arrl the sed.i.nEnts in them 
have been deformed. Fhysical pt'q)erties in these cores have, 
therefore, been altered (i.e. raDOlded). 
F\Irther correl.atioo of the stu:iied oores baSed oo their 
PlY&ical prq:lert!es may recpire oonnal.izatioo of the prq>ert.ies 
with the grain size distril:utioo, as well as with· depth of rurial. 
'!his awroacn is reo lilierded for further work, rut is beycn:l the 
· BCql8 of this thesis. 
4 • 7 I.rlteiprE!tatialS 
~ in the stl.rlied oores have been separated into 
Stratigrapuc units ~ oo the vario.JS stratigrarhlc data (i.e. 
lithOlogic, mic:rc:pl].ecrrtologic, radiocarlx::rl, ani oxygen ~ 
informatioo) . ~ units are oarrelated fran care to oore in 
Figures 4.8 - 4.10. Figure 4.8 is a damsl~ oorrel.atioo, Figure 
4. 9 is a cross-slope oorrel.atioo, an::l Figure 4 .10 is ·a 
stratigraplic oatt>ilatioo. Mlst ci:wiCAJS is the surface oorrelation 
ot Facies Asaociaticn A. It Ues aboiJoe any of the key acrustic 
horizoos, is generally alB to two metres thick, an:i is faro at the 
. tc:pl of all oores. 'Ihi.s <XlZTel.atable facies associatioo · is t.erm:rl 
Uhit 1. 
Urlt 1 is raquy the eq.rlvalent of fonmrlniferal asserblage 
ZOO& A. . carlxn-14 stuiies SUJ)8Iit this unit is yw:rqer than 13, 000 
- 14,000 yBP. 1he light oxygen isot:cpe values irrli.cate the unit 
1epuaeuts i.satq>ic stage 1. It can be cx:n::l.\.tied fran this 
infatmatia'l that rmit '1 was -deposited durirq the wannest epLc;cdes 
of all the sediments sb.died. It represents latest Wi..scx:Diinan arrl 
1.50 
/ 
Figure 4. 8 D:::J.¥nslq:>e correlation of units. Note the downslq:Je 
shallowirq of reflectors arrl th.inni..rq of Ul_lits. 
-
:I: UJ 











































Figure 4. 9 Cross-slcpe ex>rrelation of uni\s. Note that cores fran 
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Hol~ depositicn up until the present. 'lhe 'Unit is, theretore, 
post-glacial in origin. Sediments fannirq unit 1 accimulated at an 
average rate of 5 on per ,t:hoosarxi years. Hill (1981) dete.rmined a 
simil~ rate for the Holocene surfacE sedinwmt in his stu:ly 'area 
further west a1 the Scotian Slcp!. 
unit 1 also correlates with the topuost sectia1 of the 
(:hysical property OJXVes, whidl is best defined by shear st.ren::Jth. 
'Ihe ananalCllS trerr:i in these. o..nves may be related to irx::reasi.ng 
grain sizes with depth ani possible c:harqi.rq mirieral.ogical 
ca'!'{X)Sitioo of the clays with depth. 
Inmed.iately llRierlyin} unit 1 is a 1-3 m sectia1 of · Facies 
Associatioo B follcwed by a 1-4 m sectia1 of -Facies Associatiat c. 
· I 
nris I'Ol¥Jhl.Y oorrelatable sequen::Je is te.rmt:rl ucl. t 2. '1his unit 
cart:ains the~. Brown, am possibly the Green acx::ustic 
reflectors. Aocordirg to 6 11M> dates in cores 21 ani 22 this W1it 
rarq:!S fran 18, 000 yBP near its base to 13, 000 yBP at its tq:>, ani 
tlrus is entirely Late Wi.sca'lsinan in age. ~ dateS iroicate 
-
high b.It varied sedimentaticn rates. 'Ihe average rate, calculated 
between the oldest am the youn;JeSt dates in the unit, is 111 em 
per~years. 
Foraminiferal asseut>lage zcnes B am c ocx::ur .within unit 2. 
oxygen i..sot:qle data are c:icnsistent with radiocart:x:rl dates 
~ that the l.D'lit is within oxygen i.sotC:pe stage 2. It is 
cc:n:lu::Jed fran this infonnaticn, plus radiocartxn data, that unit 2 
rep~ ioe-proxi:mal. to ioe-di.stal (glacial ~ late glacial) 
secl.iloolltatioo tral its base to ·its .tq>. 
'!here is a 3-5 m-thick sectioo of Facies Associaticn B an:i a 
thin ooc:::urrerv:e of Facies Associatioo C \.D'lderlyin} unit 2. 'lhese 
~ associatioos ~ E;Eparated by a thick (2- 3 m) ocx::urreroe of 
Facies Associaticn A in sciDe cores. 'lhis ~·is termed unit 
3. Unit 3 my be separated frcm unit 2 by ~ thin (50 aa) bed of 
Facies k>sociatim A (e.g. core 33). unit 3 includes Red ard 
YelleN aocAlStic ,reflectors. 
Unit 3 is similar to unit 2 in se=Jiment types ani lit:Mlogic 
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sequences. AsS\.Dnin;J simi,lar rates of depositico as unit 2, unit 3 
dates fran ahoot 18,000 yBP back to abC1lt 27,000 yBP (assurr\In;J that 
the unit i.s 10 m thick am has had a rate of depositioo of 111 an 
per t.hcnsand years) • ihe base of the uni. t may be older as this 
sedimentatioo rate does not take into acxnmt the slow rates of 
de);X)Sition that occur in. the Facies Association A intervals, oor 
1:hf! fact...._that sedimentatia1 rates prc:i:lably decrease dc7.rmslqe 
(i.e. wU.ts thin in the downslqe direction). 
~ i.sotqle results fran ex>re 32 arrl foraminiferal 
informatioo fran cx::>res 34 ani 310 are available. '!he extrapolated 
dates arrl the oxygen isot.q1e curve StqJest the unit• is within 
isotopic stage 2. Foraminiferal assesrblages in the unit are 
similar ~ those in unit 2, rut asseni>lage C daninates, inplyirq 
predaninantl.y ice-proximal sedilrentatioh. 
only one core (core 36) stratigraihl.cally UJ'"derlies unit 3. 
Oxygen isotq>e data (Table 4. 2, p. 136) arrl Itlysical property 
informatioo (Fig. 4~ 7, p. 148) is availabie on :this ex>re. 'The 
sed i.mentary. sequence represented in this core is termed unit 4 am. 
is 'similar in litholCXJies to units 2 ard 3. Extrapolation of a 
minim.lm sectimentat'ion rate (36 an per thoosarrl years, based on 
depth of oldest carl:x>n-14 date to present) arrl rnaxinurn 
~tion rate (110 .an per th~. years based on the 
sedimentation rate within unit 2), p.rts the OOttan of the ex>re 
between 20,000 arxl 55,000 yBP. '1be isotq:e curve suggests· the base 
of ex>re . 36 dem::lnstrates the en:l_ of isotqlic stage 3 (start of stage 
2) I wdl c:xx:urred al::nrt. 32,000 yBP (Shackleton arrl ~ke, 1973, 
19:76). 
4.~-~ 
'llle strati~c sequenoe in the st\xlied mres, on the basis 
ot" litholCX]iC, ~ isot:.qle, radi.oc::art:xln, paleantolCX]iC, arrl 
lilYSical prcputy Wcmnatia1, is divided into fcur units, 
· represent.in;J abrut 30,000 years of sed.iloontatico. 






oores. Deposition of this unit began durirq the onset o! the 
Holocene transgression arrl continues at the present. Depositian 
rates \olere on the order-of 5 an per thcAlsarrl years for this \.init. 
Unit 2 dates fran about 13,000 yBP to 18,000 yBP. Data su;Jgest it 
was deposited durin:j oxygen isctdpe stage 2. Sedimentation rates 
. > -
were rapid for the unit, averagi.n:} 111 an per thousarxi years. No 
radiocarbon dates exist for unit 3 hlt by extraiX>latirq 
sedimentation rates it likely cx::mnenoed more than 27,000 yBP (i.e. 
near the beginni.ri.J of i.sotcpic stage 2). sediment types are 
similar. to those foorrl in tmit 2. 'lbe deepest part of the cx::Jll>iled 
stratigrcqny is the base of oore 36, \1/hich c:ieloonstrates the en:l of 
isotopic stage 3 • It dates at about 32 , 000 yBP • 
.. 
On the basis of litholCXJic, oxygen isotope ard foraminiferal 
analyses it is evident that sediments of unit 1 reflect post-
glacial depa;ition. UTderlyinJ units · are carp:lSed of ice-proxbtal 
arrl i~stal glacial-narine sedimf;mts, deposited durin:J varicus 





'!he rate Q.Jaternary geology of an area just \roleSt of the 
Verrill canyt:n a1 the 5o:Jtian Slcpe has been stlxii.e:l thrcu:Jh the 
examinatioo am analyais of pistal cores, ani t:.hraql the use of 
high resolutia1 seismic and sidescan data. 'lhe stl.rly area is a 
site of :teoeut hydrocarlx:n exploratiat am of known sediment 
failure. '!he regia'\ ranqes fran 500 to 3500 m water depth, with 
gently s.in.loos bathymetric ocntours, excePt in the extreme east of 
the area ~ Verrill Ccu1yal crosSes the slcp!. 
'!he Scotian Shelf has been ·the primary s00roe of sed.irent for 
the Scotian Slcpe ard hence the qeology of the stuiy area has been 
greatly affected by the geologic history of the adjacent shelf. 
Kin} (1970) am Ki..n1 ani Fader (1986) SlXJ9E!S"t that the majority of 
~ternary sedioont oo the shelf is glacial in origin, l:ler¥::e the 
study area lll1St also have been greatly affected by glaciation. 
~ to Kirq ard Fader ( 1986) a gJ:'QD'rled ice sheet exterrled 
across the entire SOotian shelf dur~ ~ Early Wi.scalsinan 
(between aboot 70,000 to 50,000 yBP). 
'lbe Wisa::noinan ice sheet prOOably entrained, transported, an:l 
deposite:i ~glacial debris as itadVanced ani receded across 
terrestrial and marine areas. Periods of minor reoessic:ns arrl 
Mvanoes probably occurred~ this period. CB::illaticns of 
the~ line (line of seabed- ice ·sbel.f cxntact) are believed 
to be respa&ible for the deYelc::pDelltt of till ~ at the 
cx:l1tinental. shelt (R!Ig am Fader, 1986 > • .. Between about 
J2,Q00-16,000 yBP the ice shelf retreated to present lan:l areas. A 
·surge. of grc:Jl100ed ice to parts of the inner and cuter shelf may 
have ocx:urred duri.rg tha . .I.ate w:isocnsinan (Ki.n;J am ~, 1986; 
Am=lS and Rholl, in press). 
~ 
Fcllow:in;J the last plZISEi of glac::i.atioo there was a peri od of 
low relative sea level (-110 to-120m) am~ sea~. 
. . '(. ; . 
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rise until the pres nt (Milliman and Emery, 1968; Scutt .U: Al..., 
1984; Kin;J ard Fader 1 1986) o 
I 
Ql the Sootian Slqle, the effects of the last glaciaticr\ arrl 
lower sea levels can be seen ac:x:uiti.cally fran the presence of 
t.al:jues of material acrustically resE!!l'ltll irq till (F;i.g. 2. 5} • 'Ihese 
I 
1:.c.n;Jues ext.erd into uwer slope stratified sediments (Fig. 2 • s, 2 . 6 
am 2. 7) , ard the ~ ton;Jue ~rs equivalent to unit 3 in 
pistcn CXlres of this st:ujy (Cllapter 4). Exposure of till-like 
material en the uwermst slope, relict iceberg scoo.rs oo the~ 
sl~ (Fig. 2.3), arrl erosiooa.l gullies at the shelf break (Fig. 
2 • 2) are also ev~den::le of Wi.scc.t1sihan glaciaticn am lower sea 
levels. 
~ sedinwmt failure events have oc:x::urred in . the stu:!y area, 
in:tieated by the presence of surficial am roried ·ctist:w:bed zones, 
erosi<Xlal scarps am depressions, am slunp scars arrl deposits 
(Fi<;J· 2.1). Plper gt iU.s, (1985) esti.JMte surface slidi.n:j has 
I"E!lWVed between 4 arrl 7 x 109m3 of sediroont fran the st:u:ty area. 
Aocustic profiles reveal that \.Ifrlen)eath ani art:.side the 
.. · di.st:w:bed zcnas many of the sl~ sedi:ment.s are evenly stratified, 
yieldirq OCX'ltirulcus, parallel reflectors oo aooustic return. Six 
key reflectors have been tracm thrcu;Jhcut. m.x:h of the stu:ly area! 
ithese horizoos were used to establish the acnJStic stratigra[tly at 
core sl.tes ard thus aid correlaticn of lithologic units between 
cores. Removal of material by erosicn ani thirming of intervals 
bet1Neen reflectors permitted scmpli.n; to deeper acoustic horizoos 
than 'lo.Ulld have otherwise been possible. 
.. 
Examinatioo of sediments in 18 pistoo CXlres led to 
· identificatioo of 5 lithofacies: 
Facies 1: BiotUmated nottied uu:1 
... 
Faci~ 2: Jboor;JeneoUS :aui 
~~ 3: laminated ,l!U1 
Fades 4: '1hin-beckied sarxl 
Facies 5: IOOrly sorted JJU:i 
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Bioturbated, I!Dttled JXJ.d (Facies 1) is inteipreted to 
r:ep:aaart ait:ha:r hemi(»lagic c:lepoeitia\ or depositicn fran loleak, 
slowly Cleposit.in:}, bottcm currents. Depositicn is slow encu;Jh to 
allow for ab.Jmant ~ to cx:x:m:. . . 
1 
~ Jll.d (Facies_ 2) could result fran a variety of 
pr:ooeesaa inclur::Unq: depositim by hemipelagic processes; 
daposi tial by bottc:a c:.urrart:s generated by Ocean ciro.ll.C?ticn 
patterns cc:xnt.C:..xr currents) 1 ~~ or JnaSS~ events; Or by 
t.har:'ol9l mix.i.nJ of a aedimentar:y sequence in the shear zcne of a 
' .. 
slide or sl\mp. In either case depositim is ass>J!!Bl to be rapid 
eJ'lCU3h to svoid significant anomts of post-depositicnal 
-bioturbatim. 
Ql the Scotian Slq)e, laminated nu:!s (Faci~ 3) l005t likely 
result fran t:urt>idity. currents transportin:J am depositi..n;J tine- . 
grained sediments by~ disoJSsed by Hesse (1975), Piper 
{1978), sta.r am Shanu.Jam (1980), am stow am BcYwen (1984). 
'!be thin sarxi beds (Facies 4) probably result fran bedload 
bein;J transported beneath a c::urre.nt. Ql ev~ within the beds 
alooe it is not p:lS&ible to specify whether this current flC7w"ed 
parallel to the CXI'1tc:llrs (OCX'ltalr rurrent) or cbolnsl~ (turbidity 
current). 
Poorly sarta1JIUI (Facies 5) cruld result fran hemipelagic 
deposi~ cx:m:dned with an ice-rafted cx:•ztxu!nt, or fran mass 
D¥:IYaDI!Int processes, l!lld1 :as debris flows.· It is interpreted that 
FaCies 5 bEql were deposited by a OCIIi>inaticn of these p1:ocesses, 
whereby aoomulatiat of ice-rafted am ice-margin_ meltart: debris 
was followed by .i.nstability resultin:J in small-scale, pertlaps 
local, thi.n-beci:Sed debris flews • 
. • 
Grain size a:l"\lUyses in:licate subtle differeJ'X:)e.S between facies 
ard·lihow a dcwnslcp fini.n;J trend betlorees1 oores. 'nle gravel 
portim is si9Qificant, tb::ujh it represents crU.y a small 
pm:oent.age of the FW'Jiment.. It is interpreted that gravel a:lnes 
trail a glacial source. '1his .i.nt:el:pretatim is ~by the 
fact that the t;:penzost post~acia] serUment in the cores CXX'Itains 
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ro gravel. 
Synsedimentary def0l:mi1tioo features, such as cx:nvolute 
laminae, rolled balls, microfaults, ani d.iwin:J laminae, were 
recx)gnized in a fe.t cores frc:m the di..sturhed zcnes. '1hese features 
Ollel"print depositional stnct:ures in the facies, an:i ~the 
styl~ of defoill'l!!ftim in the di.st::urbed zc:nes was primarily caused by 
slunpirg ani slidin:J of blocks of sediment. 
IJ.thofacies were 'gl:'nlped into 3 facies a.s5(X:iatiCf1S! 
I 
1) Facies Associatioo A is ccmposed of Facies l, 2, W 4. • It 
is interpreted as being deposited by henipelagic . ard oonta.lr 
a.u-rent processes, · ani subsecpently re'toiOdced 'at biot:urbatian. It 
is believed that this associatioo predani.nates dur.irq pericrls of 
. quiet oceanic ocnli titns ani low secl.i.m8ntatiat rates. SUdl 
criteria may be met durin:] high sea levels (such as at the 
present) , durirg lon:J periods of ice CXNer, or dur.irq static 
cx:rrliticns at the s· .elf break. 
2) Facies Associatioo B is CXItpOSEld of Facies 2, 3 1 and 4. It 
is interpreted to resuit 'at depositic:n fran \.11'0Xlfined 1 lCM 
density, . slc:Mly depositirg turbildi.ty currents. 'lhese turbidity 
currents were likely initiated by sedi.n:ent failure in material on 
the urp!r slc:p! or shelf break. 
3) ·Facies Association C is cnrp:::sed of Facies 5 an::l 4. 'Ihe 
maj~rity of this associatioo was likely dep:lsited by thin-bed:ied, 
fine-grained debris flOW'S (Aksu 1 1984; Hill rt .sU..a,, 1982a) arrl 
disorganized turbidites. · Rare fast flowirg tumidity currents 
deposited beds of Facies 4. Beds carprisinJ Facies Association c 
\lolere also likely initiated by sediment failure in~ slc:p! or 
ooter· shelf glaciogenic deposits. 
I:bolrx::Ore variatia'lS in 1 i thologic, dl.rc.r;:)logic, oxygen 
isotq)e, foraminiferal, ani geotechnical prcperti~ were detennined 
in rJ..DnerOUS cores. With the aid of the established acoustic 
stratigrzq:hy it was pa:~Sible to p::lSitim pi.st.a't cores am their 
stulied prcperties into a oorrel.atable ~ _whidl deiDcnstrates 
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the stratigr-apty th.rcu:Jhcut the stOOy area (Figs. 4 • B - 4 . 10) • 
'lhis oorrelatia1 led to the .definition of four units. 
'1he uwermcst unit (unit 1) is a seque.rx::e of sediment that is 
ar.parent at the tq:ls of all cores. · It is cc::trpcsed of Facies 
Assoc:iatia1 A an:! oantains oo gravel. · A radiocarbon date of 
13,000 yBP near its base results i.n a sed.imentation rate for the 
unit m the order of 5 an per thrusan:! years. Oxygen isot:q)e data 
confirm the unit is_ HOlocene in age ( iso1:q)ic stage 1) ard was 
deposited outside -of the influence of glacial . ice (post--glacial). 
An ananalous tren1 of decreasi.rg shear st.rerqths with depth is 
<Xlrisistently seen in' this unit. 
units 2, 3, ard · 4 are ~ of Facies Association A, B arrl 
c. Unit 2 , dat.es abcut 18,000 yBP at its base ani 13,000 yBP near 
, its tq:>, givin;J sedimehtation rates on the order of 100 em per 
t:housan:l years for the unit an:i 35 an per thoosarrl years fran the 
. . . . 
base of the unit to the tq;> of the oore. Extrap:>lation of these 
sedimentation rates to tlle base of oore 36 (deepest part of the 
· · strcitigrai=Oy sanpled) gives ages I<ID3inl between 20, ooo arrl 55, ooo 
yBP. '!his age ~e is large, but given t.nat calculated 
sedimentation rates are so variable it is inpossible ' to narro,..r the 
ran;,e further withrut actual radiocarbon dates deeper in the 
strati~c sequence. 
~ isot:qle diita ~ units 2 ard 3 were deposited 
duri.rg ~ic stage 2 (stadial). '!he base of oore 36 (unit 4) 
shows the e00 Of i.sot.opic stage 3 1 suggestinJ the age is al::a.lt 
~ . 
32,000 yBP for this interval. '!his date is o:nsistent with the 
rarqe of dates given above. Foraminiferal analyses :in:iicate these 
units wre deposited un.1er ice-proximal to iCEHlistal cordi.ti.ons. 
-~of gravel ~-E.ts 2, 3, .am 4 is inticativ: Of a 
gl,~cial origin for sediments. Shears~ ard bulk 
densities generally · , ard water oontents decrease with 
. . .. ..... 
dSpth in these units (i.e. ,.....-mn.:il CXll"lSSlidatian). 
'· 
5. 2 Discussion · 
Geolcqic HiStory: stratigra~y an::l sedi.Jrent.ation 
Fran the st:l.rly of existin;J literature, an::i eviden:::e presented 
in this thesis, it is ~t-that, over the past 70,000 _  years, _ 
glacial ice crossed tl"le Scotian Shelf and terminated on the tq::per 
slope region of the stWy area. '!here is also evidence of major 
sea-level l~irqs over this pericd. These ~enaoona had profourrl 
affects on sedi.Jrent.ation on the scotian Slope ·am aocx:m\t for the 
majority of Quaternary sed.inent un:lerlying the study area. 
Holocene ·. 
Only unit 1, which is Holocene in age, wai deposited without r' 
the influerw.::e of glacial ice. 1his unit fonns a drape over the 
study area. In fact, sedirrents of simi].ar type ard age have been 
described fo!1Tlin;J a <:rn'\pe over the entire eastern canadian 
continental slope (Stow, 1981; Hill, 1983: 1984; SWift, 1985). 'Ihe 
rate of dep:lsition for the unit is sla.r. The unit is canposed 
al.Joost exclusively of Facies 1 ard 2 sediments, reflecting sla.r 
deposition. 
It is interpret.OO that the sediloonts of unit 1 were deposited 
primarily by hemipelagic processes. Occurrences of Facies 2 arrl 
rare Facies 4 beds near the base of the unit may represent current 
deposition. These beds irrlicate the influeoc:e of l~ relative 
sea levels at the start of the Holocene. Coastal processes 
affect.in:J ~outer shelf material led to shelf spill-over and 
do.Nnslcpe transport of sediment, resulti.rq in turbidite deposition. 
ShallOirt'er water depths over the ~ slqJe meant that wave-
generated an::l l003-shore drift currents playoo a greater role in 
resedimenting slq:e deposits (cf. Stanley~~. 1972a ;. I~~ 
-lli, 1976). Finer sed.bnents ard increased bioturbation in the 
uwer part of the unit reflect the rising sea level ani~ of 





'Ihe lack of acy gravel in the ttolocehe sequence &qJests ~t 
t>~iment SU~=PlY fran glacial SQ.1rOeS is ~ligible. Hill (1981) 
maintains that SEdiments of a similar type to unit -1 in his study 
area on~ &...-t~ Slcp;! are li.Jwly derived frcm the alter banks 
of the sootf.Mt· shelf, thcu;Jh tlleir ultimate sruroe cx:md be 
inshore, shelf, ancl on ,lan:l. 'Ihe reccgnition of iceberg scours in 
the north of the stlxly area ani on the aJter ~f is :in'portant to 
the ~tioo of lk>looene sedimentation processes on the 
- slcpe. Based oo sea:-~evel curves iceberg seem'S co.lld not have · 
·· cxx:urred at these water depths in aboUt 10,000 years. lheir stiil-
reoognizable p~ in::licates that suwly of sediment to the 
slope by outer shelf erosion (at least alon;J the shelf directly 
north of ~ stuiy area), ani ~ff-sheif transport, ITI.lSt be mininal 
or the ooter-shelf features walid have been -rem:JVed by erosion ai'rl 
the upper-slope scours would be un::ietectable due to burial ·by off-
. she.l_f sedimentation. '1his eviden::e su;Rests that most of the 
·:sediments carprisi.rg unit 1 have been transported within the water 
' 
<X>lU111'1, fran a sooroe ncre .distant thail the outer shelf. It is 
accepted theory that saUmp.nt can bypass the shelf an:l ~lq:Je, 
ultimately to be depositEd in deep water environments. 
. . 
Mid to late Wi.scxmsinan 
'!he ranain::ler of. the sedi.ments studied, i.rx::l~ writS 2, 3, 
ard 4, cftrpri.se the Mid to Late Wisconsinan sequence ~ the study 
area. '1hese units, as seen in lithologic CXlrrelations am acoustic 
profiles, 'thin doolnslqle. In sane areas, such as within the 
~zones, _saDe of the \lR)er porticin of this sequence has 
been rem:Ned by mass-wa.stirg prooesses. '!his Wi.sconsinan sequerx:e 
~ins exmrples of all facies ( i_.eq Facies l, to 5) • 
Gravel ani clasts, _~ to be ice-rafted, are present 
in small aJDI1D'1ts t:hrcu;Jhcut t:he secpenoe. '!his evidence, plus 
foraminiferal data, am~- i&Otope results fran cere studies, 
alorq with the preser¥:le of till-li)(a ~ ard iceberg scours·on 
·.~ ~ alcp, argues that sed.berrts of the Mid. to I..ate 
Wisoc:nlinan are primarily glacial in origin. 





'lbe upper till-like tcn3Ue in Figures 2. s, .2. 6, am 2.1 could 
be a true till ton;]ue (cf. Kin;J arrl Fader, 1986), l;m. the fonnat~oo 
of such a feature \oo'OO.l.d require . a late glacial ioe 111argin which 
exteroed into present water depths of 700 m. nus tequired extent 
is oot: suwc>rted by arry Other types of evidence. '!his ac:nJStic 
feature nay also represent an ice-margin delta, deposited on the 
lJR)et" slqle 'a:! melt_-o.It. fran neart:Jy glacial i6e. '!his rrO::iel ~d · 
require an ice-margin which exteJded to the outer shelf. 'Ibis 
theory fits better with Jrodels presented by other wrkers on east 
coast glaciaticn (I<irg ard Fader, 1986, Prest, 1984). 'llle ton;JUe 
may also represent sltmp:d ruter-shel.f sedim:mts which have spilled 
aver onto the upper slope. Again, ~.er, glacial i.:e woold have 
been the JOOSt likely mechanism for .traJ1six:lrtinJ to the o.lter shelf 
the large suwly of sediment necesSC)ry for such a deposit. 
rn either no:lel, the preserx:e 'of thi~ upper till-like tor¥;JUe 
is possibly indicative of a rate Wisconsinan glacial readvance. 
Bonifay am Piper (in p~), on the st. Pi~ Slcpe( also shc:M 
evidence · for a rate WiscOnsinan glacial readvance. f.bst of the 
sediJoonts studied in ·piston cores of the tllesis ~ (i.e. units 2 
' ard 3) are p~ly derived fran this tofl3Ue. '!be fact that rrost· 
acrustic reflectior)s on the slope can be traced to! an:l a~ 
rooted in, o.rt:er-shelf/uwer-slope till-like bodies is significant 
eiliderce sur:porting the hypothesis that tlle Wi~nsinan sequence is 
glacial-marine. 
'Ihe thick deposit of till arrl till-like material on ' the outer 
scotian Shelf an::l ~ slcpe (Figs. 2.5, 2.6 ani 2.7) coold have 
· suwlied JIUCh · Wisconsinan sl~ s€d i ment thrcugh doimslope 
transportirg med1ani.sms, ~1rtz anj Arrl~ (1979) 1 Wright aJ'rl 
Amersa1 (1982), am wright .et AL. (1983) recognize the iltportanoe 
I • 
of sedinent gravity flows in m:x3ern ice-proximal si~ environments 
of Antarctica an::l desl::::r~ sediments . similar to ·· those fo.n:i in 
tmits 2, 3, an:i 4 of this stu::ly. 
'1he mec:hani.sns respcnsible· for the deposition of these L'!te 
WiSCXI'lSinan sediments are likely depeudeut upon the proximity ot 
the ioe ~in, ani the &ell level. Figure 5.1 ·deaalstrates various 
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Figure 5.1 Sulllnary diagram dem:nstrati.n] history of Wi.sa:>nsinan 
ice margin conii ticns an::l related sedi:mentation 
processes for the Verrill canyoo stu::!y area. 
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stages of ice margin advance and retreat, and the p:t"'CPSSPS and 
deposits resultant thereof~ AS can be seen fran this figure, 
variws ice m.irc;1n positioos and sea levels can :result in similar 
deposits, tlrus it is inp::lssible to tell the proximity of an ice 
margin based p.trely al lithologic f!Ni.c:tenoe. Foraminiferal analyses 
indicate variQJS periods of ice-proximal an::l·. ice-di.stal o:nli.tions. 
'Ihese data can be use:1 to suwort sa:timentologic interpretatio:)S. 
It is believed that Facies Association C sediments in the 
Wisconsinan sequence reflect sediment inp.It of glacial material 
cnto ~slope l;ly thindebris flows of outer ~f and ~l_ope 
glacial sediments. IOJrtz and~ (1979) cb:ierve thick . 
&eq\liEn:leS of glaciogenic debris flows on the Slc:p;! 6~ the Wedd.el 
Sea in Ant:.arctica. Direct inpJt of ice-rafted debriS into beds of 
this facies asSociation is considered minimal because: 1) the 
gravel is limited in size to small pebbles (i.e. is au::iely 
sorted)~ am 2) gravel, in sane instances, is cnrleiy laminated arrl 
cru::tely oriented. 'Ihese features are characteristics of debris 
flOW'S (Aksu, 1984; Hill~ ~. 1982a). 
'Ule. rnedlanism ·of generatioo ~f debr~ flows at the seot:ian 
margin is thcu:Jht ~ be: 1) rapid se:lirnentation at an ice front, 
and sul::seq.lent sediment failure, in which case a proximal ice 
nru:gin is requi.rej, or 2) failure of outer shelf/~ slope 
~glacial deposits due to wave loactirq or other coastal proces5P...s, in 
· which case a lO'w'ei'ed relative sea level is ~· 
Facies Association B is c:xrrposed of resusperrled outer 
shelf/upper. sl~ glacial SEdiment that was transported ~lope 
within tuJ:bidi.ty currents. Ardersan ~ AL. (1979) fo.m:i turt>idites 
Cl'l the slope of the western Ross sea of Antarctica. Ice-rafted 
debris can be reoogJ uzed in Facies Association B sediments, thcuJh 
sane coarse sand arxi fine gravel, ..nich seems to ocx:ur. within an 
othel:wise well-sorted, ,fine-<Jrai.ned bed, may have been ~rted 
within the turbidity wrrent. 'nl.is idea is ~ because ~ 
of . this coarser debris does oot ~ to disrupt or di.sturi:> 
laulinaa -(Flg: 3.3). · Tnmsport of fine gravel by a turbidity 
wnw1t wwld IP.qJfl&t a Miiment. sairOe within glacial material. 
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Gravel in a f~ined turbidite also s.g;Jests that the 
~of fine-grained turbidity allTellts is m.x:h greater than 
normally ccnsidered by workers OCI'X:lerTied with '-lqle sedimentation 
(e.g. Hanpton, 1975; Piper~ ,gL, 1978; staw and Shanrlu::Jam, 1980, 
stow arrl BcMm, 1980) • 
~idity currents on the Scotian Slope, durir¥3 the 
wi.sc:Onsinan, may have been generated t!f a variety of mechanisms, 
such as: 1) failure of o..1ter shelf/uwer slope glacial sediments, 
( c~. Morgenstern, 1967 ; JiaJ!t'1:on, 1972) , 2) ResuspensiOn ani 
downslq>e transport of g~acial material as a result of density 
currents generated 't:!f cold, dense glacial meltwater washirg over 
the shelf-edge (Cfo Mackiewicz ~ lli1 ¥.)84) 1 Or J) Resuspension 
ard downsl~ transport of glacial material as a result of roastal 
processes durin:) a lc:M sea level ( cf. Inrran ~ .5ll. 1 1976; F\lkushima 
et ru.. , 1985) • ,, 
\ . 
'Ihe mss-sedimentation processes acco.mtirq for Facies 
AssociatiOns B arrl C would result in the greatest arrnmt of 
rncite.rial bei.n:J deposited on; the uwer slope, with decreasin::J 
aJT'alllts further downslope as the distance fran the SO-l.rCe becares 
greater. 'Ihi.s ~ ac:x:::alJlts for the thinnir¥3 of the unit 
downsl_q)e. 'llleSe prooasses ~d also acco.mt for the calculated 
rapid sedimentation rates. 
ClCx:urrences of Facies A<;sodation A beds in the Wisconsinan 
~ inply periods of slOJ.N sediloont aocumulation. D..lrirq slCM 
deposition al:mrlant bioturbation can take place. Facies 
.AssociatiOl') A can be seen as thin to thick beds within the 
sequerx::e. Its oo:::urrence is in:Ucative of backgiu.lrd se:liirentation 
on the SCotian s~ope, tot the~ of ice-rafted debris, an:i 
oxygen isotcp an:l foraminiferal results .in:ticate it was deposited 
duri.rq glacial (stadia!) periods. D.lrirq relatively stable or 
static i~in periods.. ti. e. 'When mel tinq of the ice margin is 
- ' """'1t · . 
minimal, thus sedjment suwly is reduced; a.n;Vor ~ the ice 
margin does not migrate, heJx::e sedhrent "PJSh" is minimal), ~r 
slq::oe failures arrl turbidity rurrents 1o.U.lld not ocx::ur an:i Facies 
Associatioo A cculd result. 
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Early to Mi.d-Wi.soc:n;inan 
'lb8 base of oore 36 'ffJljy penetrate to the Mid-wiscc.nsinan, 
):)ased at extrapolab:d radi.ocarlx:n dates. A glacia1 interstade 
ocx:mT8Cl dJri.n;J this period, markad l:7f glacial reoessien fran the 
alc.pi ani ooter shelf areas (Prest, 1984, Kin:J ard Fader, 1986) • ' 
.Based at Oxi'gen 1..satc:pe data, the very em of this i.nterstade is 
·SaDpled in care 36 (unit 4). Q'l OOQJStic profiles am in core 36, 
Mid-W~inan ~ do oot ~ significantly different 
fran late wiScx:ns.i.nan material, thus they are interpreted similarly 
as glaciAl-marine sediments. 
No Early W1Jj;ca1sinan sediments were sanpled in this shrly, h..rt 
acDJStic profiles penetrate to strata of this age. '!be Early 
wiscx:rlsinan is characterised l:7f a major glacial advar'o:! ~as 
'tile ScXJtian ~f - Gran:1 Banks advaooe (Prest~ 1984, Kin;J arrl 
Fader, 1986). It is beliSved that this~ is represented on 
· ~ slcpe by the lCJWelllr.6t till-like~ of Fi<jures 2.5-2.7. If 
this t.cnJue is a true till-tcrgue (Kirg an::l Fader, 1986) then it 
.i.Dplies Early w.i.soc:nlinan ice had grrunded m the ~ slcpe to 
p:r::eaent water depths of alxut 700 m. 'lhe t:a¥Jue may n::px:ux:.'lt an 
io8-mzm:Jin delta, as is ~ for the \lR)er till-like ~, 
. . 
in lldlich case the ioe was likely gi't1ll'l:ied fUrther upslcpe or oo the 
C11ter shelf. 
'1his period of mjor glacial ac:tvarre f,s significant to the 
stu::ly area. Advard.n} ice sheets entrained am t:ran;p:lrted large 
volumes of debris, an::l SlJbs.e(pently dep:)sited it as glacial am 
periglacial sedilllfl'1t en the cuter shelf ard \.lR)eL' slcp!. 'lhese 
deposits are the source of Bfdj IDfl1t for all sul:lsequent W:iscxns:ina.J:l. 
ani pexhapa even Holocene, depositim· en the Sootian Slc:p:!. 
Geoloqic History: instability 
Ilwtabllity features in the stu:1y M"M have been recognized 
bath m acxllStic x:'8CCilda ani in corea. '1he ~c records 




lo-15 m thick, in \hidl s«liment failure has ~Y occurred 
(Fig. 2 .1) • '1hese records pt"'CWide little evideroe for the style of 
mass m::wement. As a result, Piper n Al.... (1985) avoided usin::J a 
name_ with genetic c:auXJtatialS for these b.'o areas, and termed them 
sinply 'd.i.sturtled zcnes•. Piper ~ Al..t. (1985) did note, however, 
that the surface dlaracteristics of the d.i.st:ln:b:d zooes are similar 
to t00se of ~ial retrogressive rotatic:nU slUDfS ard 
inteipreted the ZCI'leS as sntmaririe rotatimal. Sl\lllllS. ~ 
examinatia1 of acwstic profiles has provided,PV~ of slide 
blocks occurr~ at the lateral margins _of ~- di.sturlJed zcr.es 
(Fig. 2.9). other mass-Wc!Stlnj features, such as large Sl\JJl'P 
scars, scarps, ard sooors have been identified in the stu::!y area 
( Olapter 2) • 
Several c.:nres fran the di..st:urbed ZaleS cart:.ained no or little 
' 
evidence of a massive Instability event, b.Jt a fet~, such as cores 
54 ani 55, cx:ntained thick~ of oovioosly ~fonood 
sediment. 'lhe deformatioo features occurred~ abart: 5 to 
7 m of secHrrent cx::mnen:in:} just beneath unit 1. K::lst of unit 2 has 
~Y been Z"E!!!IVed fran the core sites, Prooably as a result 
of the event· 'llle instability ~ ICXl that resulted in the 
creatia1 of the two disturbed zc:nes, therefore, llllSt have cx:nlrl:"ed 
si..ra! the depositicn of unit 2 am prior to, or durirg, the early 
' ~ of the ~itioo of unit 1.-. 'Ihis ~ places a 12, ooo 
to 13,000 yBP date a'\ the event. 
. ' ~ fran the disturbed Za'lBS deroonst.rated a I'lln}e of soft-
sed brent de.formaticn features, fran til tEd tlminae to overturned 
folds and eyelet stJ::'uct:ures to oarpletely hanogenized sediment 
{Fig. 3 .6a-c). Pickerin:} (1982) classified soft-sediment 
defonnation into three main types: 1} brittle st.IUctures; 2) 
visoqllastic st.ru::t:ures; arrl 3) qw;llicpi.d ~·. It is 
int:ezpreted that d.iwin1 laminae arrl microfaults were caused k7f 
brittle failure in the JOOre cx::mpetent beds of laminated secliJDents. 
Slight folds, CXI"'VVlute lam.inae, rolled ball, ard eyelet structures 
(i.e. now folds of Jaoc:iJi, 1984) were caused by vazyin;J degi c s of 
visa:plastic deformat.icrl in ductile sediments. O::mplete 
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lxlllcganizatial of aaiiment, often surrc:All'ldi.n eyelet arrl ball 
Structm-es ~ caused by q..w;iliCJ,rld now am_ s Jbeec}lent m.ixirq in 
highly ductile se1 iment. 
Deformaticn st:ruct:ures may be related to l:x:rt:h shear stresses 
actin} at the aedimants arrl variatia'lS in shear slteqt:hs .of the 
sed.imants. 'lhls, the degiee of defOl:lllaticn varies across the 
disturbed Za'l8 ac:x:x:m:tin:J to the cmrA.Int of displacement that has 
ocx:uired; am en the c:dlesiveness, grain size, water CXl'ltent, pore 
pressure, am b.llk density of the r;edhrent. Brittle-failure 
st:nr:t::ures SI.X}:JeSt a'll.y minimal shearin:j of the secUment ~dl will 
teni to cxx:ur in sediments 'With the highest shear st.reBJths; 
viscx:plastic deformaticn indicates higher shear stresses or la..~er 
sw11~ shear strergths; am quasiliquid flc:M likely occurred in 
high shear zooes or secliJDents with lao~ shear st.ren;Jths. In the 
extreme, shear forces c::x:mi:)ined with lao~ shear st.ren;Jths have 
resulted in the displacement of sediment an:i the ~lete :reJtlCJVal 
of sedimentary sequenoes fran a site. 'Ihis scenario \s exe'!plified 
in ·core sites 54 a1"rl 55 where ua;t of unit 2 is missin:J. Because 
defarmatioo ooc:urs in saDa parts of the disturbed Za'l9 an:l rxrt: " 
others, an:l in BaDe parts of the core an:l not others - even tl'lcujl 
sediment types and J:itysical prcperties are similar (Figs. 4. 7a-j) -
it is~ that defarmatim features within the sediment..s are 
prilrarily l:elated to variaticns in shear stresses. 
'lhe study of datcn:maticn features in recently sl\lll'l)ed beds of 
marina sediments ia rare, because DJSt :recent snhMrine instability 
events :teCOtdtrl in the literature have been reoognized p.lrely by 
ac::x118tic IIIBIUB. Jacobi (1976, 1984) provides sane exanples of 
secUment deformaticn features in pi.stat c:xn:es. 'Dlorcu:Jh st:lxiy of 
~ mass failures is easier in cutcrop of arx:ierit rocks. 
O::niglio (1986), for 41XlP!ple, st:Ldied sedimentary iocks frail the 
c:rii Head Gro.Jp in 'WIBctem NewfourxU.ani. He describes deformaticn 
features very sim.Uar to those ci:lserved in tbe stu:lied cores and 
interpreta thai to :tep: sent shear zcnes within am below massive 
slide blodca. 
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\ll'Derlain or bc::luirled by seQuences of deformatiat st.ruct:ures in the 
stu::tied cores. 'lllese ~ of SEdiment, similar to tOOse 
described by c:cniglio (1986), are .int.erpreted as- slide ard slurrp 
blocks, 1::oJrded .al their. uwer aOO,/or lower surlaoes by mcbile 
shear zcnes. Figure 5.2 sunrnarizes the mechanism~ for the 
creatioo of these defonnatioo features within a slide block. 
'1he d.i.st:urbed zmes of the study area are interpreted to be 
OCIIpOEied of a ocmplex arran;,ement of slide blocks, and debris 
flows, produoed as a result of displacement of the sediment dur.in:J 
a sin;Jle, massive failure event. Slide blocks are reflected in the 
huDm:x::ky ~logy of the \.JR)Ql" -slcp! surface of the d.i.sturbed 
zones. A slide block, showirq interstratal deformatiat, l:ut a 
cdlerent surface, is seen in Figure 2.9. FUrther downsl~, the 
scale of the hl.mmx::ks at the surfaces of the c:listuxbed zavas beo:ite 
' smaller, ani overall the surfaces awear SlOOOther, ~~ the 
4 
sediment behaved n:ore visccplastically. At the nrst di.stal margins 
of the disturbed zooes the failed secHnent has a sm:x:rt:h surface 
toc>~logy, it overrides aooostic reflectioos, seani.n;J to ertrle 
very little, arrl it pin:::hes a.It in a~ fashla1. These 
characteristics typify debris flews as described by Danuth. (1978). 
Downslcp:! frc:m the disturbed zooes the seafloor is marked by large-
scale e.rosiooal socurs arrl depressia1S. · It is ~that these 
features were caused by an erosive tmbidity current generated as a 
result of sedilnent failure in the di.stl..tmed zcnes, arrl carryirq 
material fran the di.st:uibed zcnes. 
Fran accustic arrl core eviden::::e it seems that the d.istuibed 
zones of the Verrill cat'1yal area sha.l a possible exarrple of the 
transformatioo in the style of sediment failure fran a oaq:>lex. 
slide in the upslcp:! area, to a cx:hesi ve debris flow in the most 
distal reaches of the d.i..st::uibed Z<n!B, and ult.imately to a 
b;lrbidity current erc:xiiJq ard transportin;J material further 
downslqle (cf. M:>rgenstem, 1967; Hanpt.a'l, 1972). 
'Ihe cause of this massive sl1JIII)in;J event, aWILi.nati.n:} in the 
develc:pelt ot the bio d.i.sturbed zooes, can a'll.y be speallat«l 
' 
upc:n. Geot:.ectlnical measw:aueuts m oon!IS traD ~ areas 
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Figure 5. 2 Sdlematic of slide block derncnst.ratirq the theory for 
the develcpnent of defonnation features as ~ed in 
the sbxlied piston cores. '!he surficial disturbed 
zones are CCJllXlSE!d of a carplex arrai"¥Jerrent of these . 
slide blooks (the slide block is on the order of :rretres 
to tens of metres thick) . 
SEDIMENT DISTURBANCE · 
UNDISTURBED SLOPE SEQUENCE ...,.FAILURE....,. SLUMP/SLIDE BLOCK 
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shew pt &Hat narrial cxn10lidatlm to slight~ 
overoc:rsolJ.datial. Moran (petscnal OCIIIIIJJ'li.catim, 1987) Sl.X)geSts 
that preseut physical ptq:)erties of the sediJDerlts wwl.d not differ 
greatly fran their prcpert.ies at 12, 000 yBP (estimated time of mass 
sb.dy area are, and likely were at 12,000 yBP,. statically stable 
{i.e. they will not fail urder .·their awn weight) • 'lh.i.S fact leads 
to the cx:n:lusia1 that the failure ll1lb-t have been triggered by an 
external machan:isim. 
Ice load cx:W.d act as an exte.rna1 tricner caus.in;j sediment · 
failun; however, at the estimated time of the event glacial ice 
had rearled far fran the area. Wave load.irg al the sediments of 
the \lR)er slope ·is a possible cause as well, given that sea levels 
were· red! ICed at the time the event CJCaJrred. At 121 000 yBP 
(~te· t.im.in:j of failure event) 'it is estiiDated that sea 
level was bebveen 50 an:l 75 m 1~ than at present (Milliman ard 
Emery 1 1968) • This places the shallowest· parts of the ciisti.lrbed 
zcnes in 425 - 450 m water depth.--'Ihis depth is prcbably too deep · 
for wave loadin;J to be aWreciable el'lClU;Jh to effect sediment 
stability, especiAlly qiven that the sediments are believed to be 
inherently ~- fok>ran am R.lrlb.It ( 1986) have shown that mass 
lliJYaDBI'1ts can be genensted by wave loadirq in cnl.y limited regionS 
of the oootinental. slcp!IS off eastern cane.da. 
'nle most reascnable explanatioo for sl~ instability in the 
Verrill Canyon area is horizaltal ~ aca!l.eratioos caused by a 
seismic event. 'Ihis explanatiat has fcci'datia. in the fact that 
the east coast of C8nl!lda is prcne to rare, large magnit:We 
~ (Basham and Adlms, 1982: Piper, and NormarX, 1982; Keen 
,£ AL., in p:ess). In zd:Utioo, two major~ with 
a&I!IOCiated. eecJiment fail~ have been documented a1 the east. coast 
of Osnl!lda within t«Mat history; Ml'DBly the 1929 Gran:i Banks 
~ (HeeZea am DiinJ, 1952~ Piper an1 ·Notmarlt, 1982: Piper · 
£ AL, 1984), am a 1933 event off Baffin Island (JC'.een £ AL., 
1972; stain £ AL, 1979). A ...x:td ~ zme is ~ 
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area (Fig. 2. 7 arrl 2.10). It~ similar in ~cter to 
the surficial disturbed zcnes ard henoe it too inay have develc:p:rl 
as a result of a seismic event (Piper g -~' 1985). 
Tile best ~roach to det..ermine· the tragnitude of gra.u'rl 
acoeleration5 '«hi~ could cause sediment failure in the,. study area 
might be through detailed examination of }:hysical, properties of the 
sediment, with the awlication of these properties to an infinite-
slope raoc.gram for slope stability analysi!>.-i.El_9oth ~ S!L., 1985). 
; -._ . 
This awroach, however, is beyond -the-~ oe this thesis . 
'lbe t;.imin:J of the sediment failure in the Verrill canyon area ) ;. 
I"CU3hlY correlates wittl the last glacial recession. It is also 
observoo that the surt;icial disturbed zones correlate alonj tl)e · 
sarre stratigra}::hic horizon as the ~t till-like ton:JUe• 
Likewise, the l:uried disturbed zone correlates with the lo..rer till-
like torgue (Fig. 2 .. 28). 'Ihis evict~ suggests that sediment 
failure in the Verrill\ canyon area c:orresporrls to episcrles of 
,_jglaciation arrl d~lacickion. Stein ~ gL. (1985)--ll_ave proposed, 
for the 1933 event off of Baffin Islarrl, that glaciation abl,ation, 
foll<:Ming recession of ice fran the area, causes ~ismicity by 
reactivatirq deep basement faults relict fran previo..IS tectonic ' 
stress regimes. A similar mechanism of seismic activation is 
proposed for the Scotian Slope. Unfortunately quantitative 
explanations for recent eartl'x:tUakes off eastern canada are still 
lac.kiiq (Keen g gL., in press) • 
5. J ConClusions 
'Ihe stratigrafhy an:.l sedilrent~lo::JY of the Verrill canzon sttrly " 
area has been determined ns~ the stu::ly of sediment in piston 
· cores c:anbined with acx::ustic controls. FigUre 5.1 shOws the i . 
develcpnent of the acc:w;tic stratigralily of the area. It . ) ' 
dema'lstrates the cx:rrplex interrelaticnships of the shelf ard i ts 
qec)lo;JiC histo:r:y, with sed.imentatioo al the Scx;)tian SlqJe, am the 





A major glacia1 advance durirg Early Wisoc:rlsinan-~ led to 
' \ 
the depositioo of thick Sequeroes of glacial -· and preglacial 
-Sectiments at the o.rt.er shelf am \.IR)er slope. 'lheee ~were 
reworked ani deposited downslcpe thrcn3h the remairrler of the Early 
- ~ 
ard Mi<tile Wi.scalsinan. 'nle ~part of this~ has 
been saupled ani has been classified as units 4 arx:l 3. '!hey are 
cx::xtpJSed of debriS flows ·(Facies Associaticn C), t:w:1:>idites (Facies 
· ~iatioo B), an:l bioPirbated sOO.ilrEnts (Facies Associatioo A). 
- . 
Bl,otur.bated beds reflect~ sl~ sediment:atioo arrl 
' 
represent peri~ of slow.r depooitioo. 
A late Wi.scxrlsinan glacial readvaJ'w:::)e again led to defa;ition 
of glacial material on the_ \JR)ei' sl~ ard aiter shelf. Mass- ~ 
JDOVement processes sud1 as ~debris flows (Facies Asscx::iatioo C) ard 
turbidity currents (Fac~es Assooiatioo B) transported these 
sediments further downsl~. 'lhese ooiiments f~rm unit 2. 
' 
Holocel'll! depositioo-cn the scotian.Slqle Ms been daninated by 
ptuoesses with slow sedirrentaticn rates sudl as1 hemipelagic · 
depositim. '1he results are fine~ sizes ard proJ.ific , 
~ ' •rJ ' .' ·~ I ,. 
bioturbation • . Sediloont source areas oo lc:n:;Jer ~r to be the 
glacial am proglacw de[x:lSits oo the outer shelf am uwer slope, 
b..It rather the' provenart:le am transportaticn ll.U;toi:Y of the 
----.....__ sediment~ to be mre c:X:.t!plex. 'lbe Holocene ~ forms a 
- ·readily rec:xx;pti.zable sediment drape overlyin;J all of the shdy 
ar-ea. -
5.4 InFlicatioos for Offshore Develc;prent 
Offshore i.rrlustrial an:i scientific activities involVe the 
ocnstructioo of stnJct:l.lres en the seafloor. 'lhe geOlogical an::1 
geotedmical questit:n; raised by these activities are of 0«> kin:is: 
will natural processes cause slunpirq arrl other sediment failures 
wtridl in tum p.It the securi t:y of the structure at risk; arrl 2) 
will the p~ of the structure illpose or in:hlce loads and 
forces oo the seabed that will cause instability in the s«Ument, 






Brown (in~) ~a list of 14 geo~ical features an:1 
px:cceeses krowr\ to affect seabed stab~ity of ~eastern canadian • 
oc:nt:.inental,· mzm:Jin. seven of these it"fm3 awly to the .. verrill 
. . ·.. . ' . 
Canyal study, area ani sto:lld be <Xn:lidered as possible cxnstraints 
to develqment: \.. J 
._ . . i 
1) Litho~~- the ~ty. of Wi.scx:r1sinan sediments en the :. 
~ slcp! are ~reted to have been dep'lsited by processes 
related to glaciatien (ioe raftlrg, till ~, glacial trelt- . 
a.tt). coarse detritus, S:uch: as bo.llders, resultin;J tran ·these 
~(especially en the~ slqle) can interfere with well 
dril~ an::l .fa.niatien_ ~ (M:Millan,. in p~). 
}:till £ AL. ( 1983 > dJsezved . bo..ll.ders m the uwer Soat.ian s1~ 
~ 
durin:;J a aul:Dersible dive. In deeper water en the sootian Sl~ 
W.isoa1sinan sediments are i.nt.ezpreted. to have been largely 
deposited by mass-DDYement processes. 'IheSe 'P~ are ~t · 
to be inactive at the present, am be;:ls deposited by thP.m are 
generally thin. 
-
2) stratigt'ality - the sediments examined for this thesis are 
~y ~_cally stable, bJt for the ~ of 
. inteJ:val.s of low shear st.ren:JthS, su::h as .at the baSe of unit 1; 
an:1 · within the d.ist:m"bed Za'leS ·where l!lldl of the . sediment has been 
~lded. ~ Clbsezvatioo of int.erStra~ def!=»:tmatioo, as d:served 
in the slide block .en Figure 2·.-?, does StXJgeSt, ~er, · that there 
have been ~ace· hcrizoos that were· geot:.ec:hnicaliy weaker. \ . .• 
3) Seismicity - large seismic_ events~ ocx:m-red oo the eastern 
~ marqin with a frecJJency Of F1 estimated J.O,OOO to 100,000 
years (Piper arrl Nonnark, ~982) I ani haVe possi.P~Y affected the . 
sb.rjy ares. SIDaller seismic 'events are cx:nsidered to .be nuch mre 
~ (~, 1986) . 
4) Slunps - the area aheM; several massive slunp deposits · 
. . 
(d.i.st:urtai ZalSS), al~ .with rumeroos slunp scars ·am· erosional 
surfaces. ~ 1he stu:!y area thus has a histocy of instability. 




·-- · .... 
. ' 
at the SUrface. 'lhese dlannels may ocntain ~ seiiment which 
can interfere. with well driliin;J am pile drivirg. 
6) Ice sco..trs - reli~ i~. sc:nirS are ~ oo the UWer 
.. , . -. .. . 
slope. 'nlaql iCebergs pose no~ threat~ this area, the 
. effects of :;coorl..r'g oo the qe.otec:hnical pr'q)erties of the bottan 
saiiment ·is n.Jt ·known ·(Lewis ~ ~, 1986) • '1'he presence of scn.u:-s 
can, thereto~,- be CXX'lSidered a possibl~ ·oalStraint to developnent. 
7) Pockmarks -~ stJ:u::tures are ~ oo .the lJI:P& slope Md 
penetrate the di..st:urbOO zcnes,· thus· are pas.Sibly still- active~ 'As 
. ~ 
yet n.Jt lruc:n is kncwn of pockmarks, the proc.esses which cause them, 
' . '-...._ ' 
nor the sediment prc::p!Ities associated' with them. 'lhey are t:hc::u3ht 
. to be i.n:licative of gas~ (Josenhans ~ AL_; 1978), am to 
I . 
date it has been. the general . oc:nsensus of .irdustry to avoid. ~r~ 
near them .. 
'lbe Verrill canyoo area, therefore, dem:nstrat.es exanples of 
geologic c:x:JnStraints to in:iustrial devel~ in a passi~ margin 
,.. 
· . c:xJnt.inental slqJe settirg. 'Ihis environment in the past has beeri 
considered relatively risk-free. What this stmy establishes is . 
thati ro general geol~lc lOOde.l. fQr . passive "t!argin slqle& is 
lUli. versal. Rather eadl area of interest needs to be surveyed for 
its own suite of ocnstrai.nts to develq.ment. c:nly then can the 
' ' . 
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Figure Al sea MARC I 4. 5 kHz profile CNer oore sites 22 and 27. 
At::nlstic resolutioo 'is poor at these sites rut several 
aCX1JStic horizcn; have been defi.rm. 
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Figure A2 HUntec urs bocJoor profile crver core site 21 shc:Mi.nj 
aooostic reflectors ~ at core site. Note the 
hLmm:x::ky, erc:6iooal_ characteristic of the !seafloor. 
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Figure A3 I-runtec DIS 1-xpner profile over core site 25 shc1wirq key 
acnJStic horiza'lS at this site. -Note the iiliin:iaoce of 
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Figure M V-fin sparker profile over oore site 29 anj West ..Acadia 
Valley. ~reflectors at this site were detenni.ned by 
pickirq reflectors of similar aCXXJStic dlaracter ani 
Sl.l]::ix)ttan , depth to those. of similar water depths in the 


































Figure A5 Sea MARC I 4. 5 kHz profille CNer core site 51 shcM.hn:J 
.. ,
OCI!plete urdist:urtled sequerx::e of key. aCX11Stic 
reflectors. Note the easily distirguished 
edlod'laracter of the ~ disturbed zone in the 
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Figure A6 ·.sea MARC I 4. 5 l<Hz profile rNer core site 52. Note the 
core was taken in ~t ~ to be a SlUI!Jl deposit, 
where the acnJStic stratigrcq:by ~be defined. 
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Jhmtec IJI'S tx:x:1ner profile rNe.r core site 32 sha.vi.rg the 
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Figure A8 3. 5 kHz Profile CNer core site 56 shaWl.nJ key aca.lStic 
reflectors at this site .. N9te the contiro.Js, coherent, 
parallel nature of the reflectors. This echotype is 
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Figure A9 SEe ~ I 4. 5 kHz profile CNer core site 34, shc:J.r.ri.rq 
that key acaJStic horizc.nc; have 1:.hi.nr)ed d~lcpe and. 
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Figure AlO Sea MARC I 4.5 kHz profile mer core site 310 arrl small 
erosional valley between West ani East Acadia Valleys. 
Note the shallowest key reflector is Green, SU].Jestffil 
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Figure All Sea MARC I 4.5 kHz profile CNer c:x>re site 36 s.howi.rq 
Pink as the shallowest key reflector. ~ the scarps, 
resul tin} fran bediin:;J-plane slide detac:hment; arrl 
sooors whidl are the profiles of the linear erosional 
depresstl:rls as seen oo sidescan images";- Note also the 
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Figure Al2 V-fin sparker profile over the eastern disturbed zcne 
and core site 24, slx:lwinJ key ac::aJStic horizons. Note 
the termi.naticn of reflectors an:i the relief at the 
marginal escarpnent. ¥.'here the d.isturbed zooe begins, 
stqJeStirq SEdiment has been rercved fran the area. 
Nate also the characteristic hunm:x::Jcy IrDqilology arrl 































Sea MARC I 4.5 kHz profile rNer CXlre site 37 within the 
western di.stw:bed zcne, showi.rq the key acx:ustic 
horiZCrlS at the site. Note that Red is the first 
rec:xlgllizable reflector. 
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Figure Al4 Sea MARC I 4.5 kH;z profile over core sites 54 arrl 55, 
am within the western di.st:urbed zooe, sha.Ni.rg key 
aooostic reflectors at the sites. Note that Yella.r is 
the shall~ hdrizoo re&:xxJrrized. 
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Figure Al5 Sea -Ml\HC I 4. 5 kHz profile CNer cx:>re site 33 ani CNer 
the western qisturbed ZCfle; sha..rirq .key acoostic 
reflectors at the site. Note the termination of 
horizoos at the marginal escarpnent • 
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• coarsest ~ile 
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am [lPJ}{ nc:m; %':R \.9. tiliT nAY ~~~) S.D. KRr. ~-~ ID. (an) . • . (Ihl) 
34 1.54 5 .3 9~5 - 39.44 ~.76 8.04 7.9 7.5 3.~ 2.'57 -.45 3.3 
34 335 5 0 6.71 39.(:6 53.63 8.31 8.3 7.5 2.77 2.36 -.39 3.9 
34 391 5 .4812.94 38.6) 47.89 7.74 7.7 7.3 3.16 2.!B -.47 3.1 
34 415 5 .0210.61 41.64 47.73 7.67 7.7 5.7 2.t:;T7 2.23 - . 28 3.9 
34 432 5 .6 16.g} 35.79 46.64 -7.47 7.5 5.3 3.33 2.43 -.43 1.7 
34-· 446 5 .m. 7.44 32.04 8).52 8.58 8.7 8.1 2.75 2.89 -.68 5.1 
34 462 5 .2 l1..82 .35.!:4 52.44 7.g} 8.1 8.7 3.(J] 2.6 -.53 4.7 
34 477 5 0 6.18 32.ll 61.71. 8.fB 8.8 8.9 2.67 2.96 -.ffi 5.1 
34 492 5 .3 10.24 34.47 54.9) 8.)8 8.3 7 .9 · 3 2.77 -.6 3 •. 1 
34 r:m 5 0 .7.46 33.23 !B.31 8.5 8.6 7.9. 2.77 2.6 -.~ 3.1 
34 57.2 5 .2 10.8 J7.18 51.82 7.g:) 8.1 7.5 3 2.64 -.51 3.1 
34 535 5 1.2 D.43 33.3 52.00 7.84 8.1 7.9 3.33 3.1 -.72 2.9 
34 !XX) 5 • .3 l1..62 28.83 !B-.24 8.33 8.7 8.7 3.16 3.1 -.84 2.9 
34 571 5 2.8 20.8 31.~ 45.14 7.01 7.5. 7.5 3.87 257 -.58 .7 
34 !B9 5 .2>16.44 :x>.2 52.84 7.84 8.1 8.1 3.39 2.~ -.62 2.5 
34 61.4 5 0 15.64 :x>.86 53.5 .7.~ 8.2 2 .9 .3.21 2.29 -.54 2.7 
34 :B6 5 2.2 43.23 24.28 :x>.29 5.~ 4.9 2.7 3.91 1.93 .16 4.5 
34 631 5 .5424.24 71.17 48.04 7.32 7.7 3.1 3.67 2.02 -.39 1.3 
34 644 5 1.1 22.96 29.51 46.52 7.28 7.5 3.1 3.~ 2.28 -.4 1.5 
34 6fl) 5 .1 31.33 '2h.7 41.86 6.81 7.1 3.1 3.(:6 1.73 -.12 1.1 
34 674 5 2.04 29.36 29.6) 38.91 6.53 6.7 3.1 3.79 2.14 -.23 1.1 
34 EOO 5 .0313.84 32.81 !i3.32 8.(12 8.2 7.7 3.ll 2.39 -.54 2.9 
34 114 2 0 7.2fJ 36.~ 56.19 8.41 8.5 7.5 2.75 2.21 - .41 3.1 
34 l.fB 2 .12 6.22 41.81 51.85 8.24 8.1 5 .5 2.76 2.21 -.2fJ 3.5 
34 lB2 2 0 7.72 48.76 43.52 7.7 7.3 5.1 2.8 1.78 . 11 3.5 
34 D 2 0 6.02 35.93 !il.C6 8.41 8.5 9.3 257 2.23 - . 38 3.7 
34 215 3 0 lD.Z7 48.C9 41.64 7.58 7.1 3.9 2.82 1.82 .14 3.5 
34 229 3 .6 3.18 J7.64 !il.!il 8.67 8.7 3.9 2.64 3.93 -.73 3.9 
34 241 3 . 34 lS.gJ 38.36 45.33 7.57 7.5 3.5 3.12 2.1 -.2 .3.1 
34 320 3 0 7 .79 45.83 46.38 7.00 7.5 3.7 2.8 1.~ - . 00 3.5 
34 364 3 .5 4 .88 41.~ 53.04 8 •. 33 8.1 3.9 2.74 3.18 -.49 3.9 34 N7 4 0 21.13 40. -:J7.9 7.11 6.5 3.5 3.02 1.83 .29 3.2 
34 258 4 0 29.25 42.04 2ft:::. 6.41 5.3 3.5 2.92 2.fJ7 .6 3.2 . 
34 301 4 0 S7.77 :?8.5 D.73 5.m 3.7 3.5 2.43 4.!il 1.66 3.2 
34 21 1 0 6.4 38.4 ~.2 8.17 8.3 9 2.!i3 2.fJ7 - . 26 3.5 
34 !i3 1 0 21..<:6 J7.23 41.71 7.1· 7 5.4 3.14 1.92 -.00 1.7 
34 36 1 0 4.64 36.85 53.51 8.41 · 8.5 4.2 2.49 2.16 -.32 3.7 
34· 44 1 0 15.39 36.~ 48.~ 7.67 7.8 o · 3.(1) 1.97 - ·.25 1.9 
34 74 1 0 8.63 39.72 51.63 8.02 8.1 4.2 2.82 2.16 -.3 3.3 
34 300 1 0 4.~ 39.m. 56.4 8.51. 8.2 7.4 2.62 2.41 -.4 3.9 
310 N7 5 .22 20.49. 33.ffi 45.63 7.3 7.5 7.;1 3.47 2.ll -.38 .7 
310 :m 5 .77 7.44 33.51 53.28 8.4 8.5 7.9 2.~ 3.81 -.9 5.1 
310 344 5 3.9 7.24 :x>.42 53.44 8.17 8.5 8.3 3.52 4.9 -1.34 5.1 
310 :115 5 0 14. g:) 33.1 51.91 7.96 8.1 7.3 3.19 2.35 -.53 2.5 
310 400 5 .6 6.48 31.32 61.6 8.61 8.9 8.5 2.85 4 -.95 5.1 
310 41D 5 .02 9.W 35.72 54.57 8.22 8.3 7 .5 2.9 2.28 -.45 3.1 
~i8\ 449 5 .6210.48 :x>.31 '53.!B 8.32 8.7 7.5 3.14 3.43 -.91 5.5 434 5 .'57 7.24 29.34 62.84 8 . 60 9 8.7 2.96 4.C6 -1.<:6 5.5 
310 479 5 .6 l6.S7 28.61. 54.25 7.9 8.3 7.9 3.33 2.!B -.ffi 2.7 
310 495 5 .4 11.94 29.EB '57.rn 8.29 8.5 7.9 3.1 2.96 -.76 2.7 
310 510 5 1.02 21..35 35.02 42.61. 7.63 7.3 7.3 3.45 2.48 -.46 1.1 
310 535 5 .67 34.m 29.52 35.8 6.33 6.1 2.9 3.66 1.84 .(6 1.1 
310 549 5 3.83 21..(6 :x>.62 44.51. 6.95 7.3 7.9 3.92 2.7 -.62 2.5 
310 464 2 0 2.4 31.34 66."}£) 9.12 9.1 7.9 3.32 3.03 -.64 2.0 
310 285 2 0 4.lB 31.39 63.72 8.87 8.9 7.7 2.56 3.~ - :n 5.7 
310 Gl2 1 0 5.81. 35.61 53.52 8.42 8.5 4 2.49 2.25 -.36 3.3 
310 12 1 0 18.15 36.95 44.9 7.38 7.3 3.2 3.02 1.94 -.15 2.9 
310 24 1 0 6.86 34.(6 9:},(1;) 8.4 8.5 4 l.56 2.39 -.45 3.3 
310 39 1 0 4 .99 34.61 8).34 8.52 8.7 9.8 2.48 2.4 -.44 3.5 
''-. 
31{; 75 '1 0 5 .99 36.52 '57.49 8.4 8.5 7 2;6 2.64 -.5 4.9 
:r.o 179 1 0 8.42 36.4 !D.lB 8.28 8.3 7.8 2.83 2.!B -.52 3.9 
.J10 164 1 4.4 . 5.4 40.02 !i>.l9 7.79 7.9 7.6 3.47 4.86-1.21 .9 
310 ].!i) 1 0 4.2 40.33 2>.47 8.45 8.3 5.8 2.62 2.16 -.29 3.9 
310 135 1 0 1.81 36.31 61.88 8.85 8.9 7.4 2.38 2.46 -.43 5.1 
310 lC6 1 0 15.11 4757 J7.32 7.19 6.6 3.4 2.83 1.85 - .28 3.3 
310 ~ 1 0 6.fR 35.63 '57 .3 . 8.41 8.5 7.4 . 2.€0 2.38 -.44 3.5 
310 314 1 .m. 6.28 32.15 61.56 8.67 8.8 7.9 2.EB 2.83 -.67 3.9 
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-m 1 0 6.3 41J.'I1 53.43 8.26...-8.3 7.1 2.72 2.19 -.31 3.3 
29 5(D 5 0 31.78 32.3 35.92 6.52 6.1 3.3 3.41 1.84 .152 2.9 
.B E96 5 J 0 26.44 45.$ .Z7 0 <.13 6.3 5.5 3.4 2.94 2.18 .49 2.9 
:s ' 010 5 0 10.84 ~-72 41.44 7.~ 7.1 5.3 2.91 1.81 .u . 3.1 29 841. ·5 0 13.62 . 33.56 52.4 8.06 8~1 3.5 2.99 1.91 -.3 3.1 
29 540 5 .26 11.5 36.63 . 51.61. 8 8.1 7.3 3.16 2.53 -.51 3.5 
29 400 5 . 0 29.56 33.52 36.92 6.82 . 6.3 . 3.3 3.21 1.66 .26 . 2.7 
29 710 5 3.29 7.lA 43.83 35.84 6.68 6.:5 3.3 . 3.ffi 3.15 -.52 2.8 
29 290 5 .1925.51." 54.22 ~.CB 5.92 5.1 3.3 2.64 2.96 .86 2.9 
29 421 5 0 28.35 45.EB 25.96 6.2 5.3 3.3 2:8 2.26 .62 2.9 
.29 6216 2 0 17.64 42.41. 39~!ll ?.Z7 6.9 3.7 3.04 1.8 .06 3.1 
29 856 2 .3 16~92 -4l.EB 41.(9 7.'3 7 3.3 3.(8 2.(]7 .()) 3.1 
29 · 270 2 .·o 15.21 44.Z7 40.52 7~38 8.5 3.5 2.99 1.71 .19 3.1 
29 :x> 2 0 24.64 41J.78 34.!:B 6.9 6.3 ' 3~5 2.99 1.85 .3 2.9 
29 6216 . 2 o· 17.64 42.41 39.95 7.Z7 6.9 . 3.7 3.~ 1.8 .()) 3.1 
29 856 2 .3 16.92 4l.EB · 41m -7.3 7 " 3.3 3.(8 2.CJ7 .()) 3.1 
------ 29 526 4 · 0 34.35 29,g,a 35.71 6.~ 6.1 3.3 3.42 1.7 .19 1.5 
29 s;;n 4 .63 33.92 42 23.45 5.84 5.3 3.1 v:n 2.68 .35 2.7 
29 1$ 1 · 0 6.7 53.5 · YJ.7 7.54 7.1 5.8 . 2.$ 2 .23 3.5 
29 ll4 
-t 0 11.7 93.1 X>.3 6.88 6.1 5.4 2.ffi 2.26 .47 3.5 . 29 ~- .2 11.1 61.1 'Z7.6 6.67 5.9 5.6 2.38 2.62 .57 3.1 
29 975 1 0 ~-1 ffi.9 24 6.32 5.7 3.6 2.62 2.61. .:0 1.9 
29 100 1 0 9.4 46.2 44.4 7.81 7.3 6 2.9 2.00 -.cs 3.5 
29 2ffi 1 .5 7.85 43.99 47.ffi 7.q] 7.7 3.4 2.83 2.92 ...:.36 .3.1 
29 ~ 1 .C6 21.91 46.44 31.6 6.6 6.1 3.5 2.8 2.15 .28 3.1 
'J7 74 5 .26 8.26 39.63 51.76 j1 154 5 - 1.39 7.6 39.96 51.(6 j1 ffi J .lB 4.n :E.85 56.25 j1 74 3 .lB 8.12 38.97 51.9 
j1 :Ia) 3 .11 5.46 35.54 !i3.89 
'J7 ll7 3 0 6.29 40.ll 53.6 
'J7 134 • J 0 5.28 41.73 52.93 
Tl lEi1 3 .52 10.93 l3.56 49.93 
j1 172 3 1.34 8.45 34.EB ffi.5'2 
j1 184 3 .24 3.61 29/17 "66.18 j1 :;m 3 0 2.54 25.52 71.94 j1 225 3 0 5.31 44.(8 50.61 
'J7 238 3 0 2~68 40.32 56.93 
j1 Gll 1 0 3.78 39.ffi 57.17 
17 can 1 0 3.~ 17.88 . !i3.54 
17 Gl3 1 0 3.!:0 34.96 61.49 
36 l45 5 0 9.92 42.93 47.15 
36 384 5 0 4.5 l9.fB 75.82 
36 445 5 .28 a>.EO 35.Jl 43.7 
36 m 5 0 3).15 40.72 39.13 
36 354 5 0 19.63 17.TJ 42.57 
36 4l3 5 .5Ja3.67 32.74 38.ai 
31D ll3 4 0 5.76 35.00 !B.24 
36 325 4 0 1.66 21.34 77.02 
36 (}) 4 0 5.41 36.19 !i3.4 
36 Gl9 4 0 5.3? 36.84 57.74 
56 G45 1 0.00 8.51 JS.Ol 56.44 
56 GlOO 1 0.00 3.16 36.39 00.44 
56 85 5 O.lB 6.(12 :x>.6l 63.l9 
ffi D 5 0.00 7.39 40.00 52.61. 
!Xl 288 5 o.oo 5.30 43.42 51.28 
2) 351 5 0.00 2.25 38.39 !:9.35 
ffi 481 5 0.00 4.63 41.75 51.62 
ffi 541 2 o.ee w.n 34.$ 53.86 
2) 621 1 0.23 3.g] 43.ll 52.!9 
~ laU 1 o.oo 2.93 ~.93 49.14 
55 laD 5 o.54 n.m 39.16 49.26 
54 86 1 0.00 1B.Z7 43.~ 37.83 
54 151 5 o.~ 8.51 4Ll) 49.99 
54 :.B9. ~ J 0.00 7.63 49.42 42.95 
54 403 5 0.(]1 8.56 37.70 53.66 
54 462 3 0.63 3.25 43.64 52.48 
54 63 5 0.14 8.l4 25.]) 66.33 




~ ~ f1CIES ~ \<i\ \Sin' t:IJ\Y . ~ ~ ~) S.D. KRI'. !:mol ... ~ 
54 . . ffil 3 o.oo 3.14 44.ll 52.75 
54 £m 3 0.00 4.57 36.28 ~.15 
/ 
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. APrniDIX C 
(RiYSICAL PRJPERIY 0\'17\) 
List of N;i)reviatiCf!S 
ss . . . . shear ~ (urrlrained) 
~ . . ... water~ 
8D • • • • • l::ulk dens~ ty 

















































Core 85-001-o.t- sri\ T, ss w: (kPa) (Cj/CnU) (%) 




0.33 80.79 0.41 8.9753 
0.48 14.5917 
0.49 
0.57 ':/:8983 80.25 
0.6 72.49 0.63 4.1499 
0.65 1.498 99.99 0.66 71.11 0.74 1.483 87.63 
..;:, 
' o. 76 6.8334 0.78 18.0784 
0.82 14.J.962 
~ 0.86 1. 729 37.23 0.9 52.03 0.94 63.22 ~ 0.97 7.3567 
1.17 66.79 1.18 16.472 
1.2 72.63 1.23 2.9451 
1.36 61.09 1.38 6.8273 
1.51 1.667 61.95 1.53 3.8822 
1.82 4.156 
1.85 60.6 2.05 5.3487 
2.36 7.2289 
2.38 1. 752 46.45 2.4 1. 705 52.69 
2.55 1. 738 54.22 2.6 9.6446 \ 
2.89 1. 734 54.72 2.92 6.2918 
3.14 53.81 3.29 6.8273 
3.53 1. 747 52.27 3.59 6.9673 
3.82 1. 7.65 50.9 3.88 7.3628 
3.92 1.784 49.1 
-4-r02 13.253 




4.29 46.18 4.58 16.G058 
4.62 1. 787 48.49 
4.68 14.5917 
4.88 44.3167 4.91 35.4813 
4.93 1. 723 57.16 5.12 1.784 48.86 5.18 14.7317 
5.38 14.5978 
5. 45 1.788 42.81 5.62 1.698 35.73 5.65 16.8675 
241 
~ . . 
Core 85-001-{)4 ( C'a'lt I dk 
~ 
. T <~> (q/cn3) (\) 
5.95 18. 2122 




6. 7 17.9445 
6.88 1.827 43.97 6.92 18 . 6119 
6.96 1.816 45.95 
7.11 18.7H6 
7.17 
7 . 4 15.401 . 
1.838 42.34 
7.43 1.815 . 45 . 77 7.67 18.34 
7 ~ 69 1.831 42.71 
7.85 34.2765 
7.88 17.1413 
7.93 14 .• 324 
7.95 ' 
8.04 19.2832 
1.846 . 41.52 
8.09 1 . 758 52.38 
8.22 12 .4498 
8.44 1.711 
"" 
core J"'l1JJt)er 85001-05 
w ss \«: BD (kPa) (\) (q/anJ) 
0.4 14.19 
0.45 68.01 1.65 
0 . 62 10.04 Q.65 97.51 
0 . 75 11.52 
0 . 8 65.22 1.66 
0.9 10.04 ':1 
1 . 47.55 1. 79 
1.05 8.7 














2.88 49.39 1.77 
3.19 7.63 
3.22 61.3 1.69 
3 . 37 49.09 1.72 
3.45 9.9 
3.51 54.62 1.75 
3.69 8.03 
3.95 8.31 
4.01 46.18 1.8 
4 . 2 9.37 
4.42 54.02 1. 74 
242 
.· 
a:u:e I"J..1Di:er 85001-o5 (ocnt'd) 
w ss ~ BD ()cpa) (\) (g/cn3) 
4.45 4.45 
I 4.81 . 47.76 1. 79 / 4.84 12.98 4.91 43.65 1.63 / 5.09 46.69 1.8 5.15 12.19 







6.41 59.03 1.65 6.57 10.58 
6.59 59.15 1.63 6.88 8.43 
7.01 57.93 1. 71 7.17 .6.69 
7.44 55.25 7.46 11.78 
7.76 60.83 1.69 7.78 9.38 
7.94 50.79 1.7 8.08 9.63 
8.1 55.27 1. 73 8.4 8.71 
8.49 59.87 1.61 8.55 57.87 1.71 8.69 11.65 
8.75 9.1 
9 8.17 
9.02 63.68 1.68 9.25 9.37 
9.33 60.38 1.702 9.51 4.82 
9.59 8.57 
9.61 62.78 1.68 9.8-7 53.55 1. 74 9.89 11.24 
10.18 9.78 
10.21 54.42 1. 74 10.45 8.7 
10.55 55.18 1. 73 10.7 8.84 
10.87 62.19 10.93 6 . 83 













0.42 . 1.637 70.82 0.45 64 . 51 0 . 55 1.636 60.32 0.6 64.08 0.7 61.36 0. 85 79.54 1 1.594 80.27 1.15 
1.3 1.471 99.99 
OORE 83012-Q3 
~ ss ~ Rmld ss (kPa) (%) (kPa) 
0.1 13.534 68.285 5.358 0.25 8.042 69.207 
0.4 11.337 66.279 0.55 8.042 44.946 5.715 0.7 8.042 ~5.325 0.85 3.658 5.263 
1 4.021 45.058 1.429 1.15 6.58 51.452 
1.3 9.14 45.069 3.929 1.45 10.239 51.345 
1.6 8.042 48.342 
1. 75 10.974 46.665 6.429 
,--·- . 1.9 8.414 8.867 2.05 6.58 42 . 655 
2.2 7.316 77.147 3.215 2.45 13 . 171 36.546 
2.6 7.316 44.226 
2.75 10.974 44.284 
2.9 7 . 316 41.296 
'3.45 0 . 736 44.858 
3.6 6.914 49.761 
3.9 12.072 48.081 
4.05 6.58 39.274 1.429 
4.35 9.876 38.758 




. ..... ~ ss ~ (m) (kPa) (\) 
0.1 
0.15 15.357 65.243 
0.4 12.435 55.743 
0.6 





1.5 4.02 62.363 
1.55 
1.65 4.02 60.194 
1.8 5.482 50.181 
1.95 3.295 48.504 
2.1 6.217 49.018 
2.25 5.482 62.655 
2.3 , 
2.4 7.316 49.602 
2.55 8.014 37.191 
2.7 8.041 57.478 
2.85 7.316 60.192 
3 4.756 31.292 
3.15 8. 777. 48.856 
3.3 10.611 53.809 3.35 
3.45 9.14 60.942 3.6 7.316 . 58.342 3.75 . 6.943 58.691 
3.9 7.678 48.492 
4.11 4.393 46.324 
4.26 8.414 43.391.-
4.41 8.041 . 61.041 
4.49 
5.119 4.56 49.576 
4.71 8.041 54.837 
4.86 9.14 50.647 
5.01 6.58 54.566 
5.09 
5.16 2.922 47.238 
5.3 4.02 . 47.084 5.5 12.072 49.29 5.65 8.414 38.844 5.8 2.196 27.959 
5.95 11.699 41.327 
6.1 12.072 44.834 
6.25 10.238 39.894 
6.4 12.798 40.282 
6.55 16.456 33.72 ~. 6.7 6.217 33.527 
245 
Cbre Tlll1i:ler 830U-o6 
r ID ss rmld ss ~ (g/cn.1) ,- (kPa) (kPa) (%) 
2.35 3.678 2.47 45.326 2.5 8.777 7.85 2".62 1. 778 38.810 2.65 _, 22.674 
2.75 1.53 39.199 2.8 14.269 6 . 072 2.9 1.473 47.909 
! . 2.95 21.575 3.05 1.477 I 48.811 3.1 i0.974 
3. 2 1.501 14.632 7.85 47.750 3.27 1.348 51.400 3.35 11.337 . 
3.42 1.499 41.923 3.5 14.995 
3.56 31.785 3.65 20.85 9.64 
3. 7 1~456 48.472 3 . 8 
i.423 
10.239 
3.86 55. 532 3.95 11.337 
4.03 1.531 34.755 4.1 8.777 8.57 
4.15 31.729 4 . 25 11.337 
4.32 1.549 33.514 
-4.4 8.777 






T S5 w: BD Rmld ss (kPa) (\) (g/anJ) (kPa) 
' 0.05 3.658 1.67 0.1 61.8U 
0.2 6.953 
0.35 1.461 50.419 
0.67 1.098 
0.72 54.522 
1.95 7.679 5.25 2 54.601 1.39 2.7 9.876 2.45 2.77 41.569 1.575 2.85 ' 8.777 
2.93 56.539 
-1.363 3 6.953 
3.07 42.753 
i.37 3.15 8.042 3.25 41.598 1.504 3.3 10.239 
3.4 64.25 1.342 3.45 6.58 2.57 3.52 51.342 1.4 3.7 10.239 47.13 1.64 3.85 9.876 53.683 
4 5.855 50.897 
4.15 14.995 63.11 1.95 4.3 8.042 47.229 
4.45 12.798 46.445 
4.6 9.14 43.018 12.5 4.75 6.953 43.285 
4.9 7.679 51.784 5.05 6,58 41.141 2.57 5.2 9.876 1.69 5.35 10.611 
5.5 7.679 
5.8 7.679 5.25 6.1 5.855 




83012-10 , , 
~pth ss we BD Rmld ss (m) (kPa) (%) (g/crn3) (~) 
-----------------------------~----------~~-0.05 . 14.632 4.~ 0.12 52.892 1.359 -~:J 0.15 48.9 0.2 10.611 
0.26 61.089 1. 379 0. 35 10.238 
0.41 70.399 1.35 33 0.5 !<1.994 8.929 0.7 8.777 3.~72 0.77 67.814 
0 . 85 10.611 
0.93 65.581 1.262 1 2~559 
1.08 45.548 1.447 1.15 5.482 
1. :l,o7 1.24 60.208 2.5 1.3 5.482 
1.37 65.894 1'.314 1.45 6.217 
1.52 58.517 1.431 32 1.6 2.922 1.072 1.67 59.206 1.335 1. 75 5.482 
1.81 60.538 1.411 1.9 6.953 
1.99 46.235 1.52 2.8 ' 7. 678 2.5 2.87 55.113 1. 303 2.95 10.97 
3.02 54.429 1. 3:15 3.1 8.777 






- - -:r .929 3.87 42.045 1.)79 3.95 8.777 
. 4.01 58.069 1.35 24.4 4.1 10.974 
4.21 52.696 1.394 4.25 8.777 2.143 4.36 56.13 1.434 4.4 10.611 
4.51 51.255 1.39 4.6 23.7 4.65 7.678 
4.66 50.603 1.435 4.8 10.974 
1 :521 
19.1 4.81 47.333 
4.95 5.482 
.. " ~ 4.97 50.897 1.496 5.1 ·11. 336 
5 . 12 31.807 1.592 . 5.3 13.896 5 . 358 5.35 16.1 5.37 31.988 1.5 5.52 36.013 1 . 508 
5.6 6.953 







T ss we BD. Rmld ss (kPa) (\) · (gjanJ) (kPa) 
5.95 45.856 1.449 21.4 
6.1 10.974 
6.11 43.449 1.398 . 
6.25 . 6.58 
6.26 50.431 1.398 
6.4 9.512 20.7 
6.42 46.768 1. 374 
6.55 11.336 
6.56 /1.235 
6.58 24.753 
-· 
249 


